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7 ABSTRACT

This report presents the re5ults of a 6 month study of the Navy ’s
I present and future needs in high speed A/D converters, and the AID con-

verter technologies that have potential to fill those needs.

I System requirements are examined in coninunications , radar , optical!
IR, EW/ELINT, and sonar systems. Generic requirements and specifi c systems

I are discussed along with projections to future system high speed A/D con-
ver ter needs.

I Five A/D converter technologies, development requirements, and poten-
tial for satisfying the Navy ’s systems high s peed A/D needs are exam ined .

I The technologies covered are: silicon bipolar , gallium arsenide FET,
gal li um arsen ide TED/FET , Josephson junction, and electro-optical.

I The report concludes with a sumary of the Navy ’s p resen t and future
needs in high speed A/D converters, and the potential and developmental

I requirements of the five A/D technologies. Recomendations are made for
developments of A/D converters using existing technology and A/D technology
developments.
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r I 1 . INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a 6 month study of the Navy ’s
present and future needs in high speed A/D converters, and the A/D con-

4 
verter technologies that have potential to fill those needs.

System requirements are examined in coninunications , radar , optlcaI/
IR, EW/ELINT , and so nar systems . Gener ic requirements and s pec ifi c sys tems
are discussed along wi th projections to future system high speed A/D con-
verter needs.

Five A/D converter technologies , development requirements , and poten-
tial for satisfying the Navy ’s systems high speed A/D needs are examined .
The technologies covered are: silicon bipolar , gallium arsenide (GaAs) FET,

• gallium arsenide TED/FET, Josephson junction , and electro—optica l.

The report concludes with a suninary of the Navy ’s presen t and future
needs in high speed A/D converters, and the potential and developmental
requirements of the five A/D technologies . Reconinendations are made for
developments of A/D converters using existing technology and A/D technology
develo pments.

Silicon bipolar is the reconinended technology for A/D converter devel-
opments using existing technology . The large scale integration (LSI) capa-
bilities of this technology have been employed for high speed A/D converter
fabrication for over 4 years, resulting in the deve lopment of eight or more
single chip silicon monolithic high speed A/D quantizers . The capabilities
of this proven technology have not yet been fully realized. After examining
the Navy ’s needs for high speed A/D converters, three single chip monolithic
A/D converter developments are reconinended:

• S Msps 12 bit

• 50 Msps 10 bit

• 250 Msps 6 bit (8 bit in 4 chip confi guration).

These converters will satisfy all of the Navy ’s near term high speed
AID requirements for sampling rates up to 250 Msps . Each AID , including a
thin film hybri d sample and hold circuit , would require approximately 18
months to fully develop . Upon completion of AFAL Contract F336l5-78-C-1428
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for high speed monolithic sample and hold circuits , the potential will
exist to combine a monolithic S/H circuit with each LSI quantizer to pro-
duce single chip monol i thic A/D converters.

Gallium arsenide FET is the reconinended technology to be developed
for advanced A/D converter developments . This technology offers at least
an order of magnitude speed • power advantage over silicon . Nearly all
of the Navy ’s needs for high speed A/D converters can be met with only two
GaAs A/Ds:

• 50 Msps 12 bit

• 1000 Msps 6 or 8 bit.

Both of these A/Ds can be developed as single chip monolithic converters
including the S/H. Gallium arsenide is a developing technology that has
received increasing attention in both government and industry . Some small
scale integrated circuits have already been developed and processing yields
are continuing to improve. LSI l evels of integration are only a few years
off. A recomended GaAs technology development program is described in
Section 4 of this report.
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2. SYSTEM REQU IREMENTS STUDY

As Nava l warfare has become Increasingly sophisticated , so have the
requirements on electronic systems. Those systems which process and/or
provide information have literally exploded in their necessity for speed,
accuracy , and sophistication . Systems which traditionally use analog com-
ponents have evolved to di gital Implementations to achieve higher reliabi-
lity and accuracy at greater speed and at resonable costs. Once the signals
In an electronic systems are represented dig itally, many opportunities are
opened for storage, processing, and coninunication . This section addresses
applications of A/D converters to Naval systems. Some examples of conuiuni-
cations , radar , optical/IR , electronic warfare and sonar systems, including
their organization and A/D requirements , are presented .

2.1 COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

An important trend in comunication systems has been the replacement
of ana log by digita l hardware from the baseband data processing into IF and
in  some cases RF sections .

Digita l implementations offer several benefits Includin g improved
accuracy , greater dynami c range , and better stability . These factors are
particularly important in the design of antijam (AJ) comunication systems
such as in the acquisition and tracking of synchronization . Auxiliary data
functions such as error correction coding/decoding , and data compression
(video or voi ce) rely almost entirely upon digita l implementation .

A/D converters are used extensively in today’s comunication systems.

J Typical applications are: secured cornunications (antijam , encryption),
digital receivers , and bit synchronizers. The following sections detail
some of the comunicatlon systems and their A/D requirements.

2.1.1 Secured Coninunications Systems

In these systems, dig ital baseband si gnals are multipl ied by direct PN
sequences of a much hi gher rate than the data to provide secure or antijam-
ming coninunications. The received signal Is A/D converted and correlated
(directly or by FHT) to remove the direct PN coding and restore the data.
Sampling In the transmi tter is performed based on the data rate with a

2-1 
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number of bits sufficient to provide a low reconstruction error. Sampling
at the receiver is performed at least as fast as the PN chip rate, and often
I-Q sampling Is performed.

Frequency hopping is another spread spectrum technique utilized in
anitjam coninunications whereby the transmitting frequency is randomly
changed at a rapid rate making interception very difficult. Spread spec-
trum receivers require sophisticated synchronization acquisition and track-
ing circuits which require digital implementati on .

2.1.2 Di gita l Receivers

The objective of a digita l receiver is to di gitize the analog informa-
tion from the antenna as soon as possible so that digital processing flex-
ibility can be utilized . This implies that the sampling (via an A/D con-
verter) can be done either on some IF frequency or at baseband. Whereas
many other applications require high speed A/D converters , the HF receiver
requires high dynamic range (large number of bits), and good IM performance.
A block diagram for a typical HF receiver is shown in Figure 2-1. It is
seen that AID conversion takes place at the final IF frequency . Frequency
translation to baseband is performed by the sampling process in the A/D
converter. Demodulation is carried out in a processor which offers the
flexibility to detect any one of a number of different signal • designs. One
of the requirements for this type of receiver is the intermodulation (IM)
requirement. IMs are required to be 60 to 80 dB below large adjacent sig-
nals to avoid degradation for small signals. This implies 7 to 10 bits for
an ideal converter since IMs follow a 9N law (9 dB per bi~) for a single
tone.

2.1.3 Bit Synchronizers

All digital coninunication systein~ require a bit synchroni zer in the
receiver. Traditionally, bit synchronizers have been designed for uncoded
systems and have operated at reasonably high SNRs of 7 dB or higher. Ad-
vanced systems are requiring higher data rates, coded data , and operation
at low SNRs . The traditional analog bit synchronizer cannot achieve good
performance in these systems. A digita l bit synchronizer offers improved
performance (0.5 to 1 dB from theory), a high degree of producibility , and

2—2
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parameter stability . Synchron i zation at negative SNRs (-2 to -7 dB)
requires accurate estimation of the timing of the received symbols. The
low prc -~ssing errors realized with digital techniques are the key to
successful operation at low SNR. Current system data rates vary from 200
kbps on space shuttle to 10 Mbps on TDRSS. Systems currently in the early
development stages have data rates that vary from 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps.

A block diagram of a 100 Msps digital bit synchron i zer is shown in
Figure 2-2. This implementation utilizes both analog and digital circuitry
to take advan tage of the simplicity of the analog circuitry and the preci-
sion of the digital circuitry . The transversal fi l ter is used both as
matched fi l ter for data detection and as a correlation filter for the data
transition tracking l oop (DTTL) phase detector. The A/D converter samples
the fi l ter output at twice the symbol rate. Alternate samples go to the
data detector and phase detector for processing. The processing consists
of encoding the soft decision output , cross-multiplying the phase error
wi th the data transition sense, per the DTTL algorithm , and detecting the
baseline error. The latter two functions are converted to analog signals
for processing by their respective loop filters . For the clock recovery
loop, and LC VCO is used as a reference for. a digital frequency synthesizer.
The output of this synthesizer is the desired coherent clock that is used
to sample the matched fi l ter and to clock the digital logic.

The A/D converter is ~ key component in the system described above.
This A/D is a 4 bit unit and operates at 200 Msps to obtain two samples
per bit. For improved performance it is desirable to obtain 16 to 32 sam-
ples per bit with 4 to 6 bit resolution . The shuttle bit synchronizer uses
32 samples per bit to achieve a performance of 0.6 dB from theory at an SNR
of -5 dB. With sample rate of 216 kbps this requires an A/D sample rate of
6.4 Msps.

Future digital coninunications systems will have data rates of 100 Msps
to a 1 Gbps. Currently components are available to develop digital bit
synchronizers for 100 Mbps rates. To date only analog sychronizers are
practical above 100 Mbps. To achieve better performance at low SNRs
requires development of both high speed A/D converters and digital proces- -•

sing components. Wi th high speed processing elements it is possible to
develop a completely digital bit synchronizer (Figure 2-3). This would
provide significant cost and performance advantages for future systems.

2-4
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2.1.4 Tactical Information Exchange Systems (TIES)

- • One coninunications system is the Navy Tactical Information Exchange
System (TIES). TIES Is a program for developing a multiplatform , tactical
information transfer system to handle voice , digital data , navigation , and
1FF functions. A major objective is to meet all Navy tactical CNI (comu-
nication , navigation , and identific ation) needs in the post-1980 time
period .

One of the pertinent TIES spread-spectrum signals is the JTIDS wave-
form for tactical data coniiiunications wh i ch operates from 960 to 1260 11Hz.
It consists of 6.4 sec pulses consisting of 32 PN chips . The data is 32-
ary PPM at chip rate of 5 11bps. A number of parallel channels are required
(Figure 2-4) to acquire the frequency hopping preamble in the presence of
interference with good sensitivity . The A/D sample rate is determined by
the PN chip rate. Multiple chip rate operation is permitted by performing
digita l PN correlations , thus giving the receiver a multi function capability .
Each AID converter operates on a dehopped , band limi ted segment of the wide-
band IF signal from the receiver. As originally conceived the IF signal is
down converted to baseband and then AID converted. An alternate approach
is to sample the IF signal directly with the A/D converter thereby perfor-
ming the down conversion and quantizing with the A/D converter. This con-
figuration is shown in Figure 2-4.

An A/U operating at 25 Msps sampling rate with 4 bit resolution pro-
vides acceptable SNR degradation in the presence of both Gaussian and CW
janiners. Careful AGC design is required to maintain optimum A/D l oading.
The system samples after the carrier has been dehopped . If the A/D were
placed before the dehopper, then aperture and sampling rate requirements
would dominate and the A/D design would be well beyond the present state
of the art.

H 2.1 .5 FLTSATCOM

A second Navy communications system with potential for using high speed
A/U converters Is the Fleet Satellite Communication System (FLTSATCOM). The
FLTSATCOM system will provide the backbone Navy cornunucations capability in

2-6
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the 1980’s and advance systems of this type are of primary importance in
determining A/D requirements. Future systems will utilize multiple beam-
forming antennas to null out interfering si gnals and to provide multiple
user capability . These systems will use either on board digital adaptive
nulling or remote beamforming and nu lling with a digital downlink , as in
the TDRSS AGIPA system. A phased array wi th 5 to 20 elements is a likely
candidate for this system. If the beam forming Is done digitally, then the
A/D converters requi re an extremely large dynamic range (12 or more bits)
and a sampling rate commensurate with the signal bandwidth. The reason for
large dynamic range is that the individual beam forming elements look at
the whole earth at one time.

• Although a change to SHF or EHF frequency bands would provide more
available bandwidth for spread spectrum , there are good reasons to continue
In the present UHF band. The present FLTSATCOM operations use the UHF bands ,
and approximately 1800 terminals are deployed. It is desi rable to minimize
the impact on the users . Thus , a simple spread spectrum add-on to the pre-
sent UHF terminals seems like a reasonable upgrade.

Spread spectrum options such as frequency hopping wi thin a 64 MHz band-
width appear feasible. This mode is easiest to coordinate on a network

• basis and permits simple dehopping processing on the satellite if the users
are channelized on a coordinated hop basis. Some narrowband hybrid PN mi ght
be used also to protect against multiple tone janiners.

The potential janiner threat to such a system as that postulate here
drives the component requirements such as A/Us. This threat can be deduced
from the parameters already stated. With a spread spectrum bandwidth of
25 kHz, a single channel realizes a spread spectrum gain of 34.08 dB in
dehopping. In addition , the ratio of channel bandwidth to 75 bps data rate
makes another 25.23 dB Improvement possible. Antenna null depths of 30 dB
are feasible with adaptive control and renulling on every hop. Finally,
If the user has a 30 dBw EIRP and needs an Eb/NO of 9.3 dB , the potential
threat that the system can meet is jamer EIRP of 110 dBw.

2-8
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I Spread spectrum 64 MHz 34.08 dB

I FLTSATCOM processing 25.23 d13

Antenna null depth 30.00 dB

I User EIRP 30.00 dBw

Required E /N 9.3 dB

Potential Jammer EIRP 110.0 dBw

The dynamic range requirements of the AID should match the expected
performance of the projected system . Since the J/S ratio Is 80 dB before
dehopping and the range of spread spectrum gains Is 14.08 to 34.08 dB ,

-

• 

depending upon the number of user accesses (1 to 100 users) the limi ts of
dynami c range required of the A/D are 46 to 66 dB. The dynamic range is
directly related to the resolution and l oading of an A/D converter. The
resolution necessary , In this case, is from 10 to 12 bits.

The sampling rate requirements are determined by the number of accesses
and the method of Imp lementing the A/U in the system. Figure 2-5 summarizes

I the requirements versus capabil ities with a 1 Msps rate and with a S Msps
rate. This graph shows the number of 25 kHz channels that ca~ be acconino-

‘ 
dated versus the number of antenna elements per AID converter . Two imp le-
mentation choices~are available: a single AiD converter , timeshared between

I 
elements, and multiple A/D converters , up to one per element.

The firs t of these two options is preferable, because it minimizes the

I null degradation and beam-steering errors caused by phase and amplitude mis-
matches between elements. However, the second option could be tolerated
with strict tolerances on matching between AID units. The resul ting capa-

I b ili ties are suninarized in Table 2-1.

• I 
The downllnk bandwidth requi rements for a remote nu lli ng system are not

excessive , even when the digital downlink is used. The present state of the
art in downllnk bandwidth is probably TDRSS. This system uses an FUM down-

I link of 650 MHz at Ku-band for telemetry of a 30 element AGIPA remote beam

forming link and a single access K-band return link from synchronous orbit.

I The AG IPA remote link alone requires 224 MHz bandwidth.

- 
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Figure 2-5. Sampling Rate Requirements

Table 2-1. Capability Versus Sampling Rate

c~
p iv SAMPLING RATE ONE IA/OP PER ONE (A/O P PER ELEMENT LIMIT FORABILI 

~MSPS) ELEMENT FIVE ELEMENTS ONE PAID)

PRESENT 1 20 CHANNELS 4 CHANNELS 10 ELEMENTS AND
I CHANNEL

FUTURE 5 100 CHANNEU 20 CHANNELS 20 ELEMENTS AND
5 CHANNELS

If one single 12-bit A/D converter per satellite is used , with a 5 Msps
rate , the downllnk bandwidth required is 60 to 120 MHz depending on the mod- -

ulation technique. If one A/D per element is used , the present units would
require 60 to 120 MHz for five elements and 20 users. A future 5 Msps rate
would permit 100 users and five elements in a bandwidth of 300 to 600 MHz ,
again depending on the modulation method.
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It is clear that a 12 bit , 5 Msps AID converter will provide a more

I economical adaptive multibeam capability . This should make possible achieve-
ment of the economically balanced imp l ementation of the combined spread-

I spectraum/adaptive null ing technique within the parameter limits considered
worthwhile and feasible.

-

- 2.1.6 Wldeband Spread Spectrum Receiver

Fi gure 2-6 Is the block diagram of a typical wideband spread spectrum
modem receiver that provides jamming protection for compressed video data .
The biphase modulated signal on a 7370 MHz carrier is dehopped and conver-
ted to a 70 MHz IF frequency at the down converter. The 70 MHz signal is

— subsequently processed in a 70 MHz IF strip, which provides gain , gain con-
trol , and final IF band linTi ting. The signal is again down converted , in the
quadrature A/D converter (Figure 2-7), to baseband in-phase and quadrature
(I and Q) components. These I and Q si gnals are each quantized to two bits

• at a rate of up to twice the cover PM code rate. A gain control voltage
(Figure 2-7) is derived just prior to the A/D converter and is fed back to
the 70 MHz IF stri p to control the loading of the A/D converters.

To gain better insight Into the receiver operation , a brief description
of the baseband si gnaling waveform generated by the transmi tter follows .
Data to be transmitted Is convolut lonally encoded and pseudorandomly block

• interleaved . The Interleaving scheme provides protection against burst
errors. A block interleaver was selec ted because of its compatibility with

I the video data format. Frame sync bits are then periodically multiplexed
with the Interleaved data to allow reconstruction of the video frame sync

I - signal by the receiver. This data stream is then grouped into 2, 3, or 4
bit symbols that are encoded into a 4-, 8-, or 16-ary cycling code corres-
ponding to the transmi tter Input data rate selected . To provide cover, the

I encoded data is then combined mod-2 with a PM code. Periodically, the
transmi tter transmits PN code without data for one hop time over a pre-

I scrlbed pseudorandom dither range during each period . The PM only code
transmission is only used by the receiver for acquisition and tracking of

I the PN code. It Is this compos i te data stream that forms the baseband
s i g n a l i n g  waveform that biphase modulates the transmitted carrier.
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At the receiver , during data modulation , PM code is wiped off the two
bit quantized I and Q channel data si gnals by the mod-2 gate (Figure 2-6)
and then sent to the correlators. The I and Q correlator banks are used
to determine the magnitude of the data code received for each of the M
possible code shift values that can be transmitted. The I and Q correlator
magnitude outputs are then envelope-detected (sJ I2 + Q2) and sent to the
post detection combining function (multiple hop per symbol , low data rate
cases). The largest of the M code magn i tudes is picked by matching the
incoming signal , sampled once per PN code chip against the M possible shifts
of the data code in the correlators. The symbol is decoded from the magni -
tude in the M-ary detector. The output of the M-ary detector is the same
as the signal Input to the cyclic encoder in the transmitter. The signal
is then deinterleaved , convolutiona lly decoded and rate buffered back to the
original rates input to the transmitter. The frame sync bits are stripped
off the signals before deinterleaving. The frame sync generator from which
the end of frame state is decoded to generate the video frame sync pulse

• output. Code tracking is performed at the PM (no data) hop that is peri-
odically transmi tted. The correlators output an early and late magnitude
sample of the PM code that is used by a conventional early/late tracking
loop to maintain the proper PM code clock phase for the digita l processor.
The code lock detector continuously monitors the received code magn i tude
and integrates the values received. If the integrated values fall below
threshold the receiver PM code acquisition algorithm is activated.

Receiver acquisition is accomplished by aligning the receiver ’s time
of day clock to within 3 msec of the transmitter time of day clock. Al i gn-
ing the time of day clock in the receiver aligns the PN code to within the
same uncertainty since the transmitter/receiver each derive the PN code
state vector periodically from their time of day clock. At the loca l PM
(no data) hop time the receiver correlators are loaded with the l ocal PM
code. Received data , sampled at twice the PM code rate, is shifted through
the correlators unti l correlation is achieved . This PM threshold crossing
is validated by demodulating encoded data symbols and accumulating code
shift correlation magnitudes over a fixed period and comparing the magn i tude
sum wi th a threshold va lue. If the threshold is exceeded, PN code sync is
declared and the data demodulation process begins. If a signal dismissal
(no val idati on) occurs , the correlation search is repeated as above.
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An alternate implementation of Figure 2-7 would be to move the soft
limi ters and A/D converters forward in the system to replace the I/Q mixers.
The A/D converter will now perform both the conversion to baseband and the
signal quantizing. The A/D converter output will be indistingui shable from
that which would be obtained in the imp lementation of Figure 2-7. The
savings in equipment would be the mi xers and lowpass fi l ters (LPF). The
ampl i fiers would still preceed the soft limi ters.

2.2 RADAR SYSTEMS

Radar systems are a part of all Navy vessels and aircraft. These
systems require a wide variety of A/D converters. Table 2-2 lists some
relevant current radar programs and the AID converters required.

2.2.1 Radar System Requirements

Synthetic Array Radar -

Synthetic array processing provides high resolution groundmapping
radar by simulating an effectively large antenna by signal processing
rather than by actually using a large antenna . Vehicle motion translates
the (relatively small) physical antenna to sequential positions along a
line , and at each posi tion a signal is transmitted, received , and stored .
These signals can be I-Q sampl ed before processing to obtain amplitude and
phase relationships .

The signal can be processed directly or recorded for nonrealtime proc-
essing . In generating a synthetic antenna , the returns from a number of -

•

spatial positions must be combined . This is done by weighti ng the signals
for sidelobe-level control . Letting SN represent the s ignal rece ived when
the physical antenna is at the Nth position of the antenna array, WN the
weight appl ied to SN, and 0N on the phase adjustment of SN required for
focusing, the focused pattern is

P = ESNWNe~
0N

This focusing can be performed by recirculati ng delay lines , digital
f ilters , or transforms (FF1 or FHT). The requirements are for 6 bit
and higher reso l ution.
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Table 2-2 . Current A/D Requirements for Radar Application

RESOLUTION SAMPLE INPUT
- 

MOPS) Iv ~~ v~
’
~s PROGRAM APPL ICATI ON

12 60 ±1.0 ECL AOSP SPACE-BASED RADAR

• 12 04 ±1.0 TTL TWS TA ILWA RNING RAOAR

II 10  ±1.20 TTL F-IS RADAR

- 
10 10.0 — ECL AFAL ADVANCED RAD~ R

to s o  25  TT L ARPS APS-l 25 N? - N

- 
10 1 75 ±1 26 TTL F- IS RADAR

8 500 — ECL - ADVANDEDRADAR

I 100 1 0 ECL AWCS RADAR SYSTEMS

5 100 0 - ECL AFA I. ADVANCED RADAR

6 250 ±1 25 ECL — A DVANCEDRADAR -

6 125 ±1 024 ECL EAR ELECTRONICALLY AGILE RADAR

O 3.5 — ECL F-IS RADAR

Radar Processing Array~
This form of radar uses a small matri x of driven antenna el ements

(perhaps 6 x 4) in which the various received and transmi tted signals can
be phase controlled to vary the antenna pattern or nul l -out an undesired

signal. A block diagram of an adaptive processing array used to null-out
interfering signals is given in Figure 2-8. Each of the K array elements

has an A/D converter. The K inputs are input to the K element control
loops . The Kth control loop multiplies the Kth input and the adder output ,

then integrates the result. If used , a s teering control is added to the
integrator output. After amplification the loop output is again multi-
plied by an array output XK and input to an adder. The adder weights  can

also be adaptive to further process the signals. Since the K signals must

be preserved in a complex form , the block diagram shown in rea li ty  h as I
and Q channels.

Following the array sumed output, MTI processing is performed digi-

tally. Since the A/D converter output is used for the feedback loop , a

poor design could result in instability. Therefore , the A/D converters
used must be monotonic, provide fine resolution , have low sample-to-sample
memory , and must sample al l array elements s imul taneous ly .
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— Figure 2-8. Implementation of Element Control Loop for
an Adaptive Array Functional Block Diagram

Mu Radar

The APS- l25 radar is an Mu system that uses digital signal processing
for detecting moving targets in a background of clutter. Clutter is dis-
tinguished from targets by virtue of the difference in their spectra . The
degree of clutter rejection achievable is a function of the number of A/D
bits . Implied resolution must be adequate to provide higher cancellation
than the l imitations imposed by other radar system parameters, particularly
antenna scanning modulation . The APS- l25 uses a 10 bit A/D converter to
achi eve a cancellation ratio In excess of 50 dB. Four time-synchronized
A/D converters perform sum and difference IQ sampling to prevent blind
ve locities . The sys tem timing relationship between the transmitter pulse ,
and sampling ins tan t  of the four A/D converters is synchronized by a preset
s igna l from the processor which  resets the A/ D converter and s tar ts  the sam-
pling process. To preve nt a loss in  detectabil i ty the A/D converters sam-
ple at least two times in a pu l sewidth interval. This requires a sampl i ng
rate of 5 Msps .
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The A/D output for each range interval is sent to a digital storage
unit. After one interpulse period the stored digital words are read out
in time sequence and digi tally subtracted from the current A/D output for
each range interval. After subtraction , the magnitude of the resulting
digital word is further processed to determine key target parameters .

In general , Mu systems involve timesharing of the A/D converter and
computational elements among signals from a number of range bins . The
degree of fixed target rejection possible depends on the number of bits in
the AID converter with a theoretical cancellation capability of approxi-
mately 6 dB per bit . Mu l tipulse cancellers are also possible by using
several cascaded subtractors and weighting successive pulses with binomial
coefficients . Variable interpulse periods can also be used to minimi ze the
ioss of detectabili ty near blind velocities.

Radar Systems Waveforms

The requirements imposed on radar system waveforms are determined by
radar function , i.e., search , track , wake discrimination , search in  clut-
ter, chaff cloud mapping , etc. These radar wavefo ”ns, in turn , may be
conveniently grouped into classes such as: single linear chirps , uniformly
spaced bursts , non-uniformly spaced bursts and coherent pulse pairs .

The waveform parameters of particular importance wi th respect to radar
signal processing are: sub-pulse duration , sub-pulse bandwidth and burst
durations , si gnal to noise ratio and sidelobe/spuri ous levels. The above
parameters directly or indirectly influence the two most significant A/D
Converter parameters, resolution and speed .

2.2.2 Potential High Speed A/D Applica tions

The application of analog-to-digital converters basically i nvolve
those radar systems which measure shape , change of shape and size.

Measurement of the return signal ampl i tude as a function of position ,
frequency, and time is not as commonly used in radar as similar measure-
ments made with phase. The measurement of phase variations is more germane
to the behavior of the target as if it were a point source, while the mea-
surement of amplitude is more appropriate for investigating the size and
shape of the target.
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The relationship between the signal-to-noise ratio , the probabiFty of
detection and the probability of false alarm is fundamental in any radar
system. Many pulses are usually returned from any particular target on

• I each radar scan and integration of radar pulses can be used to improve
detection. All practical integration techniques employ some sort of stor-
age device or signal processing . Integration can be performed by elec-
tronic devices , in which detection is done automatically on the basis of
an adaptive threshold crossing .

Predetection integration requires that the phase of the return si gnal
be preserved if full benefit is to be obtained from the sunring process.

The analog-to-digital converter is a potential candidate for this
predetection integration. In ~his application , a signal-to-noise ratio of
18 db is adequate to assure a probability of detection of 0.9999 and a
probability of false alarm of -bett~r than io

_ 12
. A 6-bit A/D converter

will provide adequate resolution for a dynamic range (power) of 18 dB.

The accuracy with which radar range and doppler velocity can be mea-
sured depends upon the ratio of the signal energy to noise power per Hertz,
just as it does for the probability of detection . Therefore, reliable
detection and accurate measurement go hand in hand .

A high speed analog-to-digital converter can be used to process the
doppler video signal to extract moving target echoes using digital subtrac-
tion rather than an ana log canceller. The above requirement impl i es a
continuous analog conversion process not driven by the radar prf. This
technique would eliminate blind speed limitations and range ambiguities .
In addition , it may be possible to compensate for clutter from a moving
platform , i.e., high speed aircraft or a moving ship.

There are several Navy Radars that require high speed A/D converters
of from 5 to 1000 Msps.

Six of these Radars are identified below.

1. There is an exploratory development in radar at the Naval
Ocean System Center which processes the digitized video
for signal recognition. It employs a pulse length of 0.1
microseconds and employs many sample/pulse. The highest
sampling rate that has been considered is 100 Msps .
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2. Naval Research Laboratories is building a synthetic aperati ve
radar for anti-submarine warfare. Presently A/D converter
requirements are 100 to 200 Msps at 4 to 6 bits .

F 3. Naval Research Laboratories is building a high range
resolution monopulse trac king radar (not synthetic
aperture) that requires an A/U wi th 100 to 800 Msps and
6 to 8 bits of quanti zation.

- 
- 4. Naval Research Laboratories is also working on an adapti ve

array program which involves from 20 to 200 channels wi th
a sampling rate of 5 MHz at 10 to 12 bits quantization . The
system requires A/Os matched in bandwi th, simultaneity , and
throughput delay . For a qiven system of adaptive array
processors the A/D converters must be matched and stay in
match over temperature and time .

5. The Naval Wea pons Center at Chi na Lake, California , has been
working on a high resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR).
NRL is said to have a parallel interest in the concept. They
wish to provide 2 foot range resolution . The A/D requirements
are in the range of 50 to 250 MHz sampling rate wi th a quanti-
zation of about 8 bits .

6. TRW of Redondo Beach , Cali fo rnia , is working on a range pro-
file identification system radar project employing very fine
resolution. High speed digital computations are performed
and the resulting profile is compared wi th a library of pro-
fi l es for identification purposes . Every 20 nsec there is a
measurement which roughly corresponds to 20 feet.

Advanced Radar Systems

The current and projected advances in high speed microelectronics sug-
gests that the traditional analog/digita l partitioning of airborne radars
should be reexamined . Currently 400 Msps A/D converters, which are capable
of direct IF sampling, are in the developmenta l stage. Together with high
speed digital processors this allows processing directly at the outputs of
phased array elements. Digital filtering will ma ke adjustable f il ter band-
widths ava i l ab l e  for different radar modes, and provide improved jammer
rejection. For spread spectrum radars the digital processing can perform
despreading of the radar returns.
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Advanced concepts are most suitable for Mu and attack radars. Such
a system will consist of a solid state phased array of about 2000 elements
wi th digita l signal processing occuring directly at the phased array ele-

I ments . This system will require extensive use of a~ivanced micro-electronic
elements in both the RF and digital circuitry .

I Currently beam processing is performed by analog circuitry and is
genera l ly restricted to adaptive pattern processing. Digita l beam pro-

1 cessing will provide greatly increased angular resolution , multiple target
I track with scan capability and multiple beam and spread spectrum techniques

for convert operation.

The advanced radar system block diagram is shown in Figure 2-9. This
- circuitry is dupl i cated for each of the antenna elements. The receive sec-

• tion consists of a low noise amplifier (LNA) phase splitter , filters , and
4 bit A/D converters. The LNA can be implemented with a GaAs Integrated
circuits. It is projected that this circuit could achieve a 3 dB noise
figure in an 8 to 12 GHz band. The A/D converter is a 4 to 5 bit GaAs full
parallel organization that would require no sample and hold. The sample
rate will be 250 to 500 Msps .

The transmit section consists of a digita l phase shifter , mixer and
high power amplifier. The digital phase shifter is a programmable di vider
operating at the reference frequency (10 GHz). The divide ratio is pro-
graninable from 1 to 16 by a 4 bIt command. This circuit would be a GaAs
IC utilizing TEDs to achieve the required high frequency performance. The

1 high power amplifier would also be a GaAs circuit. In this case GaAs FETs
would be used. Currently high power GaAs FETs are available and it is fea-
sible to integrate a complete amplifier.

It is desirable to integrate the fi ltering and mixing operations

I together with the amplifiers . This appears to be possible with GaAs inte-
grated circuits since the process can Include FETs, TEDs , resistors , and
capacitors . With 2000 elements it Is imperative that the maximum degree
of integration be achieved to maintain a low cost and resonable size and
power.
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Beam processing requires high speed operation because it must be per-
formed on a range bin by range bin basis. The basic arithmetic operation

J is a complex multiply and add for each of the phased array elements. The
complex product can be single precision (4 to 5 bits) but the addition is
a summing of all weighted array elements outputs and will result in a 16
to 20 bIt aperture output. The best approach is to take advantage of the
natura l pa rallelism and distribute the computation over the array elements.
The limiting case is a complex multiplier for each array element with an
adder network to perform the summations. For this case a system with a
100 nsec range bin period and five suniiiations per range bin period would
allow 20 nsec for single complex multiply and add function . Because GaAs
multipliers are projected to have multiply rates of 10 nsec this appears to
be a practical approach.

7.3 OPTICAL SYSTEMS

The advt-rnt of high resolution imaging sensors (with correspondingly
high data rates) requires precision high speed AID converters . Such con-
verters operate at baseband and iiiust have low sample-to-sample memories
and good differential linearity to provide high fidelity digital picture
quality . In applications such as earth observation satellites with multi-
spectra l sensors , it is conceivable that a single A/D converter could be
multiplexed between spectral band samples. With a pushbutton scanner (line
scanning array), multiple A/U converters may be required , one for each ele-
ment of the array .

2.3.1 Op~jcal Sensor Req~i rements

The techniques used for imag ing products can use a variety of technol-
ogies. Imag i ng detectors are either linear image devices (LID) or area
imaging devices (AID). One common form of LID i s a long single plane
device using an array of dep letion regions or potential wells that are
formed by a MOS-type capacitor to sense and store photo generated charge ,
with a transferring mechanism to transfer the charge from the capacitor
through a register to the detector preamplifier. The easiest way of
achieving these functions is to transfer the charge packets seriall y
through the same potential wells that perform the sense and store func-
tion . This method , however , introdu~c~c image smearing unless either the
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transfer is carried out at a speed considerably in excess of the light
sensing or integration time or the transfer operation is performed in the
dark . When the output data rate is different from the transfe r rate , it is
necessary to provide an additional buffer store . When this method is used
for a rectangular area photoelement array It is called frame transfer. A
significant improvement to this technique i nvolves the use of a parallel
transfer shift register for the transfer and shifting . Due to the inher-
ent design of the transfer register analog data storage can be achieved.

The AID is simply a two dimensional LID. The techniques used to pro-
duce this device are precisely the same as for the LID. Various techniques
are used to obta i n frame transfer, line transfer and interface transfer.

The fra1ne transfer organization is functionally the simplest. The
line ~ransfer structure employs a scan generator , and the interl i ne trans-
fer technique requires separate photoelement sites and shift registers.
The interl ine technique is an improvement over the other techniques because
of separate imaging and storage sections which will eliminate image smear-
ing and image streaking .

There are two basic categories of devices based on the way in which
the analog samples are handled. In the charge transfer devices (CTD) each
sample of charge Is transferred from stage to stage across a chip under
the control of a sequence of clock pulses. There are two types of these
multiple transfer devices , bucket brigade devices (BBD) and charge coupled
devices (CCD). The differences between them are primarily in the details
of the device structure. From the functional point of view BBDs offer a
way to make a practical tapped analog delay line for such appl i cations as
correlators and externally programmable transversal fi lters. The CCD tech-
nology is capable of higher sampl ing rates and higher density devices .

The second major category is the single transfer devices (STD). These
devices are similar to an integrated set of multi plexed sample-and-holds .
Eac h success i ve sample i s stored in a se parate di scre te memory cell , where
it stays until it is read out. These devices have appli cations on video
delays , data buffers , and time base correctors.
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2.3.2 AID Converter A~ppi Icat1ons

In optical sensor systems the major A/D converter tradeoff Involves
the level of multiplexing to be employed. Line arrays generally consist
of many individual segments that are simu l taneously read out (Figure 2-10).
Th is is necessary to achieve high scan rates . The tradeoff between analog
and digital multi plexing is highly dependent on A/D converter capabilities.
The ma in limitation u the level of mult ip l e x i n g  Is the speed of the A/D
converter. The more a~~i1og multiplexing employed , the higher the conver-

sion rate of the A/D. Generally analog multiplexing is more difficult in
terms of size, weight, power , and cost than digital multiplexing for equiva-
lent bandwidth  and bit rate . As the bandwidth and equivalent bit rate
Increases , analog multiplexing becomes disproportionally more difficult
than equivalent digital multi plexing . This trend must be compared with
the optimum (in terms of size , weight , power, and cost) A/D converter speed .
Neither a large number of slow A/D converters nor a few extremely high -
s peed A/U converters is an optimum choice.
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Figure 2-10. LIne Array With 4: 1 Analog
Mul tiplexing
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Current systems require total sample rates of up to 50 Msps at 8 to
10 bits of resolution. The development of low power, low cost, high speed
single chip A/D converters is essential to developing low cost systems . It
Is obvious that the effective use of these A/ D converters wi l l  require the
development of high-speed analog multiplexers with low crosstalk and excel-
lent linearity . An Indication of the interest in high speed A/D converters
Is shown by the fact that NRL is evaluating a 400 Msps 5 bit unit for a
classified optical processing program.

2.3.3 
~~~~~~~

There are at least three types of FLIR (forward looking infrared)
applications of high-speed A /Us wi thin the Navy . They are 1) Second gene-
ration imagers employed for ocean surveillance , 2) Class B FLIRs , which are

shipborne search sets (classes A , B , and C are defined below), and 3) FLIRs
which are part of a classified missile system called FIRE and FORGET .

The second generation systems employed for ocean surveillance employ
advanced focal plane arrays . Most of these focal plane arrays are consid-
ered to be high-performance , i.e., they include many detectors (10,000 to
20,000). These systems are intended to be 875 line TV compatible. This
causes them to have data rates in the vicinity of 33 to 35 Mbps . Brass-
board prototype developments are underway and are expected to be completed
and tested wi thin two years .

The AID dynamic range requirements of these devices is expected to be
from 10 to 12 bIts . There is also interest in increasing this capabi lity
for nonscanning or STARING arrays) may not have to be cooled or at least
may be thermo-electrlcally cooled . These advanced focal plane array s have
a sufficient number of resolving elements to be able to , in some sense ,
characterize their picked up Images.

Search sets have fewer resolv ing elements and , as a consequence , the
data rate is less. These search sets are employed for detection and not
for imaging. There are numerous Class B Fu Rs dest inated to he incorporated
in the Navy Inventory . One of these is the Far Infrared Camera which has a
convers ion rate of 20 Msps. Two routes to obtain this conversion rate are -J
being considered :
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a. Multiplex 2 A/D converters , each at 10 Mbps sample rate.

b. Use 6 separate detection channels with a multiplex for each.
This provides a 3 Mbps sample rate for each channel with a
10 bit resolution .

In the past it has been necessary to break the data flow into parallel
channels because of A/D limitations as evidenced in b above. The advent
of hi çh speed A/D converters for this application will probably influence
the decision to proceed with option a above.

One shipboard sensor system , a design-to-price IR search set, Is a
multi -channel multi plexer using conwnerically available equipmen t including
the A/D converters . This system requires a multi -megasample per second
conversion rate, 12 bit resolution and 360 degree surveillance. In general ,
this design will break the data flows into parallel channels because of A/D
limitations. The typical numbers quoted for the system are:

• 50 second dwell (pulse l ength) time . Future requirements will
consider 10 second and eventually 1 second dwell times

• Sampling at 2-1/2 times the dwell time with 12 bit resolution

• Channel capacity will be from 100 to 500 parallel channels.

This desi gn is constra i ned by price and inexpensive successive approxima-
tion A/D converters are being investigated. This requirement is now usin g
10 mega words per second at 8-bit and 5 mega word per second using 36 chan-
nels multiplexed . From scan speed considerations , the desire is to go to
10 samples per unit or hiqher rather than the current 2 seconds per sample.

There is also under developmen t a classified missile called FIRE and
FORGET in which the Navy has some Interest. This device employs a steering
focal plane array . In its - present form it employs a FLIR which is 525 to
825 line TV compatible. Eventually, it is expected to be emp l oyed with
much more advanced higher line/frame TV Systems .

2 .3 .4 Other ~p~~cal ~~~~~
The Naval Ocean System Center has ordered a solid state camera of 760

tels (pixels) on a line and 488 line resolution. (1.1. may have a single
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chip of comparable resolution.) There are some classified requirements in
the areas of:

a. Airborne appl icat ions ( invo lv inq arrays of scanners ) optical
and IR

b. RPVs which call for very h i gh data rates of 50 to 100 MHz
(possibly emp l oying line arrays).

2.3.5 Postulated Future Sys tern Requirements

Application of image sensors extends over a wide variety of fields
and sign ficant new applic ations can be expected to surface in the next
few years. Known applications include accurate , noncontact measurements ,
facsimile sensing, velocity measurem ent , surface flow detection , shape
recognition , securi ty surveillance , accurate area measurement, positi on
meters . and line of sight detectors . These appli cations are expanding
extremely rapidly with the advent of new device technology . Future sys-
tens applications wi l l require up to 1 Gsps conversion rate with a poten-
ti al Li’-bit resolution requ~rement.
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2.4 ELINT / EW SYSTEMS

Future Navy ELINT and EW system s will be required to dea l with various
classes of exotic signals. In general these signals can be grouped into

I- four classes .

1. Spread Spectrum

2. Frequency Agile

3. Narrow Pulse

4. Broadband Noise Janiners

Each of these classes must be characterized in terms of bandwidth , pulse-
width , and pulse repetition intervals. In addition ELINT systems will be

( required to determine instantaneous phase, frequency and ampl i tude. This
information is only availabl e in the receiver predetection IF signal .
Processing the IF signal directly often means higher bandwidths must be
accommodated . Since it is necessary to use digital processing for signal
analysis a very high speed A/D converter and digita l processor or buffer

1 memory are required .

2.4.1 Signal Characteristic s

The characteristics of the four classes of exotic signals impose

I 
overlappi ng constraints of the receiver and processor. Therefore, it is
necessary to examine each class to establish the total system reouirements.

Spread Spectrum

Spread spectrum radar signals have their bandwidth spread by some intra-

I pulse modulation technique. This is primarily a jamming protection feature
that is becoming more widely used in both radar and coniitun i cations. The
most common types of modulation are FM and PM. A typical PM system uses

L biphase coding where the RF phase is shifted in discrete 180 degree steps
by a pseudorandom binary sequence. Future systems may use polyphase coding

I where the RF phase is shifted randomly in 90 or 45 degree steps. The FM
systems are mainly chirp radars where the RF is swept within the pulse
interval. The sweep may be either linear or nonlinear , however , linear Is
the most coni-non.
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To characterize a spread spectrum emitter it is necessary to determine
the type of mbdu lat ion and codinq being used. The main parameters of inter-
est for a PM system are pulsew idt h , subpul se width , type of code , length of
code , and phase modulation format. For an FM signal the parameters are FM
bandwidth and waveform (linear or nonlinear).

Measurement ot these parameters requires a wide RF bandwidth , high fre-
quency measurement accuracy , wide video bandwidth and high speed digita l
processing. The RF bandwidth must be wide enough to accommodate the expec-
ted emitters . It is estimated tnat future systems may require bandwidths
of up - to 1 GH:. To accurate ly determine the modulation characteristics
requires high frequency measurement accurac y . This is true of both biphase
and chirp signals since they are either very stable or coherent. Accurate
frequency measurement w i ll also be required for future systems using non-
linear FM or coherent frequency hopp ini .

Fr ricy~ A~ ile

Frequenc y a g~~e t - mitters have their carrier frequency hopped or con-

t i nuousl y tuned between pulses or croups of pulses . To cha racterize a fre—
quency ag ile em itter it is necessar , to r:oasure RF range , sweep rate  or hop

rate and sweep or hop p a t t ~ rn. The best approach appears to be an instan-
taneous frequency measu ,‘e~ilt ’n t ( I  FM) sys te m . The instantaneous bandwidth
must be as wide a~ the maxi mum s iqnal  bandwidth. Here again the bandwidth
required for future systems could he up to I Gil:. A major processing prob-

~em ass oc i a t e d  w i t h  t r e~~iencv a:i le eirl tters in a dense environment is the
necessit y to  sort .1 ar~ v numbers of p u l s e s  i n  order to identify those associ-
ated with a s i n g le  emi tter. Thi s requires complex signal sorting algorithms
and large memories. The s or t  mus t  he accomp ’ished before the emitter char-
acteristics can he determin ed .

Na rrow Pulse

Narrow pulse signals (pulsewidt h ‘-100 nsec are primarily used in high
resolution radars . Radars with pulsewidt h between 50 and 100 nsec are com-
mon and the number in operation is rapidly increasing. Making accurate mea-
surements of pu lsewidth and PRI would require an A/D sample rate of 100
megasamples/second. However , measuremen t of the detailed waveform envelope
(r ise time , pulsew idth . etcj  of future nar row pulse signals wi l l  require a

.t 
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bandwidth of at least 500 MHz. Sampling the predetection IF signal will
then require a sample rate of 1.25 gigasamples/second. This would allow
pulses as narrow as 4 nsec to be characterized.

Broad Band Noise

Characterization of bradband noise janiners is an increasingly important
part of an ELINT operation . Noise jamming is typically produced by modula-
ting an RF carrier with a broadband noise source. The modulation may be
either frequency or amplitude. The important parameters are RF bandwidth ,
modulation signal , and RF sweep range. To accurately process broadband
ja imiers a bandwidt h of up to 1 GHz wi l l  be requ i red. Precise measurements
of instantaneous frequency and amplitude are necessary to full characterize
the modulating signal type and rate. Long sample times will be required to
deal with low frequency modulation signals. This suggests large memories or
complex processors.

2.4.2 Wideband Collection Systems

The characterization of the si gnals discussed in the previous section
requires that the receiver IF signal be digiti zed and processed. An ELINT
system will typically record the detected IF with very little or no real
time processing being performed . The recorded signals will later be proc-
essed by large ground based computers. In a tactical situation real time
processing is required to direct counter measures . Since tactical aircraft
are severe ly l i m ited in both spac e and power the receiver and processor
must  be bot h compact and low power. With standoff jarmiers the size and
power constraints are less severe.

A simplified wideband col l ection system is shown in Figure 2-11. The
predetection IF bandwidth is 500 MHz to 1 GHz. This requires the AID con-
verter to sample at 1.25 to 2.5 gigasamples/second . Since the dynamic
range of the IF si gnals is typically 30 to 45 db , 6 to 8 bit resolution is
required. The total output bit rate of 20 gigabits/seconcl greatly exceeds
even projected memory capabilities . It is necessary to use a data expander
to slow down the data rate to an acceptable speed . The required memory
size is somewhat dependent upon the type of signal being processed. If it
is assumed that a minimum of 100 msec is adequate for all signa l types the
memory size is then 2 glgabits.
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Figure 2 -11. Simpl i f ied Wideband
Col lec ti on System

A second approach (Figure 2-l~ ) uses I Q s a m p l i n g  to reduce the AID
converter sample rate. In this case the sampl e rate is 750 megasamples/
second to 1 .25 gigasamples / second. This approach does not reduce either
the memory size or the processor data rates. The data from the A/Ds must
first be multiplexed into a single stream before it can be processed . An
additional consideration is that the IQ A/D converters must be matched and
track in sample time , gain and phase.

250 10
500 MHZ

“Q” MIXER /
v —÷®

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

4E
~~~~~

[

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
BRID

LNA 
H

LPF A/ti

I~’ MIXER

Fi gure 2-12. W ideband Col lect ion System Using IQ Sampling

A practical system mus t have an adequate RF bandwidth ( 500 MHZ to
1 GHz), wide tuning range (2 to 20 GHz) and real time processing or data
storage. One such system is shown in Figure 2-13 where two predetection IF
signa ls wi th a 500 MHz bandwidth prov i~le real time coverage of a 1 GHz band-
widt h. The IF signals are di g i t ized at a 1. 25 GHz rate wi th 8 bit resolu-
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tion. The digitized data is then transformed by a 1024 point FFT. The
outpu t  of the FFT is further processed by an associative processor to iden-
tify and classify received signals. The 500 MHz bandwidth and 1.2 MHz reso-
lution provided by the A/D and FF1 is adequate for present environment s and
will provide for coverage of 70 to 90 percen t of projected future systems.

— 

.(~)_4 LPF1_+1 A/t)_J—*~ FF1 j—*[PROCESSOR ~~ >

POWER 
~ ~~~~EQUENCY14

SPLITTER i j_~~NTHESIZER I~LNA

LPFI__Ø
1_
A/t)_~— P1 

FFT }—PI~PR0CESS0RJ~~~

Figure 2-13. Wid eband Col lection System With Processor

The processor classifies and identifi es emitters , records the location ,
locates new emitters , and controls receiver tuning . In a tactical situa-
tion it can identify threats and control counter measures . A tactical air-
craft would only need one 500 MHz IF to handle most environments , i f the
processor were programed to process only the l ocal expected emitters .

This approach eliminates the need for large memories since only data
on new emi tters and the occurrence and location of known emi tters is recor-
ded. However, advances in memory technology specifically electron beam
addressable memory (EBAN ) and magnetic bubble memories will make large
memories practical and cost effective for many ELINT systems .

2. 4.3 RF Memory

Future EW systems can benefi t from the use of a digital RF pulse mem-
ory for radar jamming systems . A dig ital pulse memory would requi re less
hardware than existi ng RF loop memory elements in repeater jamers and
would offer severa l other important advantages . The storage time available
from a digita l memory is near infinite and widely variable. This capabil-
ity would allow the janmer to handle PRI agile radars and to utilize smart
jamming techniques based on a variable , return pulse delay . The high
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fidelity of the dig ital memory would allow the jamer to be equally effec-
tive against CW , pulsed , chirped or phase coded emitters . The bandwidth
of a h ig h speed digita l pulse memory could be made sufficient to deal with
frequency agile radar systems.

A block diagram of a 1000 MHz BW RF pulse memory is shown in Fig-
ure 2—14. IQ samp ling  is used to allow each channel to operate at a 1 GHz
rate . The RF signal is converted to baseband and digitized by a comparator.
The output  of each cha nnel is stored in  a 1000 bit shift register to allow
the memory to handle  a pu lse width of 1 ~sec. Two 500 bit shift registers
are interleaved to obtain the required 1000 bit , 1000 MHz register. An
outpu t multiplexer and input demultiplexer are used to perform this inter-
leaving . A shift register control signal allows the shift register con-
tents to be recirculated , when it is desired to store a pulse. The shift
register output drives a D/A converter to convert the stored digital pulse
back to a baseband analog signal. A mixer reconverts this to RF. Future
RF pulse memory systems can use GaAs technology to provide an even wider
bandwidth at a lower power consumption without the need for IQ sampling .

2.4.4 Tactical Low Band ESM System

The desire to improve and extend the capability of existing ESM sys-
tems has fostered an interest in using communications and telemetry signals
to assist in identifying potential threats. NADC at Warminister, Pennsyl-
vania , has one such system in the early stages of development. The system
uses IF predetection processing on a wide bandwidth to handle spread spec-
trum and frequency agile comunications .

The NADC system covers the frequency range of 50 to 850 MHz in four
200 MHz bands. The incoming signal is down converted to a 200 MHz IF , and
then digitized by an 800 Msec/sec 6 bit A/D converter. The A/D output is
stored in a high speed buffer memory. Subsequent processing includes an
FF1 unit , a parallel array processor and a control microprocessor. The —

system also includes a direction finding array consisting of three narrow-
band receivers and A/D converters . The actual signal locati on will be per-
formed by the FF1 and the control microprocessor. A block diagram of this
system is shown in Figure 2- 15.
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• The current sampling system was developed by Aeroflex Laboratories
Inc. The system includes an 800 Msps 6 bit A/ D, a data expander and a mem-
ory for storing up to 16K 6 bit samples. The A/ D uti l izes 8 interleaved
100 Msps 6 bit A/Os with the outputs multiplexed to provide a 6 bIt parallel
gray code. To achieve the 800 Msps sample rate the 8 A/Os are sequentially
strobed at 1.25 nsec intervals. A block diagram of the A/D is shown in
Figure 2-16. The A/D is approximately 15 x 9 x 16 inch and the total system
(A/ D and memory) requires 1 kW of power. This is a very complex system
with a high parts count , high power, and will be difficult to maintain.

The interl eaved AID approach has two major drawbacks . Firs t the
individual AID must be matched in both gain and phase . Any small mismatch
reduces the performance drastically. Six bit performance requires that the
interleaved A/D’s must be matched to better than 0.1 dB in gain and 1 deg-
ree in phase. Second the instant of sampling must be precisely fixed and
uniform . A nonuniform sampling interval is equivalent to aperture jitter
and will also reduce performance. If the relative timing between the 8
A/ Ds was set to 10 percent accuracy (+125 ps) the SNR performance would
be limited to 26 dB or about 4 bits . To achieve good 6 bit performance
the timing and any associated jitter must not exceed 12.5 Ps rms .

4
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Figure 2-16. 800 Msps A /D Converter
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The initial adjustment of gain, phase and timing is difficult , however
the major problem is maintaini ng these settings over any reasonable temper-
ature range. NADC is initiati ng a hybridization program that will reduce
the A/D size and alignment problem but should not be expected to greatly
reduce the power consumption since the same components will be used .

This system could greatly enhance the capability of existi ng and
future ESM systems . In the environment projected for the 1980 ’s and 1990 ’ s
this capability may be absolutely essential to accurately evaluate threats
and direct counter measures. For this to be a viable tactical system will
require that the A/D converter be reduced in size, complexity and power.
The memory size and power must also be reduced or alternately a real time
processing capability be provided.

2.4.5 Conclus ions

There are currently a significant number of A/D requirements in the
100 Msps 6 bit range for various EW and ELINT systems. This requirement
will persist for most near term developments . Future systems will require
sample rates in the 1 to 2 Gsps region at 6 to 8 bits . High speed memories
and processing elements will also be required to support these data rates.
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2.5 SONAR SYSTEMS

Modern sonar systems have adopted many of the same techniques used in
radar systems. These include beam forming, complex signal processing and
IF sampling. One new sonar system (SADS), being worked on at the Naval
Avionics Center, uses 240 beams and requires low cost low power 2 Msps 12
bit AID converters. This system is being devel oped by Naval Avionics Center.
Sonar system A/D requirements are characterized by medium speed (2 to 5 Msps )
and wide dynamic range (10 to 12 bits) .

H 2.5.1 Sonar System Requirements

Sonar signals , whether the echoes of active sonars or the target sounds
of passive sonars , must always be observed amid a background of noise or
reverberation . The sonar system must detect the presence of the signal in
this background .

• I In the design of receivers and displays , the objective is to achieve
the minimum detection threshold consistent with system requirements , among
which are a detection probabili ty and false alarm probability compatible
with the practica l use of the sonar. For minimum detection threshold it is
desirable to use the longest signal duration permitted by system considera-
tion . For active sonars this means the longest pulse l ength . For passive
sonars , it means the longest observation time possible before the detection
decision is made.

In active sonars , the maximum allowable pulse length is usually deter-
mined by the emergence of reverberation as the background that masks the
echo ; therefore, no increase in echo-to-reverberation ratio is obtained by

- 
- an increase in pulse length . The use of long pulses without a correspond-

ing build -up of the coherent reverberation background is achieved in sonars
using pseudo-random noise for transmission and clipped time-compressed cor-
relators for reception . Such sonars are useful aqalnst reverberation back-
grounds or against targets of low doppler shift.

The reverberation background is a noise component unique to the active
sonar environment. The auditory detection threshold is seriously con-
strained by the skill of a human operator. A more optimum detection sys-
tern could be devised if the detection threshold was established by process-
ing the output of a radiometric type sonar receiver. This is a switched
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device wherein the input signal spectrum , including the reverberation
background , is compared with a pseudo noise source (an independent sample
of the reverberation background) to provide an optimum signal energy detec-
tor. A high speed A/D converter can be used to process sequential samples
and the difference presented to a decision processor.

The spectrum of the reverberation is strictly a function of transmi t-
ting pulse width giving rise to the characteristic [sin X/X]2 power spec-
trum. The echo spectrum and the reverberation spectrum are virtually
undistinguishable. The most effective way to alleviate this condition is
to normalize the reverberation in the early stages of signal conditioning
prior to actual signal detection. This normalizing process can be accoin-
plished in several ways basically fall ing under the heading of open loop
control and closed loop control . With the wide dynamic range reverbera-
tion input normalized , amplitude detection of the echo superimposed on the
reverberation becomes feasible.

2.5.2 Postulated Future System Requirements

The high speed A/D converter can find numerous applica tions as a
predetection quantizer in sophisticated signal processing sonar systems .
The signal environment for sonar systems is extremely complex covering a
wide frequency spectrum with signal to noise ratios encompassing a very
wide dynamic range. Predetecti on processing of the receiver IF require s
a high speed A/D converter designed to accommodate a very wide dynamic
range. Particular and unique characteristics of the amplitude infrastruc-
ture contains information about the character of the target and may be of
interest to the processor. The time history of the duration of the echo
may contain i nformation relating to the physical size and current aspect
of the target.

To prov ide a reference a g a i n s t  which to measure target doppler , a
continual monitoring of the frequency content of the acoustic reflections
is required. All incoming frequency variations other than that due to tar-
get motion must be sensed and normalized to provid e an “own Doppler ” fre-
quency reference which can be used to measure accurately the amount of
target doppler .

Input signals can be directly sampled at carrier frequencies and con-
verted to digital signals for subsequent processing using any of the
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frequency domain analyses techniques such as the fast Fourier transform
(FF1) or the ultra-fast Fourier transform (LiFT).

-
• In a typical high resolution sonar applicatIon , 100 kHz sonar signals

J are processed for identification and direction finding. A linear array
using 128 hydrophones provide input signals for transformation and inte-
gration . All 128 input signals are sampled simultaneously and transformed
into the frequency-domain wi th the FF1 processor. The use of simultaneous
encoding of a multiplicity of sensors Implies a need for a large number of
low cos t, high speed digitizers designed to satisfy the sonar system per-
formance requi rements.
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3. AID TECHNOLOGY STUDY

High speed A/D converters can be built using several different
electronic device technologies. Existing state-of-the art A/D converters
use silicon bipolar transistors . Future advances in ci rcuits , algorithms ,
and processing will increase the performance of future silicon A/D conver- 

—

ters. Several newer solid state technologies , including galium arsenide
FETs , galium arsenide TEDs, and Josephson junctions , appear to offer the
potential for advanced A/D converters wi th higher speed and less power
than will ever be possible with silicon bipolar transistors .

Potential  also exists in the electro-optic technologies employing
either electron beam or laser beai,~ devices. The following sections discuss
the existing A/U converter state-of-the-art and future potential of each
technology .

3.1 SILICON BIPOLAR TECHNOLOGY

Significant performance Impro vements in  high speed A/D converters
have been realized with the development of silicon bipolar LSI technology .
Single chip monolithic quantizers are now available which offer orders of
magnitude improvement in cost , parts count , and powe r consumpti on over
previous discrete and hybrid units , while simultaneously imp roving speed
and accuracy . The maturi ty and reli ability of the silicon bipolar process
make it currently the only LSI technology available for high speed A/D
converter applications. The state-of-the-art in silicon bipolar processing
is far from reaching its limits of maximum performance, and will soon com-
plete wi th other technologies (e.g., GaAs FET) that offer the potential for
much higher speeds. This section will discuss the current capabflities of
the silicon bipolar technology and its potential for future development.

3.1.1 Device Characteristics

A figure of merit for characterizing the high frequency performance
of bipolar transistors is the comon emitter unity current gain frequency ,
fT.
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Considerable Insight Into the fundamental speed limi tations of
silicon bipolar devices and the potential for performance improvement can
be gained by examining the equation for 

~T• 
Basically, 

~T 
is related to the

physical structure of the transistor through the emitter-to-collector
delay time , TEC’ by

~
T
~~~~~~C

Delay time TEC is the sum of five time constants ,

t EC
••• •t e + T b + T d + t + T~~

Emitter depletion layer charging time re is equal to the time constant
formed by the dynami c resistance of base-emitter junction re and base-
emi tter junction capacitance CTE~

Te 
= re CTE = 

q1E 
(CTE).

where

k = Boltzma n’ s consta nt
T = temperature in °K
q = electron charge

= quiescent emi tter current.

Base transit time constant Is defined as the time required for the
mi nority carriers to traverse the base and is approximately proportiona l
to the square of the base width .

The third contributor to the emitter-col lector delay time is collec tor-
base depletion layer transit time rd and Is given by

Td 
=

where
= depletion layer width

V scattering-limi ted dri ft veloci ty
SC in the collector

(‘~ 8.5 x 10
6 cm/sec )
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The fourth contributor is collector charging time constant which

is equa l to the time constant formed by collector series bulk resistance
r
~ 

and collector-base junction capacitance CCb :

= r~ CCb.

Final time constant -r
5 is formed by the collector series bul k

resistance rc and collector-substrate capacitance Ccs :

-t = r  C5 C Cs

For a typical silicon bipolar transistor , approximately half of the
total emi tter-to-collector delay time is due to base transit time
There fore , one of the basic limi tations of the silicon bipolar technology
Is the ability to produce very narrow base widths. Current advanced LSI

0
processing techniques produce base widths on the order of 1000 A. However,
discrete microwave bipolar transistors reportedly have base widths on the
order of 500 A. If a 2:1 reduction in base width could be achieved while
maintaining LSI yields , a signi ficant speed improvement (approxima tely
33 percent assuming no changes in the other time constants) can be realized .
Al though this requires the ability to produce very shallow diffusions in a
controllable and reliable manner , It -Is not beyond the realm of present

• technological ability .

The second fundamental limi tation of slllcu ’ bipolar transistor speed
• is the parasitic junction capacitances . A signifi cant improvement in this

area can only be realized by shrinking the transistor geometry. This is
presently lim i ted by the resolution of the ph3tolithograph lc process. The
use of advanced lithographic techniques , such as electron-beam lithography ,
can allow a factor-of-four reduction in linear dimensions . This would
imply over an order-of-magnitude reduction in device area and thus a cor-
responding reduction in device capacitance. However , since the maximum
current handling capability of the transistor is also reduced , no decrease
in emi tter depletion layer charging time is expected (although power
consumption is reduced significantly) . However , the two col l ector charging
t ime cons tan ts , tc and r

5 , will be reduced substantially. If i mproved
lithogr 3phic techniques cause a 10:1 reduction in T

~ 
and t~~~~, and advanced
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process control causes a 2:1 reduction in base transit time , a factor of
two improvement in 

~T 
should be realized. Thus , the silicon bipolar

technology has the potential of producing 8 to 12 GHz transistors with
LSI yields. Present and future LSI bipolar transistors are compared in
Table 3-1.

Tabl e 3-1. LSI Bipolar Transistors

PRESENT FUTURE UNITSSTATE OF ART DEVI CE

f 3 — 5  8— 1 2  GHZ

CbC 0.14 0.014 pf

0.16 0.016 pf

I 2 0.2 MAc MAX

3.1.2 Silicon Bipolar General Circuit Capabilities

The high speed of bipolar transistor logic is best exemplified by
emi tter-coupled logic (ECL). T’ere are several variations of ECL:
Motoro la MECL III , Fairchild lOOK , and TRW differential emitter coupled
(DECL). The best comercially available ECL logic gates today have del ays
of about 750 psec , wi th 40 mW , power per gate for MSI devices . The most
advanced high speed capability of silicon bipolar transistors is demon-
strated through custom circuits wi th complexity greater than MSI. Gate
delays In the 300 to 400 psec range have been achieved in single gate and
LSI complexity . Silicon bipolar flip-flops are compared in Tabl e 3-2.
The TRW process Is used for custom LSI development , while the other pro-
cesses are used for coninercial production .
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Table 3-2. Comparison of High Speed ECL Flip-Flops

MAXIMUM TOC-C-LE
M A N U F A C T U R E R  PART NO. RATE (GHZ) POWER (MW )

TRW OAT D F/F 1 .4 150
FAIRCHILD llCOó 0.75 200

MOTOROLA MCJ69O 0.5 200

PLESSEY SP169OB 0.5 200

A fundamental building block In all A/D converters is the analog
comparator. Realizing that a comparator has to be fast for both large
and small input signals , high speed comparators use the strobed comparator

circuit. Current silicon bipolar strobed comparators are capable of 0.1 mV
accuracy over a 2 volt Input range wi th a decision rate of greater than
100 Msps and a power consumption of less than 50 mW. Comparator delay time

of approximately 2 nsec can be achieved .

The three circuit building blocks discussed in this section demonstrate

that circuit techniques do exist which make maximum use of the performance

potential of the silicon bipolar technology . While circuit development is

a continual process, any advancement in the processing technology itself

• will produce a significant Increase in circuit performance .

3.1.3 A/D Converter Organizations

A nunter of A/U conversion algori thms or organizations can be appl i ed

to the design of high speed A/U converters. Selecting the optimum organi-

zat ion depends on the speed , reso lu t ion , and power requirements for a given
application. In general , four types of A/D organizations are best suited

for high speed applications:

1) Successive approximation (SA )

2) Series-parallel feedback (SPEB) 
-

3) Series-parallel feedforward (SPFF)

4) All-parallel .

This section will briefly describe each organization and present an esti-

mate of current maximum performance capabi lities for each type.
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3.1.3.1 Successive Approximation A/D Organization

A block diagram for an N bit successive approximation A/D converter
organization is shown in Figure 3-1. rhis approach empl oys a sampl e and
hold , comparator, an N b-It register with conversion logic , a digital-to-
analog (D/A) converter , a dc reference circuit , timing, and an output

register.

At the start of the conversion sequence the S/H circuit samples the
analog input signal , and all latches in the N bit register , except the one

for the most signifi cant bit (MSB), are set false. The MSB is set true so
that  the 0/A converter provides a voltage equal to one-half of full scale.
This vol tage is compared wi th the output of the S/H. If the S/H output is
larger , the latch for the MSB remains in the positive state; If not it is
set false. Simultaneously, the latch for the second MSB is set true. This
process is repeated until all N bits have been determined .

N-BIT DIA
CONVERTER DC REF

COMPARAT OR

N-BIT REGISTER N-BIT DIGITAL .
AND CONVERSION OUTPUT DATA
LOGIC REGISTER 

1 
OUTPUT

CLOCK
INPUT TIMING AND

cOt~rR0L
CONVERT LOGIC
COMMAND

Figure 3-1. Successive Approximation A/D OrganiIation

The successive approximation organization is the simplest converter
configuration and has the fewest error sources. However, since the N bits
are determined sequentially, this is the slowest high speed A/U converter

organization .
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The current sta te of the art In high accuracy (N~ 8 bits), 1 bIt/cyc le
successive approximation AID converters , is being set by TRW single chip
mo nolithic converters . The time/cycle is 8 to I? usec on existin g conver-
ters . Current S/H c ircuits require one or two extr a conversion cycles to
acquire and settle to the required accuracy . Therefore, N bit successive
approximation A/I) converters required N +1 or N 4? cycles/conversIon.
Cycle t ime s of 8 nsec for high accuracy converters ar~ at the limi t of
present silicon monolith ic technology . This limi tation sets the upper
bound on successive approximation convers i on rate at about 14 Msps for an
8 bIt, 9 cycle A/D (one extra c cle for the S/H).

3. 1 .3.? Serial -P~ra1 1 el I eedback AJD Organ I :atl on

A block di aqrait i for the se rial —p ar a l 1 t’i feedback ( S I ’ IR )  approach to
A /D conversion I s shown In F I qtire 3— ? . I or an N b i t  convers ion th I s

- 
- 

approach uses a Q L il t quant I :er N Q t I nx’s dul nq the conversion period
to  qenerate the required N hi t.s . An N — Q bi t U/A and quant I ~~ f ’ e ~~-e

ci rcui I provide the I’I’oI~’r refe rence vol 1 aqes to the ?Q — 1 comparators in

the Q hit quan t I :er . The anal oq input to the quant I zer comes from the
output of the S/ Il ci rc nit . The vo lt ~i ~ie at th I s point rena I n s constant
dun nq the entire ronvers I on period .

N- o e I T o/A

SAMPLE AND OUANTIZI R
ANAIOO AND ~ FFIAENCE
INPUT HOLD O(JANTI U~

I~~
P1-0011 

NPIT DIGITAL
OUTPUT DATA

~~1UIST! 
~ 

OUT

CLOC K
INPI.sT TIMING ANt)

CONtROL - - -

~OP1VIAT ~~~~ — LOGIC
COMMANI)

I I qui e — •
‘ . Serial — Para lle l I cedbac k A/ I) Ot -qa ni za t I on

-~ 1
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The conversion period Is divided into N * Q cycles by the timing
logic. It is often necessary to provide an additional cycle to allow the
S/H circuit adequate time to acquire and track the analog input signal.
The first cycle begins by sampling the analog i nput and then holding this
sampled value until the start of the next conversion period . Throughout
the first cycle the A/D control logic spreads the reference voltages
to the individual comparators in the quantizer uniforml y over the full
voltage range of the A/D converter. At the end of the first cycle , the
comparators are strobed and the Q bit digital outputs are the MSBS of the
conversion. These MSBS are fed back to the U/A and quantizer reference
circuits to position the comparator references for the second cycle of the
conversion period . The comparator reference voltage sequence for a SPFB
(3,3,3) converter is shown in Fiqure 3-3.

During the second cycle , the comparator references are spread uni-
formly over 2 Q of the full voltage range of the AID. The thresholds of
the quantizer are now equally spaced within the one step determined at the
end of the first cycle. At the end of the second cycle , the comparators
are strobed again , and Q more bits of the N bit result are determined .
This process continues until all N Q cycles have been performed . At the
end of the last cycle, the N - Q bits determined in preceding cycles and
the Q bits determined in the last cycle are transferred to the output
register and another conversion is initiated .

The series-parallel feedback AID organization is considerably faster
than successive approximation by virtue of Its multi ple bit decisions/cycle
and resultant fewer cycles/conversion . The cycle time for 2 to 5 bIts/cycle
would only be slightly longer that for a single bi t/cycle converter if the
entire quantizer was on a single monolithic chip. For example , a 4 bit/cycle
12 bit A/D quantizer with 15 nsec/cycle and 4 cycles/conversion (one extra
cycle for the S/H), would have a period of 60 nsec and a conversion rate of
16.7 msps.

3.1.3.3 SerIal -Parallel Feed-Forward AID Organizations

The general class of A/U converters , falling into the serial -parallel
feed-forward (SPFF) category , employs a bank of 2Q - 1 comparators w h i c h
determine the most significant Q bits of an N bit A/D conversion . This Is
followed by one or more similar banks of comparactors which determine the

3-8
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remaining N - Q bits of the convers ion . Between successive banks of
parallel comparators , either the analog si gnal or the reference Input to
the next bank of comparators is shifted to effectively subtract the analog
equivalent of the partial digItal answer from the orI gInal analog input.
This causes the latter comparator bank to encode the analog remainder and
thereby generate the next group of bits in the digita l answer. Figure 3-4.
illustrates a two-bank (3,3) 6 bIt serial -parallel feed-forward modify-the- 

-
~~

reference A/D converter. Figure 3-5 illustrates the same A/D in a modify-
the analog versIon. The feed-forward organIzatIon has a significant speed
advantage over the serial-parallel feedback but requires the analog signal
to be delayed by an amount of time approximately equal to the delay of the
previous bank of comparators , their decode logic , and the l evel shifting
D/A. This analog delay function is normally provided by either a trans-
mission line or a S/H circuit.

The serIes-parallel feed-forward AID organlatlon , often referred to
as a pipeline A/D, provIdes a period of time equal to the reciprocal of
the conversIon rate for each stage of the converter to operate. Therefore,
whereas a 9 bit 10 cycle successive approximati on A/D with 10 nsec/cycle
would operate at 10 Msps , one would expect a 9 bIt SPFF AID with a 10 nsec

4 cycle to convert a 100 Msps , ten times faster.

However, the cycle time of a very high speed feed-forward A/D is often
limited bj the mismatch In propagation delay between the analog and digItal -

outputs of each stage as wel l as the acquisition and settling time of the
S/H circuit used. Therefore, a monolithic SPFF A/D produced with a current
state-of-the-art siliclon bipolar process Is limi ted to 60 Msps at 10 bits.

3.1.3.4 Parallel A/D Organization

A block diagram for an N bit parallel A/U converter Is shown in
Figure 3-6. The organization illustrated employs a S/H circuit preceding
the 2N - ~ comparators. For some applications the S/H can be eliminated
and the sampling and quantizing functions performed directly by the corn-
parators . Following the compara tors the parallel A/D employs logic to
convert from the linear or “thermometer” code at the outputs of the com-
parators to the desired A/D output coding (i.e. , gray , binary , twos comple-
ment , etc.). Each data word Is strobed Into the output register. Timing
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circuits operate the S/H, comparators , and output register in the proper
time phasing, and output a timing pulse (data-ready pulse) in-phase with
the output code. A reference generator provides a voltage reference for

F all comparators.

Since the all-parallel A/D contains the least number of serial delay
elements , It is potentially the fastest AID organization . The major draw-
backs of this type of A/D are limited resolution (due to limi ted number of
comparators that can be produced on a single monolithic chip) and high
power consumption . With current processing capabilities , the maximum
resolution for a single chip all-parallel A/D is 6 bits with a sampling
rate about 100 Msps . Using multiple chips , higher resolution AID con-
verters can be built.

3.1.4 Present A/D Capabilities

The present state of the art in silicon bipolar A/D converters is
given in Table 3-3. Where the listing is for a quantizer , the ISI qua n-
tizer listed requires a S/H circuit (1 watt) plus timing and interface
circuitry ranging from zero to 2 watts depending on application .

3.1.5 Limi ts of Associated Analog Functions

3.1.5.1 Sample and Hold

The successful development of low power, high speed , high resolution ,
* monolithic quantizers has made present thin film hybrid S/H circuits the

limiting factor In A/D economics and reliability . The development of a
monolithic S/H is required to realize the full low cost, high performance
potential of the silicon bipolar technology . This development will
ultim ately lead to single chip monolithic A/D converters (S/H pl us
quanti zer).

3.1.5.2 Analog Multiplexer

Many multichannel system applica tions requ ire analog multiplexing of
serveral channels Into one A/D converter. Present high accuracy multI-
plexers use thin film hybrid construction to achieve good linearity and
cross tal k . However , the moderate speed , high power , and high cost of
these multiplexers limi ts their range of applica tions. The development of
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a monol i thic analog multiplexer , is required to maintain compatibility
with high performance monolithic A/D converters. TRW has developed an
ultra-high speed monolithic five input analog multipl exer for a 5 bit ,
400 Msps application and Is currently developing a four input 25 Msps
analog multiplexers for a low power 8 bit application .

3.1.6 Limi ts of Associated Digital Functions

A survey of currently availabl e di gital functions indicates that
their performance is compatible with existing A/D converter hardware.
Table 3-4 lists some of the high speed dig ital functions frequently
required in signal processing systems. Note that these elements will
accept data at rates provided by current high speed AID converters.
However, considerable savings In parts count and power could be realized
through the use of a custom LSI design. The available packing density of
current state-of-the-art silicon bipolar designs is the limiting factor
in determining the maximum number of digital functions that can be inte-
grated on a single LSI chip. The maximum device count for present high

- speed silicon bipolar processes depends on layout efficiency but have a
practical yiel d limit (based upon minimum device size) of approximately
4000 to 5000 devices . Future processing technologies which allow higher
circuit complexity will provide a substantial costs reduction in high
volume digital processing hardware .

3.1.7 Sumary of Future Potential of Silicon Bipol ar Technology

Using current state-of-the-art silicon bipolar technology , single
chip monolithic quantizers with output data rates ranging from 50 Mbps
to 1 Gbps are realizable. The development of a monol i thic S/H and
advanced quan ti zer c i rcuits w i ll make low power , single-chip A/U conver-
ters a reality . Future performance improvements will come in the form
of high resolution (electron-beam) lithography and highly controlled
shallow diffusion processes. These developments will double the maximum
sampling rate wI th a signifi cant reduction in power consumption , as wel l
as improve device matching (which is a major contributor to AID level
errors). The lninedlate development of electron-beam lithography and
tighter process controls will not only provide near-term advances in
silicon bipolar technology but can also be applied to future technologies
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Table 3-4. Associated Digital Functions

FUNCTION TECHNOLOGY SPEED (NSEC)

1 K RAM FAIRCHILD ISOPLANAR 20
ECL (SI BIPOLAR)

1 1 K ROM FAIRCHILD ISOPLANAR 15
ECL

1 8-INPUT DIGITAL FAIRCHILD ISOPLANAR 2
MULTIPLEXER ECL

• 4—BIT ALU FAIRCHILD ISOPIANAR 5
E CI

4 X 4 MULTIPIER TRW OAT ECI 10

- 8 X 8 MULTI PIER TRW OAT ECL 15

(such as GaAs FET) as well. As the requirement for higher speed digital
processing increases , the need for such processing developments becomes

- -  
more evident. On the circuit design level , continuing efforts to update
the associated analog and digital functions will ensure additional growth
of state-of- the-art A/D converters.

I
I

I
I

1 1
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3.2 GALLIUM ARSENIDE FET TECHNOLOGY

3.2.1 Technology Description

Being a new technology , GaAs FET IC processes are no t as mature as
those for silicon IC. Extensive research and development efforts are
currently being spent on GaAs FET processes because of the low power, high
speed potential. Presently, several different GaAs FET processes are
capable of fabricating SSI and MSI circuits with reasonable yield and can
be differentiated by their acti ve devi ces and processing -methods . Three
basic steps in GaA s FET processing are: substrate preparation , active
layer formation , and isolation. Wi thin each basic processing step are
two or three options (Figure 3-7). Utilizing different options at
different steps, a variety of GaAs IC circuit elements can be generated .
In the acti ve device category are Schottky diodes , n-channel depletion
mode MESFET , n-channel enhancement mode MESFET , and n-channel enchance-
ment mode JFET. To complement these acti ve devices , these processes can
also fabricate lifferent resistors and capacitors. Thc~ common passive
components are bulk resistors , implant resistors, metal -film resistors ,
and MOS capacitors. A metal-interconnect system , is used to interconnect
these devices into useful circuits . Recent U.S. success in GaAs IC
fabri cation has been reported by Hewlett-Packard Laboratories , McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Company , Rockwell Internationa l Science Center , and
TRW Defense and Space Systems Group. State-of-the-art GaAs IC FET pro-
cesses today are capable of fabricating small geometry GaAs FETs with
gate length down to one micron and channel depth equal to a few thousand
angstroms. The characteristics of such a FET are:

• Pinch-off voltage : Vp = “-. I V

• Saturated drain current: 1D55 ‘~ 80 jiA/o

• Transconductance at saturation: 9mo ‘
~
. 80 1~mhos/cj

• Gate input capacitance : CG 
‘
~~ 1.5 ff/(1~m) 2

• Source resistance : R5 ~‘. l00~

• VGS match between adjacent FETS : 20 mV

• 1DSS match between adjacent FETS: 2.4~A/

o Is defi ned as the ratio of gate width/gate length .
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Figure 3—i . GaAs FET Processing

The complexi ty of these GaAs FET circuits is presently SSI level ,
• including such functions as frequency divider , BPSK modulator , wideband

linear ampl ifier , and transistor arrays. Maximum circuit operational
frequency in the range of 1 to 5 GHz with power consumption ranging from a
few mil liwatts to hundreds of milliwatts has been achieved.

Since GaAs FET IC technology Is still developing , the existing fab-
ricated circuits and device characteristi cs are not representative of the
technologies potential. The followi ng accessment of GaAs FET technology
is performed according to various fundamental physical properties of
GaAs material , and intrinsic characteristics of a FET . Several aspects

I of the processing technique are also discussed .

3.2.1.1 GaAs Material

A comparison of s i l i con  and GaAs physical properties that affect
the overall performance of an acti ve IC device is shown in Table 3-5.

I
I 

- 
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Table 3-5. Comparison of Physical Properties Between Silicon
and Gallium Arsenide

PARAMET ER GA LLI UM ARSENIDE SILICON

ELECTRON MOBILITY 3000 AT N = i018 1350
300°K (CM2/VSEC ) 8500 AT N = ,o15

IN TRINS IC RESISTIVIT Y io8 2.5 X 1O5

(~2CM)

CONDUCTION BAND SA TELLITE VALLEYS SINGLE MINIMUM

STRUCTURE

MINIMUM ENERGY 1.35 EV , DIR ECT 1.11 EV , I N D I R ECT
GA P (EVI

THERMA L CONDUCTIVIT Y 0.4-4 1 .42

(WAT TS/CM°K)

The high field mobility of electrons in GaAs is one of its greatest
attributes . This relatively high mobility leads to higher frequency
operations of various acti ve devices especially field—effect transistors.
Due to extremely short mi nority carrier lifetime , it is impracti cal to
fabricate a bipolar GaAs transistor. For these reasons most of the GaAs
technologies are oriented toward FET processing. Furthermore, GaAs high
intrinsic resistivi ty provides good isolation between adjacent circuit
elements as well as minimum parasiti c capacitance . Thus , GaAs is an i deal
substrate material for a monolithic IC process.

Another striking differences between gallium arsenide and silicon
are due to dissimilari ties in band structure . The band gap rf GaAs is
1.35 eV , while that of Si is 1.1 1 eV. More subtle are the differences
due to the conduction band minima postions wi th respect to the valence
band maxima . The valence-to-conduction-band transition in Si is indirect ,
and therefore involves a three-body collision , a process which seldom
occurs dut~ ~o the probabilities involved . GaAs , on the other hand , has a
direct transition which involves only a two-body collision process , and
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I
I thus mi nority carrier lifetimes are reduced over those of silicon by

orders of magnitude . Combining with a larger bandgap, GaAs has larger
radiation hardness than Si. Yet a third variant Is the structure of the

I conduction band; GaAs has the satellite valleys which , when coupled with
the mobilities and densities of states of the two conduction band minima ,

I lead to the transferred electron effect. This effect gives rise not only
to a very broadband negative resistance , but also to an extremely fast

f 
switching mechanism that forms the basis of high speed switching for TED

I logic.

A disadvantage of GaAs in comparison wi th silicon Is its thermal
conductivity (see Table 3-5). Thermal considerations are important in
the design and fabrication of integrated circuit , particularly in LSI.
Power dissipation of a GaAs IC can become a dominant constraint on the
size and complexity of the circuit.

- 3.2.1.2 FET as Baseline Active Device

The most distinctive difference between a FET and a BJT is that the
FET uses majori ty carriers for current transport. Using majori ty carriers
for conducti on, the FET Is practically free of storage effects, and there-
fore has shorter propagation delay . The voltage control mechanism In the
FET provides a high input gate impedance , which is desirable in many

¶ I circuits .

Most GaAs FET IC technologies are working toward micron or submicron

I FET geometries to maximi ze the transconductance-to-capacitance ratio and
produce high speed, low power circuits . However, these small devices pro-

I duce GaAs FET circuits in which speed performance is very sensiti ve to
the parasitic capacitance and , especially the load capacitances resulting

I In the need for output buffers to drive typical package and interconnect
impedances.

1 3.2.1.3 Processing Techniques

In the course of GaAs FET fabricati on , a number of important pro-

I cessing considerations determi ne the performance of the resultant FET.
These are briefly discussed below .

I
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Characteri zation of the GaAs material is essential during the
course of processing. An accurate characteri zation can identify a poten-
tial low-yield wafer and allow compensati ng action to be taken . Di fferent
characteri zation technique are available today. They include Hall measure-
ments , concentration profiling by capacitance-vol tage methods , surface
exami na t ion , thickness measurements , current inj ection measurements , and

semiconductor junction profiling by measurement of Anger electron peak
shifts in a scanning electron microscope .

Precision lithography is another important aspect particularly for
small geometry FET. Small geometry FETs have very little tolerance in
mask alignment and lateral variations. Advanced optical equipment , like
a Cannon 4X projection mask aligner , is normally employed ; E-beam tech-
niques are also being used.

Active channel formation is a crucial step for a successful FET
device. In this step, the controllabilit y of the channel depth and con-
centration have been di fficult because of the precision required . Active
channels are currently being formed by epitaxia l growth and ion implana-
tion. Ion-implant techniques give better controllabili ty but greater
crystal defects if post-annealing is not applied properly. This tech-
nique also provides a possibi lity of multiple selecti ve implant into
selected regions .

Isolation is very important in integrated circuit fabrications.
Several isolation techniques are available: mesa etch , active channel
implant , and isolation implant. Among them , the active channel Implant
is the most desirable because it is a planar process and has better
dimensional control and better isolation when compared to the alternate
techniques.

Metallization is another important processing step. It is employed
to fabricate FET gates , ohmi c contacts , and interconnections. Selection
of proper metal , deposition temperatures , and concentration in the con-
tact region are required for successful metallization.
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3.2.2. GaAs FET Application in A/D Converter Circuits

Gallium arsenide FETs have a number of distinct features that
enhance the performance of A/D subcircuits :

• Low parasitic capacitances

• High Input impedance

• Ability to make current sources and sinks

• Radiation hardness .

GaAs FET low parasitic capacitance provides considerably smaller
noda l RC time constants in compari son with silicon bipolar. Lower bias
current levels are required to achieve the same slew-rate requirements .
Smaller RC time constant and lower current level imply higher speed and
l ower power , a prerequisite for high performance A/D converters .

The high input impedance of a FET has useful application as a high
input impedance buffer in many A/D circuits , in particular the S/H circuit.
For a simple illustration, a simpl ified S/H schemati c is shown in
Figure 3-8. An important S/H performance parameter, hold droop, Is
given by the following expression:

AV VHDroo p~~~~~~~~

where

C = hold capacitor

= instanteous hold voltage across R

R = input  I mpedance
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Figure 3-8. Simplified Sample-and-Hold

From the expression , i t  is obvious that the higher the input impedance ,
the smaller the droop. Smaller droop implies longer hold time and less
hold error. High input impeda nce FET buffers can also be applied to
circuits that are sensitive to curr’~nt dra in , like the comparator. A
FET buffer can also be used in digital logic gates to increase the gate
fanout and driving capability .

Another useful feature of a depleti on-mode FET is that it can be
used as both a current sink and current source. This capability is very
useful in A/D converter circuit design. For example , a high-gain opera-
tional amplifier is difficult to achieve in a high speed bipolar transis-
tor process lacking PNP devices because of the need for current sources.
The unique FET capability of making current sources and sinks makes high -
gain operational ampl i fiers very simple in a GaAs process. Besides the
operational amplifier , novel S/H sampling gates , 0/A converters , latches ,
and other useful circuits can be implemented easily with the current sink
and sources capability of GaAs FET .

Radiation hardness is often a requirement in designing high perfor-
mance A/D converters. In an A/D converter, the circuits that are most
sensitive to radiation are the S/H, -comparators , and 0/A. If they are
built wi th bipolar transistors these circuits will upset during x-ray
exposure because of photo-current generation. Since GaAs FETs are
majority carrier devices and have extremely short minority carrier life-
time, their electrical functions are not affected by photo-current genera-
tion — mi nority carrier effect.
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• GaAs FET devices have limi tations that can degrade circui t

performance if not properly considered. These characteristics are :

• High output impedance

• Device mi smatches

• Temperature dependence of gate leakage current

High FET output impedance resul ts from low FET gm. This leads to
higher RC time constants which degrade the speed performance of a circuit
having a large capacitive load.

Device mismatch and tracking are the principal error sources In ana-
log circuits . For an A/D converter the most critical matching requi re-
ments occur in the comparator and the D/A circuits . FET gate-source
voltage match and tracking errors will be manifested as nonlinearities for
the A/ D converter. Drift or offset &rror can degrade the accuracy of an
A/D converter and the degradation will be determined by the LSB size of
that A/D. Laser trimming of resistor values has been employed very
successfully in silicon monolithic A/D converters to adjust initial match
errors and is expected to be equally useful in GaAs circuits .

The present capabilities for resistor and FET device matching is
adequate for 6 bit A/D converters , projected in 2 to 3 years to be ade-
quate for 8 bit A/D converters, and with laser trimming can be extended
to 12 bit A/ D converters .

Temperature dependence of gate leakage current affects performance
principal ly in the S/H circuit. In a Schottky barrier gate FET, the gate

J leakage current will approximately double every 10°C. In other words ,
for a 66°C increase in temperature , the leakage current will Increase
by

~
100 times . Even though the leakage current of an FET at nominal tern—

perature is negligible, the leakage at high temperature can be conside rable.

3.2.3 A/D Converter Organizations and Performance Projections

The same four basic high speed A/D converter organizations discussed
for silicon LSI implementation are applicable for GaAs FET LSI circuitry .
Performance projections are based on photolithographic mask making
and processing (2 micron device geometries), and present circui t concepts.
Improvements In both areas can be expected over the next 3 to 5 years
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- resulti ng in speed and power improvements of from 2 to 4 for designs 5
years hence. Each of the four A/D organi zations described in the silicon
bipolar section discussed here include speed and power performance

- - estima tes.

3.2.3.1 Successive Approximation

A successive approximation A/D converter uses a single comparator
and an n bit D/A converter in a feedback loop to determi ne the digital
value of the analog input by a trial and error technique . The successive
approxi mation A/D needs at least n cycles for an n bit conversion. This
is , therefore , the slowest of the high speed A/D conversion schemes .
During each cycle, the comparato r circuit compares the analog input, held
by the S/ H, with the 0/A output and makes corresponding bit decisions and
updates the D/A. This negative feedback loop , consisting of the 0/A and
comparator , forces the analog 0/A output to become a successively closer
approximation to the analog input as the conversion progresses . At the
end of the conversion , this approximation will be within 1/2 an LSB of
the Input , and the digital result of the conversion will be equal to the
D/A digita l input. Performance of the successive approximation A/D con-
verter is determined by the characteristics of the comparator and the 0/A.
A/D linearity is determi ned by the common mode rejection of the comparator
and 0/A converter linearity. Since only a single comparator is involved ,
the comparator ’ s offset and drift error will manifest itself only as off-
set of the A/D converter. The successive approximation A/ D has the best
linearity, accuracy , and lowest part count and power consumption of the
high speed A/D converter organizations. These advantages makes the suc-
cessive approximation approach a very desirable algori thum for implemen-
ta tion in GaAs because it minimi zes the FET match requirements , power
consumpti on, and chip size .

A successive approximation A/D can achieve an accuracy of about 12
bits  wi th only 150 mW power d i s s ipa t ion , and a conversion rate of about
50 Msps . The A/D will occupy an area of 60 x 80 mil.
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3.2.3.2 Series-Parallel Feedback (SPFB)

This A/D organization is similar to successive approximation with
the exception that two or more bits are decided in each cycle of the
conversion. This allows the conversion to be completed in fewer cycles ,
resulti ng in substantially higher conversion rates at a slight increase

I in ci rcuitry complexity and a decrease in the accuracy obtainable. The
estimated speed of an 8 bit single chip SPFB complete AID converter

I (including S/H and dc reference circuit) is 200 MHz at a total chip power
of 200 mW.

3.2.3.3 Series-Parallel Feed- Forward (SPFF)

The SPFF organization is similar to the SPFB except that there is a
separate bank of comparators for each group of bit decisions. This
approach , which is a pipeline organi zation , further increases the conver-
ter circuitry and achieves a further increase in conversion rate if pro—

- 
- 

perly implemented. The estimated conversion rate of an 8 bit SPFF A/D

I 
(including S/H and dc reference circuit) is 300 ~‘tiz wTth a total AID
power of about 300 mW.

1 
3.2.3.4 All-Parallel Approach

The all-parallel A/D converter organization is the fastest scheme

I of the four approaches being discussed .

The all-parallel approach uses 2fl-l comparators for an n bit A/D.

I An 8 bit converter therefore requires 255 comparators . Assuming 10 FETs
per comparators , the device count of this A/D will be nearly 3000 FETs .

I Processing capabilities are expected to reach this level in 3 to 4 years .

A disadvantage of the all-parallel approach is the high power con-
sumption . Due to the low thermal conductivity of GaAs , heat dissipation
wil l impose a constraint on the upper bound of power consumption , which

I in turn limits the number of comparators that can be used and therefore
the A/D resolution. Considering the above factors , the all-parallel
approach is confi ned to medium accuracy A/D applications where the pre-

I mi um requirement is high sample rate .

1
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The resolution of an all-parallel A/D will be limi ted by chip size
and power to the range of 6 to 8 bits . This A/D is capable of performing
conversion at a rate of 1 Gsps . The power and chip area of the A/D
depends on the number of bits. For 6 bits , the A/D will have about 1800
devices on a chip about 85 x 85 mils. For 8 bits , the complexity will
increase to about 7200 devices and an area of 170 x 170 mils.

3.2.4 Limi tations of Associated Digita l Functions

The high digital data rates produced by GaAs A/D converters wi ll not
pose an imanageable problem to successive digital functions such as
multipliers , memories , or D/A converters since these functions can also
be fabri cated by the same GaAs process as is used for the A/D converter.
A more detailed discuss ion of GaAs FET considerations for app lication to
high speed , low power A /D converters and digital functions is given in

Appendix A.

3.2.5 GaAs Process Development

Gallium Arsenide Technology is the most rapidly growing area in
solid state circuits today. This technology was initially applied to
Schottky barrier diodes , Gunn or trans ferre d electron dev i ces (TEDs ) and
avalanche transit time devices in RF microwave applications . The largest
use of GaAs has been in light-emitting diodes until the most recent develop-
ment of high performance FETs, gate-tri ggered TEDs and GaAs integrated
circuits . The gate-triggered TEDs and FETs were developed initially as
discrete devices , but have recently been fabricated in small scale inte-
grated circuits . These are experimental monol i thic circuits at several
laboratories and are not presently avai lable as commercial products .
Extensive development is required in vari ous areas to extend the integra-
tion level to a larger scale.

Ion implant technology requires additional development in the host
material (Cr-doped substrate versus buffer l ayer), the implant species ,
implant conditions for achieving a specific doping profile , and annealing
techniques . The resultant doping profile from Ion implanat ions has been
shown to be affected by these three processing parameters . Achieving the
desired device parameters repeatedly requires better anal ysis and control
of substrate materials or the use of a semi -insulating epitaxially-
deposi ted buffer layer.
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I Ion impl anted S , Se , and Si have been investigated In GaAs with Si

being the most promising species for near ideal FETs . Predicting pinchoff

I voltage , i.e., the dopant concentration and penetration depth is dependent
upon control of post implant annealing conditions . The primary concern
has been the anneal temperature and the annealing caps . Additionally,
the annealing caps must be compatible with subsequent device processing .

I 
Ion impl anted GaAs must be annealed at temperatures greater than 450°C

to activate the impl anted species and in general heated to a temperature
greater than 800°C to remove the implant damage . When heated above 450°C ,

I GaAs dissociates at the surface yielding electrically active vacancies and
in extreme cases shows surface eroding .

These conditions are alleviated by using an anneal ing cap or an
L arsenic overpressure (capl ess) during the annealing . It has been dis-

covered that very low therma l time con s tant ann eali ng can be achi eved

wi th E—beam or laser anneal . Development In this area will permit a more

I compl ete anneal without the concomi tant diffusion. The capless anneal
processes will simplify the photol ithographic processing steps during

I circuit fabrication.

Development of submicron lithography techniques permi t the fabrication

I of LSI circuits wi th about a micron gate and 1 to 2 micron dimensions.
These small dimensions improve the device parameters as well as minimize

I interconnect parasitics. The maximum device speed is achieved by perform-
ing all functions on the chip and developing an optimum device to drive
off of the chip. This may require development of diffe rent device types

I such as a heterojunction devices which would have to be ma de compatible

wi th the other devices on the LSI.

‘I
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3.3 GALLIUM ARSENIDE TED/FET TECHNOLOGY

3.3.1 TED/FET Technology Descripti on

The transferred electron device (TED) is a candidate for performing
general logic functions, primarily at clock rates above 5 Gbps . The
transferred electron effect , which occurs in several semi conductor mate-
rials (most notably GaAs), involves the transfe r of majori ty (electron)
carriers to a higher energy (heavier) state in the bulk crystalline mate-
rial at applied fields above a certain cri tical val ue Ec. For gallium
arsenide at room temperature , E~ is about 0.32 vol t appl ied per micron of
conducting channel length.

An oblique view of a typical TED imbedded in the surface of a -

mul ti ple—TED mono lithic—circui t GaAs chip is depicted in Figure 3-9.
The implanted GaAs material is highly n-doped relati ve to the surrounding
semi-insulating GaAs material and is shown dumbbell-shaped wi th the large
ends covered wi th metal forming ohmic contacts to the implanted material .
The acti ve operating region is the straight channel between the two ohmic
contacts. The gate metal is usually fabricated to form a Schottky diode
contact wi th the acti ve channel .

Typical TED active channel dimensions might be on the order of 1/2
micron for depth d, ten microns for width w , and length 1ca• The cathode
is often grounded and the anode supplied with a positive bias voltage such
that the channel field is slightly below the cri tical 0.32 volt /micron of
channel length. Appl ication of a small negati ve going voltage to the gate
forces away (depletes ) carrier electrons in the channel directly under the
gate and thereby slightly reduces the effective cross-sectional area of
the conducting channel under the gate . The field in this constricted part
of the overall channel immediately rises above Ec~ 

and the electrons in
this constriction transfer to a high energy state in the implanted crystal-
line material . Normally, this effect is regenerati ve because as these
heavy carrier electrons begin to dri ft relati vely slowly (about 10 psec /
micron at room temperature) toward the anode the relatively fast normal
carrier electrons naturally pile up or accumula te on the cathode-facing
side of the constriction. Meanwhile , the normal (more mobile) electrons
on the anode facing side of the constriction quickly drift toward the
anode , leaving a depletion region next to the constriction.
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Figure 3-9. Gate Controlled TED Structure

Both effects (accumulation and depletion) increase the voltage
gradient (field) across the constriction which in turn regenerati vely
increases the nunter of electrons transferring to the heavy sta te .
W i thin a few psec the voltage across the accumulation-depletion space
charge region (domain) can grow to about half the total channel voltage
(i.e., applied anode vol tage). The domain length, or total distance
along the channel occupied by the accumulation/depletion layer , is less
than 1 mIcron for a typical 10 Gbps TED design. At this point In time

the domain stops growing because the voltage gradient for the (normal)
carrier e1ectrons outside the domain has dropped to about half and the
corresponding drift velocity for the norma l electrons has dropped roughly
in half to a va lue equal to (in equilibri um wi th) the domain velocity .
Total channel current is also roughly halved , independent of subsequent
variations in anode voltage or gate vol tage .
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Summarizing , a small negati ve going gate voltage triggers a large
step decrease in channel current and large step increase in channel resis-
tance. After a predictable time interval the domain reaches the anode
and disappears , and the device quickly relaxes back to initial conditions.
The overall action is similar to a one shot pulse generator wi th very high
power gain/sensitivity , usable directly as a D fl ip-flop or a shift regis-
ter stage since the input data can vary while the triggered domain is
present without affecting the output. A negative going output pulse can
be taken from the cathode, i.e., developed across a cathode load imped-
ance, or from a midchannel Schottky electrode. A positi ve going output
pulse can be taken from the anode, simultaneously if desired . Multiple
trigger-gate electrodes may be deposited on the channel surface to effect
OR/AND logic functions in a single TED channel ; thousands of such complex
logic cells operating at 10 Gbps (each at a few mW dissipation) can theo-
retically be fabricated on single chip. Equivalent logic-gate delay-power
products below 100 femtojoules at 10 Gbps should be attainable for some
logic functions wi thin the next few years.

Because the maximum operati ng rate (corresponding to minimum cycle
time or domain transit time) is inversely proportional to channel length ,
while power dissipation is directly proportional to channel length , TEDs
exhibit the unusual property that power decreases wi th increasing designed
operating rate. Thus , TED technology is suggested for bit rates above
a few Gbps where power dissipation is relatively low . Extension of
operating rates above 10 Gbps requires reduction of TED channel lengths .
The associated problems and constraints are discussed later in this sec-
tion. Circuit time constants at normal operating temperatures also
require reduction , primarily by reducing gate lengths below 1 micron.

One promising aspect of implanted monolithic GaAs integrated circuit
technology is the possi bili ty of hav ing optimi zed FET and optimized trans-
ferred electron devices (TEDs) on the same chip. For an A/D converter
chip, the FET can best provide linear functions , including input S/H and
in/out interfacing functions to other chips , whi l e  the TED can provide
ultra fast decision , logic functions , and timing.
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3.3.2 Device Design Considerations

TED operating frequency is inversely proportional to the time
required for a dipole domain to travel from the point at which it is
nucleated to the TED anode where It is collected. Referring to
Figure 3-9 , the domain transit distance is approximately the distance
between the gate and the anode , 

~ga ’ assuming gate triggering of the
domains. The domain transit velocity is generally assumed to be equal
to the saturated drift velocity of electrons in GaAs , ~lO~ cm/sec .
However , i t  has been found , after measuring the transit time freqt~ency
of a large number of planar TEDs , that the domain velocity varies in pro-
portion to the measured material mobility (u) , and should be so scaled.
Therefo re , domain transit time is given by

- ~ga 8000
1.26 x 10 cm/sec ~

where the maximum theoretical mobility is 8000 cm2/vo lt-sec , and the
saturated drift velocity is 1.26 x lO~ cm/sec.

Two empiri cal TED design constraints are:

d > io 12 cm 2

Vbol ca > 2 x 1012 cm 2

The device ’ s low field resistance , ignoring depletion under the gate ,
is given by

R = 
nq~Wd 

(3-2)

where q = electronic charge 1.602 x lO~~ coulonts.

3.3.3 QualItative TED Design for Gate Controlled Domain Triggering

Consider the device cross-secti on and field plots of Figure 3-10.
If a bias is applIed to the device anode with the cathode grounded and
the gate floati ng , the qualitative field distribution Is as shown In
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Figure 3-lOb . Depl etion of car’~iers under the date due to the built -in
voltage reduces the effecti ve cross-sectional area there, and causes the

higher field under the gate. Now If a gate bias (negati ve relative to
the underlying channel ) is added, the channel under the gate will deplete

- 

- 

further, causing the field there to exceed the threshold value (Ec) and
causing a domain to be launched. If the field between the gate and anode
is high enough , i.e., above the sustaining level , the domain will propa-
gate down the channel and be collected at the anode. Notice that when
the gate bias is increased , the field outside the gate region reduces
such that the field integrated over the device l ength remains equal to
the constant appl ied anode voltage (Figure 3-lOc).

If the epilayer is very thin, the depletion depth due to the gate ’ s
built-in voltage may be such a large percentage of the channel thickness
that it is impossible to bring the field outside the gate up to the sus-
taining level without exceeding the threshold field under the gate. If
this were the case, the device could only be turned on and off by the
anode voltage , and the gate would have no control. Another situation ,
and one that is of particular interest for short (10 Gbps) devices , is
that which occurs when the gate occupies a signifi cant portion of the
channel length. In this case it mi ght be possible to achieve a field
distribution like that of Figure 3-lOb for the off state. However , when
the gate bias is appl i ed, the field outside the gate region may be lowered
below the sustaining level and the domain will not propagate .

To examine these considerations in detail , use is made of Copeland’s
numeri cal calculations of the excess domain voltage V0 as a function of
E, the field external to the domain. These calculations show that
increases from zero (at E equal to the threshold field (E

~
) to infinity

as E is decreased to the minimu m sustaining field of about 1.45 x lO~~
volt car1 . VD is a function of concentration as well as applied bias .
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Figure 3-10. Basic Gate Controlled TED and Field
Plots Field Plots

Copeland shows that only one domain size is stable in a TED diode
wi th a constant applied anode vol tage Va, the anode voltage being the sum

I of and product E
~ca . Intersection of the stra ight line representing

Va = VD + Etca wi th the curve of V D versus E gives unique values of V D and

1 
E. A more convenient presentation of this information is shown in curve
a Figure 3-11 in which the normalized current versus the appl i ed voltage
-Is plotted for a TED of 10 Mm length and 1016 car 3 concentration. The

I parameter X on this plot is the fraction of channel depleted by gate bias.
The i n i t i a l , linear portion of this curve is simply the low field ohmi c
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Figure 3-11. Calculated I-V Characteristics of a TED of Length 10 pm
1016 c m 3 . (a) Zero Depletion Region Under Gate . (b) and (c)
Fractional Depletion Region, x = 0.15. (b) is Characteristic for
Domain Propagating Under Gate While (c) is for the Domain in the
Gate-to-Anode Region. Gate Length 1g = 3 pm . Fractiona l Deple-
tion Depth Divided by Channel Thickness.

behavior of the device when no domain is present. The reentrant and
higher voltage portion of the curve is derived from the expressions

V a = V0 + EL (3.3)

and

= nqME (3-4)
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where V0 is obtained from the extrapolations of Copeland ’ s results , and

6200 cm2 vol t 1 sec~ is used for the low field mobility , p .  Use of the

low f i e l d  mobility is valid since E always remains less than the threshold
field. These expressions show that the difference between Va for the

reentrant and high fiel d portion of the curve and Va for the linear potion ,

for any value of I, is V 0.

When the anode voltage is increased from zero, the device is a linear
resistor until point A. There a domain is formed and the current drops to
point B since a substantial portion of the appl i ed voltage is developed
across the domain. If , while the domain is still in transit , the appl ied
voltage is increased , the current follows line BC. With the domain still
in transit , if the voltage is reduced below the threshold voltage the cur-
rent follows BO , but at point D the vol tage is insufficient to maintain a
stable domain. The domain is quenched and the current rises to point E.
The voltage at point 0 is thus the domain sustaining vol tage. Existence
of a device characteristic curve of this nature has been demonstrated
experimentally by Kurn , Robson , and Ki no who have measured the device cur-
rent as a function of applied vo l tage while the domain is in transit.
Clearly, this curve is not the same as the low frequency I-V characteristic
of the device , which is a time average including the period of domain
quenching at the anode , and nucleation and growth of a new domain.

Curve b of Fi gure 3-11 is the calculated characteristics of a TED
triode in which the effects of adding a gate of length 

~g = 3 ~m to the
above device is illustrated. For this curve , x 0.15 , where xd is the
thickness of the depletion region resulting from the gate bias and x = xd/d.
For simplici ty, the depletion region th i ckness is assumed constant under
the length of the gate. Curve b illustrates the characteristics while the
domain is under the gate and s hows that both the current and vo ltage
required to nuclea te (point F) and to sustai n a domain are reduced since
the field under the gate is increased by the presence of the depletion
region . When the domain moves into the gate-to-anode region of the device ,
the field outs i de the domain is appreciably less than when the domain was
under the gate. This Is reflected in the fact tha t if the domain sustain-
ing voltage ( the anode vo ltage required to maintain the domain sustaining
voltage ( point G ) is less than the device threshold vo l tage (point F), the
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domain nucleated under the gate will propagate to the anode . When the
domain sustaining vol tage is greater than the deivce threshold voltage

and the TED is operated at a constant anode voltage between these two
values , a domain formed under the gate cannot propagate into the gate to
anode region. In fact , considering the domain dimensions are similar to
the gate length in this concentration regime , it is possible that a mature
propagati ng domain cannot form. Rather , it appears that a staticnary
space charge region forms to satisfy the conditions of negative differ-
ential mobility existing under the gate, and the device current becomes

independent of anode vol tage.

The phenomenon exists in the current saturation region of GaAs FET5
in which the short device length and appreciable value of x result in a
domain—sustainin g voltage substantially in excess of the threshold or
saturation voltage. This also explains the current saturati on observed
in some TED structures at a lower anode voltage than that required to
nucleate domains. It appears that in these cases , propagating domains
cannot be formed unless the anode voltage exceeds at least the domain
sustaining voltage.

Current dropback upon domain fo rmaton can also be estimated from
- 

- curves of the type shown in Figure 3-11. For example , suppose the device
is held in its quiescent state wi th x = 0 at the point H on curve a , just
below the threshold vol tage on this curve. If the device is held at a
constant anode voltage , a domain will form and propagate when a gate
voltage sufficient to cause a depletion region of x = 0.15 is appl ied ,
since the anode voltage is above both the threshold voltage and sustain-
ing voltage. The curt-~nt during domain propagation is given by the curve
at that anode vo ltage. The effect of a load resistance can also be deter-
rui ned by employing the conventional load line construction on this curve .

Recent detailed analysis have shown that the afo rementioned problem
of insufficient sustaining voltage in short (e.g. , 10 Gbps ) TEDs is readily
overcome by the following techniques:

• Reduction of gate length, t~~ to roughly one mi cron
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• Increase in net donor cQncentration , n0 (for example ,
to roughly 3 x 10-6 car”)

• Minimi zation of gate depletion into the channel , e.g.,
by selective impurity implantation.

3.3.4 Ga te Control led TED Threshold Comparator

From the foregoing considera tions the characteristics listed in
Figure 3-12 are estimated to be attainable wi thin the next few years for

a 10 Gsps threshold comparator . The FET stage must prevent both excessive
forward current and excessive reverse voltage to the TED input electrode
A while isolati ng (buffering) the analog input line from the TED trigger-
ing kickback. The TED triggers only when both A and C inputs are suffi-
ciently negative (causing the field underneath to approach 3.2 kV /cm).

C - A

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

— _____ 
OUTPUT “ CAPACITRANCE-
PICKOFF ELECTRODE

A C
ANALOG 

— 
~~~~~ CLOCK PULSE

SIGNAL 
______

-v 

AND (A C) TED 
____ 

~~~ PSEC

SELF-LIMITING PET
ANALOG BUFFER

NOTE: —.04 DENOTES SCHOTTKY ELECTRODE

APERTURE WINDOW ~ 20 PSEC
ANALOG BANDWIDTH 4 GHZ
EOUIVALENT ANALOG INPUT UNCERTAINTY ‘— 30 MV

20 MW (EXCLUDING POWER FOR CLOCK GENERATION )
CLOCK-TO-OUTPUT DELAY - 40 PSEC TYPICAL
OUTPUT RISET IME ~. 25 PSEC

Figure 3-12. TED/FET Threshold Comparator
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3.3.5 TED/FET A/D Converter Confi gurations

3.3.5.1 Serial TED/FET A/ D Configuration

An organization which takes advantage of TED properties is the serial
— organization . This organization (Figure 3- 13) is very efficient in terms

of the number of devices and dc power consumption. However , i t  does
require close tolerances in the circuit fabrication.

-
~~ 

_~~~~~~~~~~~
E1

SIGNAL I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CLOCK BIT N BIT N-i BIT N-? BIT N-3

Figure 3-13. Monolithic Serial A/D Converter

The first bit cell provides the most sign i ficant bit of the output
word , the second bit cel l provides the second most significant bit , and
so on to the last cell , which provides the least signifi cant bit.

Suppose , for the purpose of an example , that the input signal to the
A/D converter of Figure 3-13 can vary from 0 to 4 volts , and that 4 bit
(16 level ) quanti za tion is required. Also , suppose that at the moment the
clock signal tells the A/D to take a sample , the input level is 1.4 volts ,
requiring a digital representation “0101” . The decision bit N circuit
exami nes the input to determi ne whether or not it exceeds 2 volts . Since
it does not , the decision circui t provides no output pulse , that is , a
digital “0” ; and the linear amplifier doubles the amplitude and provides
the doubled amplitude to the sununer. The other s uniTler input is the deci-
sion bit output , either 0 or -4 volts . The suniner takes the difference of
0 volt and 2.8 volts (2 x 1.4 volts ) and feeds the 2.8 volts forward to
the next bit cell. The next cell again determi nes whether or not its
input exceeds 2 volts . Since it does, the decision circuit provides an
output pulse , and the difference circuit subtracts 4 vol ts from the 5.6
volt amplifier input to the sunirer , leaving a 1.60 volt input to the next
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cell. The third bit cell provides a “0” output since its input is less
than 2 volts , and feeds forward 3.2 vol ts to the final cell. The input
to that cell exceeds 2 volts , and so its output is a “1” . Thus , the
required “0101” output code has been provided.

Operation of each individual cel l (Figure 3-14) may be compared to
the block diagram of the basic cell shown in Figure 3-12. The input to
the A/D cell is fed into one side of a differential VET pair which serves
as the amplifier in the cell. The left FET FA amplifies the incoming
signal  and feeds i t  in to  the TED TB’ which is the decision element of the
cell. The decision element TB is clocked by the output of TED TA • When
the input to the cell is in the upper half of its range, T8 is triggered,
generating a “1” at the bit output. The right FET FB s ums the amplifi ed
input and the bit output which are fed forward into the next cell. The
lowest aperture time would be obtained by incorporating an on-chip FET S/H
circuit at the A/D input. The followi ng characteristics are estimated for
a single chip monolithic 4 bit 10 Gsps serial quantizer , in  a regulated-
temperature envi ronment:

• Analog input-to-digital (throughput) delay <500 psec

• Analog input range : ±1.6 V into 50c2

• Analog bandwidth >4 GHz

~diss 
= 1 watt

The restriction of a regulated temperature environment is brought
about by a current lack of information or test results on the tempera-
ture dependance of GaAs TED parameters .

3.3.5.2 Parallel TED/FET AID Configuration

A parallel A/D quantizer is illustrated in Figure 3-15. The VET

S/H would be used to minimize aperture effects when required . The FET
amplifier provides an increased-ampl i tude linear analog signal to 2N_1

FET/TED threshold comparators previously described in Section 3.3.4.
Setting the comparator input uncertainty ~V (less than 30 mV ) equal to
0.3 LSB, the required VET amplifier output swing.
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Figure 3-14. Single Cell of Serial A/D Converter
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Figure 3-15. Parallel TED/FET A/D Quantizer
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is less than (100) 2N mV; for N = 5 bi ts, Vpk/pk <3.2 V. The following
characteristics are estimated to be attainable in the next few years for
a monolithic 5 bit 10 Gsps parallel quanti zer, in a regulated-temperature
env i ronment:

• TED trigger time (~ t-~.) 5 psec

• Clock generator pulsewidth (~ Pw~) <20 psec

• A/ D aperture time window [(PW 0)2 + (~~)2] 1/2 <20 psec

• Analog input- to-digital output (throughput) delay
<350 psec

• Analog i nput range : ±l.6V into 50 ci

• Analog bandwidth : >4 GHz

• Pd~SS
: = 1 8  watts

3.3.6 Associated TED Digital Functions

TEDs are monostable two-state (domain or no domain) devices that are
directly suited for binary logic functions , expecially at > 5 Gbps rates
(for low power consumption). The i nherent triggering and short term stor-
age properties , along wi th use of additional control electrodes , result in
complex logic capability at very low device count and small chip area .

Frequency divider (timi ng generator) functions and narrowband shift
register functions are especially simple to implement. The “TED pl us RL”
total device area for the example frequency divider of Figure 3-16 is
about 4 mi crons x 50 microns. The only other devices are input and output
coupling capacitors which can be i ncorporated into the signal (intercon-
nect) lines by forming a small 4 x 4 ~m dielectric sandwiched between two
interconnect-metal layers. The basic principle of operation is that once
the input triggers a domain the low-frequency output is insensiti ve to the
applied high-frequency input for almost the enti re output duty cycle until
the domain disappears at the anode.
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Figure 3-16. ~5 Narrowband TED Frequency Divider

Figure 3-17 illustrates a low device count 10 Gbps 8:1 demultiplexer
utilizing TEDs having a “capaciti ve pickoff” Schottky output electrode ,
located on the channel surface midway between cathode and anode. The
smaller TEDs (4 x 10 j~m each) form a serial 10 Gbps shift register , and
the larger (10 x 10 ~m each) TEDs are simple AND gates (both the opposed
trigger electrodes must swing roughly 300 mV negatively to trigger a
domain) which AND the 1.25 Gbps readout clock wi th the shift register out-
put digital data to provide eight simultaneous parallel pulsed data
outputs .

3.3.7 TED Potential for Future Navy Systems

Projections for TED/FET digital technology are relatively tentative
because the technology is presently in a very early stage of development.
In contrast to GaAs FET technology , a chip having the equiva l ent logic
power of an MSI function has not yet been developed . Such a chip develop-

- 

I 

ment is expected wi thin roughly 2 years but the rate and direction of
development in general depends heavily on government interest or demand.
Second, the direction of development may shift with technological break-
throughs in the near future. Relati vely unexplored areas of TED digita l
technology inc l ude transverse-domain-propagation logic , majority logic ,
and bistable TED logic. Bistable logic is expected to involve trapping/
untrapping of a domain within the TED (near the anode).
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Figure 3—17. 8:1 TED Demultiplexer

In general, TED clock and/or data input rates of roughly 5 or more
GHz are suggested for low power dissipation.

Applications requiring the least technology development would
include frequency dividers and shift register functions .

A listing of digital appl i cations (for a single GaAs chip) in
increasing order of development time would be as follows :

• Narrowband frequency dividers

• Narrowband frequency dividers wi th instantly coninandable
division rate

• Digita l multiplexers and demultiplexers

• Digital correlators

• Encryptors

• General data storage registers or devices

• Digita l pipeland multipli ers and ari thmetic processors

• A/D converters as described in Section 3.3.5.
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3.4 JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS

Josephson junctions will undoubtedly be used in future generations
of high speed computers. These superconducting devices are inherently
bistable , have a theoretical switching ti me of 1 psec wi th an associated
power of 10 nW for a theoretical power-delay product of io 8 

~ 
This

extreme speed and low power makes these devices excellent candidates for
A/D converters. Wi th a psec switching speed, the Josephson junction A/D
converters should offer higher sampl ing rates than A/D converters imple-
mented in any other known technology. It will be seen that, while some
serious fabrication problems must be solved , the circuits themselves should
be quite simple , and the enti re A/D wil l almost certainly be contained on
a single IC chip.

3.4.1 Junction Characteristics

A Josephson junction can be formed in several ways, but the most
I - promising configuration for use in integrated circuits is as a tunnel

junction. The tunnel junction is formed from two superconducting materials
separated by a thin insulating barrier. When the junction is cooled below
its cri tical temperature, the materials become superconducting and elec-
trons can tunnel through the insulating barriers. For currents less than
some criti cal value , the barrier provides no resistance to electron flow
and no voltage drop is developed across the junction . In this case the
junction is said to be in the superconducting or current state. When the
junction current exceeds the critical current, the junction goes “normaP
and has a finite resistance. The junction is then said to be in its voltage
state because a vol tage appears across the junction. If the junction is in
parallel with an appropriate resistance, the voltage developed across the
junction is a constant value referred to as the gap vol tage.

The current and voltage states of the junction are utilized to perform
binary logic functions. A magnetic field applied to the junction decreases
the cri tical current and allows one to swi tch the j unction from its current

to its voltage sta te. The switching fields can be provided by current-
carrying wires routed near the junction. Because switching is determined
by both the current through the junction and the total magnetic fl ux in the
barrier region , Josephson junctions provide unique opportunities for logic
circuit design.
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Tunnel junctions are readily adaptable to planar geometrics and thus
to large sca l e i ntegration techniq ues. Present research effor ts are
directed toward optimizing logic circuit designs and junction fabrication
processes. The efforts have already produced experimental chips incorpo-
rating thousands of junctions. 1 Development of Josephson junction logic
circuits and memories will provide the support for A/D converters and much
of the expertise needed for converter design and fabrication.

The power-delay products for Josephson junctions are the sma ll€~st
known. A switching time of 34 psec at 0.1 i~W has been reported

2 for a
power-delay product of 3 x l0~~

8j. Both switching speed and power dissi-
pation can be improved by at least an order of magnitude . However, for
the near future these figures probably indicate the level of performance
that can be expected from Josephson junction integrated circuits .

3.4.2 A/D Converter Design

The design of Josephson junction A/D converters could be based on
several different junction configurations. The various schemes can be
divided into two groups :

1) Digiti ze/encode includes schemes in which the ampl i tude
of the analog signal is initially digiti zed by a circuit.
The digital representation is then converted through the
use of logic circuits to the proper binary code.

2) Direct encoding is made up of circuits in wh i ch junctions
are combined to produce a binary code directly.

3.4.2.1 Digiti ze/Encode Conversion Schemes

Any scheme using ramp conversion would fall into the first group.
Josephson junctions can be arranged to generate a stepped ramp function
which can be compared to the analog signal. The output is sent to a
binary encoder. The accuracy of such a scheme depends upon the precision
with which the steps can be generated. A Josephson junction ramp genera-
tor can be based on the gap voltage of the junctions. The gap voltage is
determined by the superconducting material and is only dependent on
temperature. For niobium , a comon junction material , the gap voltage
varies by 3%/°K at 4.2°K. However, the temperature of a liquid helium
bath is easily regulated to wi thin a mil lidegree. The gap voltage is then
constant to better than 0.005 percent. In principle , the gap voltage could
thus provide a ramp for a 12 bit A/D converter.
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- - A second convers ion scheme, similar to ramp conversion , utilizes a
superconducting 1oop. When one or more Josephson junctions are included
in a closed loop, quantum i nterference occurs. The magnetic flux enclosed
by the loop is quantized and any change occurs in discrete amounts. With
an analog signal applied to the loop the fl ux jumps can be counted by the
appropri ate ancillary circuitry and converted to binary code.

Both of these methods are inherently quite accurate because they are
based on a very stable step size. However, the need to generate a ramp
makes the device slow by comparison to a more direct method of conversion.
In addition , the circuits would be much more complex due to the required
logic functions. To realize the high speed possible with Josephson junc-
tions it is necessary to design a more direct form of conversion.

3.4.2.2 Direct Encoding Conversion Schemes

As an introduction to direct conversion schemes, an A/D conver ter
design proposed by Fang and Herrell 3 will be considered in detail. It
illustra tes many of the features of Josephson functions. The circuit
required for a 3 bit converter is shown in Figure 3-18. Analog signal
V i~ is applied across three sets of Josephson junctions , J1 -J7, and resis-
tor R IN all connected in series. Initially, all the junctions are in their
current state and are superconducting. Thus , V IN drives a current limi ted
by RIN through the junctions .

RIN
V I N O  W~ _ _ _

I I ~. 0
4 4

.. “3
• _ _ _

p

2 R2

~~~~ _ _

Ri
p 

_ _ _p

Figure 3-18. A/D Converter Using Josephson Junctions
— 

as Proposed by Fang and Herrell
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The circuit ot:cputs are developed across the resistors R4, R2, and
which are connected In parallel with 4, 2, and 1 junction, respectively.
The output is 0 If no voltage appears across the resistor and 1 when a
voltage does appear. With the juctions in their current states, the outputs
are 0’s. However, when the current through any set of junctions exceeds
thei r cri tical current level , that set switches to the voltage sta te. The
voltage developed across each j unction in the set is gap voltage V g if the
value of the corresponding parallel resistor is appropriately chosen .

As an example , if the cri tical current of junctions J1-J4 is exceeded,
a voltage of 4V g will develop across the junctions and R4. Noti ce that V IN
woul d then be decreased by 4V g and the current flowing through the circui t
would be reduced. However , junctions once swi tched to their voltage state
remain in that state unti l the current drops below a threshold for latching
which is less than the criti cal current.

The cri tical current for each of the three sets of j unctions is
determined by the bias currents I4~ l2, and I~. Specifi cally, 14 produces
a magnetic field through junctions J1-~J4 that depresses their cri tical cur-
rent. Likewise , 12 controls and and I~ controls J7. The control
biases are adjusted such that J1—J4 swi tch when four units of current flow
through them, J5 and switch when the current reaches two units , and
when 1 unit of current flows.

In operation the analog signal is applied with all junctions in their

I current state. Then 14, 12, and I
~ 

are appl i ed in that sequence. If the
current due to the analog signal is greater than or equal to four uni ts,

1 J1-J4 will swi tch when 14 is applied and a 1 is read across R4. However,
the voltage developed across J1—J4 then reduces the current by four units .

I When 12 is applied , J5-J6 switch only if the remaining current is greater
than or equal to two units . If its is, a 1 is read out as the second MSB
and the current is reduced by two units . Fi nally, I

~ 
Is appl ied to deter-

I mine if one unit of current remains. In this way, the analog input is
directly converted to a binary output.

I
I
I 

j
_______



The circuit operates within two constraints . Firs t, the maximum
input s ignal cannot cause the current to exceed the cr i tical current of
an unbiased junction. Thus , 2N units of current , where N i s the number of
bits , mus t be less than the unbi ased cri t ical current. Second , one unit of
current, which corresponds to the LSB , must be greater than the latching
threshold of the junctions. These constraints , particularly that due to
the la tching threshol d, limi t the number of bits that can be produced .

Other converter designs which provide a binary encoded output directly

usuall y incorporate two functions: S/H function and a feedback or correc-
tion function. In the first section the analog input is used to tri gger
parallel sta ges as its amplitude sur passes 1, 2, 4...N times the LSB size .
The accuracy of thi s S/H function is determined by the uniformity of the
junctions. Junction uniformi ty, measured in terms of crit i cal current, is
determined by the physical dimensions of the barrier and the junction com-
position. Present fabrication techniques can produce current matching to

about 10 percent. Such matc hi ng Is suffic ient for develo pment of a 4 bi t
AID conver ter.

Nonun iformi ty in junction fabrication can be corrected by

providing an adjustable bias field for each junction . The accuracy of

the resulting c i rcuit i s then dependent on the prec i s ion w i th whi ch the
bias can be set and maintained.

The second sec tion of most di rect AID conver ter schemes prov ides a
feedback or subtrac tion funct ion wh i ch can produce zeros when requi red for
the LSBs. The requirements for junction uniformi ty can be much more strin-
gent in this sec tion. The accumula ted error i s 2N times the di fference i n
junction critical currents .

Accuracy in the sub tract ion sec tion can be substant ially improved by
bas i ng the feedback on the gap vol tage rather than the cr i tical current.
An experimental A/D chip has been fabricated by IBM4 whi ch uses Josephson
junctions. The converter has a 4 bit output and uses the direct conversion
method. The first section uses field biased junctions while the second
section depends upon the gap voltage of junctions to provide the subtrac-
tion function . The chip has operated at up to 62.5 Msps .
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The samplin g rate of the IBM chip4 was lim i ted by the external signal
generators used to operate the circuit. It Is believed that Josephson
junctions can be swi tched in as small a time as 1 psec. Therefore, a cir-

I cul t speed will be mainly determined by the propagation delay times in the
circu it and the associated functions . Because a Josephson junction A/fl
converter requires various sampling and control pul ses, It i s necessary to
design signa l generators which can match the inherent speed of the converter
I tself. A reasonable source of such functions Is a pul se circui t also
desi gned using Josephson junctions. Thus, any converter design should also
include the trigger ing and pulse producing elements.

3.4. 3 Cryogenic Consi derat ion

Any consideration of Josephson junction devices must also include
the cooling system. Although liquid helium temperatures are routinely
main tained in laboratory environments , efficient , self-con tained methods
for providing long term cooling to 4.2°K remain to be developed. Labora-
tory cool ing is usually obtained by ininerslng the object to be cooled in
a bath of liquid helium. The bath is contained In a vacuum insulated
vessel or dewar. The hel i um that boils away is either replenished from a

I larger storage dewar or through the use of coninercially available recircu-
la ting helium liqulfiers.

I Because Josephson junction circuits dissipate such a small amount
of power, ci rcuits could be partially sealed In dewars containing enough

I li quid helium to last for the lifetime of the circuit. The capacity of
suc h a dewar woul d be primarily determi ned by the heat loss through the

‘ 
walls of the dewar and the electrical connections to the circuit In the
bath . Designing a dewar wi th a lifetime of around five years should be

I possible using present technology if the dewar Is used In a vibration
free environment.

I The cryogenic temperatures required for Josephson junction AID con-
verters wi ll make their use necessarily more expensive than other room
temperature technologies . To justify the added cost and complexity , it

I will be necessary to incorporate additional superconducting circuitry .
As previously noted , to retain the speed of a Josephson junction AID con-

I verter, It will be necessary to also use junctions for the production of
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control pulses. To justify the system cost; converter, control , and other
signal processing circuits must be integra ted using superconducting tech-
nology whenever possible.

3.4.4 General Considerations

Other factors to be considered in evaluating Josephson junctions for
A/D conver ters include s i ze , weight , and reliability . Because the circuits
can be i ntegrated on a chip, the size and weight of the system are deter-
mi ned by the surroundi ng dewar or other cooling apparatus. Calculat ions
made at TRW indicate that a cryostat for space appl ications could have a
volume of less than 1000 cm3 and provide a cIrcuit lifetime of 5 years.
Such a dewar would weigh on the order of 1/2 Kg when filled wi th cryogenic
liquids.

The system reliability would be largely determined by the cooling

system. For space applications a pressure regulated dewar would be

requi red. Ground based systems could be dependent on periodic replacement
of cryogenic fluids. Josephson junctions have in the past been very sus-
ceptible to damage. Many types of junctions deteriora te afte r repeated

thermal cycling or after storage at room temperature Current efforts are
under way to Improve junction res i stance to thermal cycl ing and room tem-
peratures by optimizing fabrication techniques and material choice. Con—

• si derable progress has been made in this direction . Junctions are also
susceptible to damage by excessive current pulses and , of course , circuit
operation would be impaired by exposure to external magnetic fields.
Therefore , suitable circuit protection would have to be Included in the
system design.

3.4.5 Future Potent ial

The additional complexity required to cool Josephson junction circuits
will li mit thei r use as A/D conver ters to applicat ions in whi ch other super-
conducting circuitry is being used or applications in which the higher
sampl i ng speed is necessary . Development of very small junctions with psec
switching times will allow the desi gn of direct conversion circuits with
cycle t imes of tens of picoseconds. The resulting A/fl converters should be
capable of sampling speeds of perhaps 50 Gsps. In addition to high speed ,
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the converters will also reduce power dissipation to submicrowatt levels.
Whi le des i rable, low power dissipation alone will not justify the use of
Josephson junctions .

• The accuracy of future Josephson junction A/D converters is harder
to predict. In princip le , even direct conversion should be possible wi th
high accuracy. However, accuracy depends on precision fabri ca ti on of
junctions and the associated magnetic bias, control , and feedback lines .
Presently, 4 or 5 bit accuracy is possible. Additiona ~ accuracy can be
expected with improved resolution during fabri cation and careful design
of magnetic biasing for individual junctions. Alternatively, it may be
possible that by using a hybrid of circuit designs , more of the AID con-
version can be accomplished using only the gap voltage of the junctions.
For examp le , the Fang and Herrell scheme descri bed above coul d be used to
produce the MSBs and a prec i sely reduced si gnal to be conver ted us ing some
other circuit. Such a scheme would ininedlately improve accuracy . Using
one of the methods described here or some hybrid scheme, it i s reasonab le
to expect future A/D converters operating at high speed wi th 8 bit accuracy .

To develop such converters, research i nto severa l areas w il l be
required. Development of junction fabrication techniques must be con-
tinued to produce increased uniformity and resistance to aging effects.
Increased resolution in all circuit component l ayouts Is also desirable.
Of course , the actual design of the A/D converter circuit must be addressed ,
but in addition , there i s also the need for control pulse c i rcuits . Mechan-
ical design of an appropriate cooling system is required and must be
developed. Finally, integration of the circuit into a total signal pro-
cessing system must be investigated as a means of justifying the use of
Josephson junctions.
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3.5 ELECTRO-OPTIC

Two types of A/D convers ion technologies fall under the head ing
electro-optic (EO ). The fi rst modulates and/or defl ects an electron beam
with an analog signal. Time samples of this signal can be taken by either
gating the electron beam with short pul ses or by continuously deflecting
the btam past fi xed targets . The electron packets can be deflected by the
ana 1og signal to hit an area of the target that is associated with the
corresponding analog amplitude and encodina done separately. The contin-
uous swept elec tron beam can be deflec ted perpendi cular to Its time sweep
path for direc t amplitude encoding . Electron beam semiconductor (EBS)
devices have been applied to implement EQ A/D converters. The target in an
EBS A/D conversion tube is comprised of an array of semiconductor diodes
that normally do not conduct. When the elec tron beam or packe t hit s the
diode, the elec trons create carr iers in the junct ion and thereby identify
where the elec tron pac ket was deflec ted. Direct codi ng of the digi tal data
can be ach ieved by deflect ing a sheet beam of electrons and arrangi ng the
detector diodes to produce any desired code. A Gray code is most appropriate
to reduce the magni tude of any error that may occur from the electron beam
being deflected between adjacent junctions.

The potential for EBS app roaches to A/D convers i on have been est imated
by Watkins—Johnson , the principal proponent of this approach, as 6 to 10
bits resolution and sampling rates up to 1 or 2 GHz. The principa l defi-
ciencies of the EBS approach arise from Its reliance on an electron tube.
Watkins-Johnson has worked on EBS A/D converters under sponsorship of the
U.S. Army Ballistics Missile Defense Advanced Technology Center (BMDATC).

This development was an attempt to use EBS techniques to perform 250 14~z,
8 bit conversion. The major components of the device were a sheet beam
electron gun , beam chopping structure to provide a narrow aperture, analog
deflection structure to be controlled by the analog input , and semiconductor
target which was to produce the 8 bit output code. The electron gun devel-
opment did not result in a device that would meet specifications.

Another Watkins-Johnson development of an EBS AID Is being funded by

the U.S. A ir Force Rome A ir Development Center. Rather than us i ng a sheet
beam gun , this development employs a conventional single beam electron gun

that Is deflected in a circular pattern by the analog defl ection structure
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where the radius of the circle is proportional to the analog i nput signa l
ampl i tude. The semiconductor target disk has a mosaic of 2N annular ri ngs
that are separated into wedge-shaped sectors. As the electron beam trans-
verses each sector , one conversion of the Input signal is performed to an
N bit word with a value corresponding to the annular ring struck by the
electron beam. The deve~opment effort Is an attempt to build a 6 bit , 10

sector devIce with a beam revolution rate of 200 MHz , thereby giving an

H effective sampl ing rate of 2 6Hz.

The second E0 A/D conversion technology utilIzes a laser beam Instea d
of an electron beam. A variety of ways to operate on a laser beam include :
deflection , polorization rotation , intensity modulation , and phase retar-
dation. The Nava l Ocean Systems Center , San Diego, Californi a Is develop-
lo g an EO AID which has the potential for 6 to 8 bit resolution and conver-
sion rates approaching 1 GHz. The A/D makes use of the fact that the out-
put from an optical intensity modulator, the operation of which is based
on ~ linear E0 phase retar dati on , varies In a periodic fashion as a function
of the applied voltage. Optical intensity modulators consist of a wave-
guIde structure etched on a substrate (e.g., lithium niobate) and electrodes
whi ch are used to retar d the phase i n one wave gulde rela ti ve to the phase
i n another , as a function of the appl i ed voltage. For a 6 bit EO ADC I it
is expected that the length of the required substrate Is approximately
1.7 cm.

In terms of overall power di ss ipa tion, the optical device offers an
improvement over conventional A/D converters , primarily because of the
reduction in power required for comparators. The comparator function In
the EO converter requires only 3 wat ts. AssumIng 0.3 watt for a laser
source. 0.4 watt for the EO portion of the device, and 0.3 watt for each
of the 12 photodetector /amp lifiers the total E0 A/ D converter power is
estimated at 7.3 watts.
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3.6 SOLID STATE FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY

This section is concerned wi th the coninon denominator of all technol-
ogy work , namely the fabrication techniques and limitations . Section 3.6.1
considers E-beam lithography. Both the near-term and the longer term
advantages are described . Section 3.6.2 evaluates the limitations in
bipolar and MOS devices , resulting in estimates of minimum gate sizes . This
is extended in Section 3.6.3 to estimate the ultima te size limi tations .

3.6.1 Mask Fabrication wi th E-Beam Lithography

The current state-of-the-art of LSI fabrication and processing is
based upon photol ithographic processes in which photographic (glass) masks
are placed in sequence in close proximity of 3 inch wafers, and then
exposed to an ultraviolet light source to form a pattern in an appl i ed
photoresist coating over the surface of each wafer. Some LSI manufactur-

ers are still using contact printing to achieve good line definition ,
though the trend is definitely moving toward proximi ty and projection

equipment for wafer photoresist exposure.

At present , only Canon and Perkin-Elmer are building and marketing
projection aligrmient equipment. Other US equipment companies such as GCA
and Cobi lt are currently investing milli ons of dollars to capture thi s
growing market; the driving force is increasing competition among LSI manu-
fac turers to produce faster dev ices and higher dens ity on 3 and 4 inch
wa fers .

The majority of LSI manufacturers are using negative photoresists
which permit faster processing than available positive resists. The areas
of the photoresist that have been exposed to the ultra-violet light source
are made either soluble or insoluble to the PR developer, depending upon
the type of photoresist selected.

The prac tical limi ts of c i rcuit element s i ze are controlled by the
opti ca l resolut ion of the al igner ’s lenses ; these limi ts are also dependent
upon mask-to-mask registration errors which play an important role in a

6 to 12 mask operation as generally requi red for 151 fabr icat ion. These
primary limi tations are further compounded by i rregularities in wafer flat-
ness and sub-microscopic variations in the wafer’s surface due to pol i sh ing
operations. Other circuit element size limi tations are the result of dif-
fraction properties of the al igner ’s lenses ; current limitations on the
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resolution of optical (prcjection) aligner ’s is about 0.7 microns for
?-l/4 inch wafers , the depth of focus of current projection lenses are not

F capable of handling flatness variations resulting from the processing of
3 and 4 inch wafers; here, line widths are limited to approximately 4 to

5 mi crons.

Elect ron beam l thographic techniques are considered by many as the
worthy successor of current optical projection technology . A significan t
number of companies have made multi -m illion dollar inves tments in design-
ing and produc i ng E-beam exposure systems for the forthcoming world-wide
market. E-beam lithography is touted by many as the ultimate approach to
high density LSI circuits and sub-micron geometries . There are many tech-
nical problems that must be resolved before E-beam lithography is adopted by
the majori ty of 1St manufacturers .

In E-beam lIthography , the desired pattern in an electron-sensitive
photo-resist is formed by scanning an electron beam that is driven by
beam-deflection circuitry from a stored program pattern generator; the
stored program is used to drive the deflection coils or electrodes of the
E-beam machine , putting the programed pattern onto a chrome-glass mask , or
perhaps directly onto a wafer. Initially, E-beam machines will be used to
create masks rather than expose electron-sensitive photoresist appl i ed
directly to the surface of wafers . Masks patterned by E-beam lithography
will contain hi gher density patterns and generally one to two micron
geometries (a significant improvement over the more conventiona l laser-
driven optical pattern generators , now capable of 2 to 3 micron geometries).

The ability to use E-beam lithographic equipment for direct pattern-
ing of wafers must await the implementation of E-beam equipment that scans
and exposes significantly faster than currently available machines .

Fundamentally, E-beam equipment has greater resolution and depth of
focus than uptica l pattern generators and ali gners . It is therefore pos-
sible to produce circuits with smaller gate structures and higher levels
of circuits integration . Conventional methods of fabricating optical

chrome-glass masks limits ultimate optical resolution and mask-to-mask
registration accuracy ; this impacts on overall yield. E-beam pattern
generators will make a significant difference by permitting increased
density with no correspond i ng loss of yield. An 1-beam pattern generator
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would initia lly implement chrome master mask fabrication which would improve
line-width control as wel l as line edge quality . Mask defect density will
still be dependent upon glass surface quality , methods of applying the
chromium films , uniform application of the electron-sensitive photoresist
film , photoresist film sensitivity , methods of PR film removal , etc.

E-beam exposure of electron-sensitive photoresist must be accomplished
in a vacuum; this necessitates a significant increase in machine complexity
to ensure accurate (+ 500A) repeatable mask registration inside the machine ’s
vacuum chamber. Visual verification of each mask’s position before pattern-
ing is impractical due to the complexity of optics involved in assuring
appropriate magnification of various registration marks . This critical
prob lem)becomes the key forcing function in designing automatic ali gnment
equipment w~iich will operate in a satisfactory manner inside an ultra -high
vacuum system. Automatic alignment may depend upon the use of secondary
electron emission frorli special indexing structures processed into each
mask’ s surface during normal mask fabrication. (The use of these special
i ndexing structures providing secondary emission are already used by some

151 companies that are directly patterning onto wafers rather than using
E-beam equipment for master mask processing.)

The sequential patterning of masks (or wafers) using E-beam deflection
is basically a SLOW process; attempts to increase scanning speed by employ-

ing higher beam currents degrades line resolution due to space charge beam
spreading .

The premise implicit in E-beam lithography can be summari zed as

follows :

• Short term advantages includer higher yields and increased densi-
ties by providing E-beam generated glass or quartz master masks
that are superior to those obtainable from optical pattern
generators

• Longer term advantages include l ower cost, better yields , higher
densities by direct wafer exposure methods that eliminate masks
entirely from the lithographic process

• Specifically, the reduction of device geometries will enable a
larger number of ISI chip s per wafer , with a corresponding
decrease in unit cost/yield factors. Reduced geometries will
also enable an increase in circuit operating speed

I
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• Alternative techniques to beam scanning that offer all of the
high resolution potential inherent in E-beam lithography (line
definition 0.5 micron) may be forthcoming while providing
instant overall exposure of the electron-sensitive photoresist
much like currently available opti c-i projection systems .

3.6.2 Factors Affe inj the Size of IS! Circuits

In-depth knowledge of current photol i thographic processes and E-beam
lithography enables an accurate predi ction of the size limi tations associ-
ated with MOS, CCD and bipolar technolog ies . B. Hoeneisen and C.A. Mead
have explored the limitations appl i ed to planar devices ; they believe the
key limiting factor is the thickness of the carrier-free depletion zones
in PN junctions which cannot be reduced beyond the onset of avalanche
breakdown in the device; this is primarily due to the very large electric
fields existing in such zones. Keyes (Reference 5) has developed an

F empirical formula for the breakdown field , EB, in silicon vs doping dens-
ity N:

E8 
= 5.6N0~

3 vol ts/cm (3-1)

N = number of doping impurity atoms/cm3

{ Another important relationship is that expressing the depletion zone
width of an abrupt PN junction between one lightly doped region and a
heavily doped region of silicon :

I = 2E51 (V + VG )Nq (3-2)

= Forbidden bandwidth (In volts)
= depletion width (In cm)
= dielectric constant , SI (l0~~ farad/cm)

N = Impurity concentration (atoms/cm3)
q = El ec tron ic charge (1.6 x l0~~ coulomb)
V = Sum of chemical potential difference and applied voltage
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The electrodes of a bipolar transistor are isolated from each other
and from the substrate by PN junctions. These junctions can be reduced to
some f inite limit where the elec tri c f ields woul d exceed avalanche ore~k-
down limits . The potential difference across a PN junction is equal to
the sum of the externally applied voltage and the internal e]ect-~on chemi-
cal poten~ial difference between N and P type silicon . A collector junc-
tion is usually operated wi th an applied potential which adds to the
internal potential difference, while an emitter has an appl ied potential
opposite to, and usually less than the internal potential difference .

The area of a p lanar bi polar transistor is comprised of conducting

regions or electrodes separated by PN junctions . The electric field is not
permitted to exceed the maximum permissible value EB, at which point break-
down of the s ili con ’s crystal structure occurs . Each PN junction is
assumed to be pl anar , wi th an abrupt transition from a heavily doped region
a more lightly doped background material having uniform distribution of the
background dopant. The electric field of such a junction is greatest adja-

cent to the heavily doped region , vanishing in the conducting region of

• li ghtly doped material . The electric field varies lineari ty in between the
heavily doped region and the conducting region. This can be expressed by:

4 E = ~!Lx , (3-3)

where

N = Impurity concentration

E51 = Dielectric constant, Si

Ex = Electric field strength at distance X

X = Distance from the edge of the conducting region of the lightly
doped material .

The potential difference between the conducting region of the lightly
doped background material and point X in the junction , i s the internal of
E
~
,

V = -1/2 ..L x2 (3-4)
Si
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The ratio of V to E~ at the surface of the heavily doped region where
Ex Is greatest , is

(3-5)

If E~ is the maximum allowable field at point X , and V is the sum of
chemi cal potent i a l di fference and app lied vol tage, then the junction thick-
ness (disregard i ng sign of V in equation 3-5)

V
X = = 2 r (3-6)

B

For a junction with no applied voltage , V = VG = 1.1 volts . Combining
the express ions for EB and it is possible to find the maximum allowable
potential difference across a PN junction vs impurity concentration in the
more lightly doped subs trate back ground. The resul t:

j Vmax 
= 9.8 x ~~ (N 0

~
4) (3 7)

Sim ilarly, the depl etion width ~~~, containing this maximum potential
difference is

~max = ~~ x 1O~ (N 0
~

7 ) (3-8)

The externally applied col lector potential of a bipolar transistor
mus t not exceed Vmax — V G and the peak operating vol tage must be less than
this to provide a safety factor. Careful design will permi t operating vol t-
ages of the order of one volt peak; wi th a safety factor of 3, Vmax can have
a value of 3 + 1 .1 = 4.1 volts . The impuri ty concentration N , corres pond-
i ng to thi s value of Vmax is 2.8 x io18 atoms/cm3. For this impuri ty dens-
Ity , the max imum depletion width , ~~~, would be:

7 1 8 0 7  6wmax = 3.5 x 10 (2.8 x 10 ) = 4.28 x 10 cm = 428A (3-9)

~~~~~~~ 
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This result, In close agreement wi th the data of Hoeneisen and Mead

F 
for an external voltage of 3 volts , Is approx imately the smallest deple-
tion w idth feas ib le for the collector junc tion of a bip olar trans i s tor.
The emi tter junction typically operates at less voltage , but cannot be
allow ed to break down at zero voltage; a similar calcu~ation shows that
the emitter depletion width would be approximately 220A.

A min imum of six PN junctions are encountered , cross i ng a bipolar
device , so that the junctions alone exclusive of the electrode area would
comprise 0.216 mIcrons of the device diameter. The electrodes must have
adequate thickness (usually lO ,000A) to act as a good conductor at the
max imum operat ing current of the dev i ce. The elec trode thi ckness es mus t
be approximately 500A , as ex posed at the surface , though the emitter elec-
trode might be somewhat smaller , but about SOOX in diameter . Then the
electrode surface exposure , exclus ive of junct i ons , would be approximately

As a result, a circular planar bipolar device can occupy approxi-
mately 0.216 + 0.25 = 0.466 microns In diameter , or an area of approxi-
matel y O.2~2. No isolation margins or safety factors -iave been included;
a practical geome~ / would necessitate 4 to 5 times the area stipulated .

The conclusions , evident upon the above calculations, indicate that a
planar bi polar dev i ce mus t have a minimal area of l~2 per device . This
dimension is still beyond the capabilities of current photolithographic
equipment.

A single gate occupies a much larger area than an individual device ,
since it requires more than one bipolar device in addition to device con-

tac t areas and conductors . The ra ti o of requi red gate area to bipolar
device area varies wi th the type of logic. A typical value for 121 is 5:1 ,

thi s means that one T21 gate would occupy an area of 5i.&2 per gate. The
dev ice termination pad connections , test pads , test devices , etc., actu-
ally use up most of the available chip area; only 40 percent of most chip
designs are actuall y occupied by the gate logic geometry. The effective
chip area per gate must therefore be Increased to 12.5~

2 per gate due to
the limiting factors mentioned above .

Bipolar gate density would therefore be estimated at 80,000 gates/mm2

for gates comprised of planar bipolar devices occupy i ng 5~
2/gate . logic

families such as 12L might achieve higher density than other bipolar fami-

l ies since gates can be made from fewer devices .
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Dielectric breakdown between MOS FET gate electrodes and the semi-

conductor surface is one key limitation in the miniaturization of MOS

dev ices . In order to create a conducting channel near the semiconductor ’s
surface d i rectly under the gate electrode , the surface potential must be
depressed by the voltage on the gate electrode (VG). To effect this
depression in surface potential , the electric field must be transmitted
by the gate electrode through the dielectric l ayer , whi ch is usuall y S i 02.

• The electric field in the oxide is greater than that in the silicon in
proport i on to the rat i o of the di elec tri c cons tants of the s i licon to tha t
of the ox ide or insulator film. As the normal Si:Si02 ratio is approxi-
mately 11.7:3.9, there is a tendency for the oxide to break down long

before the field in the silicon reaches its breakdown value . To prevent
ox ide b reak down , the doping level of the silicon can be reduced , s i nce the
field at the silicon surface wi th a given surface potential can be sti pu-
la ted as:

F0 
= [2(V ÷ V~)Nq/E5~J’”2 (3-10)

which varies as the square root of the doping concentration N. The effect

of reducing the doping concentration is to increase depletion depth . Since

each electrode is surrounded by a depletion region , the spacing between
electro des nwst be suffic ient to p revent any overla p between dep le ti on
zones . Hoeneisen and Mead state that minimum electrode spacing is about
5O00~ for a 3 volt drain to substrate difference. The minimum area for

suc h a dev ice , cons idering all other factors in the design of an MOS FET,

is approximately 1.5 microns 2, not including any margin around source and

drain structure . Actually both source and drain are surrounded by deple-
t ion reg ions , typically 5O00~ deep; permitting an additional region for

channel stop or isolation , the minimum area for a FET is about 6.2~
2.

Al lowing five transistors per gate , the gate area necessitates 32~
2, cor-

responding to 31 ,250 gates/rn2. Assuming that active devices occupy only

40 percent of a MOS chip, there woul d be onl y 12 ,500 gates/mm2; this fig-

ure pertains primarily to NMOS logic; CMOS logic would occupy twice ~he

area of NMOS , therefore providing half as many gates per unit of area .
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3.6.3 Scaling Down to the Ultimate

Scal ing down the gate structures of ISIs provides signi ficant advan-

tages other than enabling additional circuit density or enabling a higher

level of circuit and/or function integ ration. Speed of logic functions can

be increased without necessarily increasing power dissipation for a chip of

specified size. This is extremel y important in military or aerospace appl i-

cations where speed is the prime consideration. A review of the data pre-

sented in prev i ous sections indicates that device geometries can be reduced

by at least one order of magnitude without encountering any fundamenta l

limitations. Dr. Robert N. Noyce , in an unpublished INTEL Corporation

memorandum (Reference 6), stated that a log i c ga te of an ISI can b e reduced
in its linear dimensions by a factor of 1/X , subject to the conditions that

all electric fields in the device remain constant. This constraint is

necessary, since the existing fields cannot be increased by much without

the occurrence of avalanche breakdown in either the PN junctions or in the
gate insulation of MOS devices .

The thickness of the PN junctions of a bipolar device must scale as X ;

therefore, to avoid increasing the electric field E , the total voltage V

across the junction (internal voltage + supply voltage) must vary directly

w i th X.

.
.
. V — X  (3-li)

For reduced junction thickness proportional to X , a t cons tan t max imum
field , the impurity concentration N, throughout the device must vary

inversely with X.

N (3-12)
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Current density J, varies directly wi th the product of the electr ic
field and impurity concentration ,

J — EN (3-13)

Log ic famil ies such as 12L which operate at very low supply voltages
(1.5 volts), cannot be s imply scale d down as outlined above . Other limi ta-
tions of this approach Involve miniaturization effects on conductor metal-
llzation. To avoid metal migration caused by electro-chemi cal interaction
of contaminant ions with IS! meta llization , it is necessary to maintain a

0 0minimum conductor thickness of 5,000A to lO ,000A . The width of such con-
ductors can be scaled down by a factor of X , however, the net resul t is to
insure constant current density in the conductor ’s cross sect ion. Noyce
states that heat i s absorbed at a bipolar transistor ’s emitter , nullify i ng

some of the heat generated at the col lector junct ion, created by internal
collec tor potential V0. Therefore, power dissi pation per chip tends to be
reduced rather than remain constant wi th a reduction in device size , if
scaling down of a device ’s geometry is carried out in accordance wi th the
concepts outl ined above .

A summary of Factors Affecting Further Reductions in LSI Device
Geometries

• The minim~rn area for a s i ngle p lanar bipolar dev i ce i s app rox i-
mately l~’ 

-

• Assuming a 40 percent utilization factor for an ISIs surface area
and assuming an average of five bipolar devices per gate, a chip
of one mm’ coul d accommodate a max imum of 80,000 bIpolar gates

• The m inimum area of a planar FET is approximately 6.25~
2

• Assuming a 40 percent utilization factor for an LSIs surface area
and assuming an average of five MOSFETs per gate, a one nine chip
can accommodate a maximum of 12,500 MOS gates

• CMOS devices can provide a maximum of approximately 6,250 gates

• DCCI cannot be compared directly with NMOS or ~M0S log i c , however ,
a comparison of digital building block circuits indicate that DCCL
occupies approximately one half the area needed for the same logic
function In dynamic NMOS

• Potential increases in device densities are approximatel y 100
times greater than current device densities .
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F 4. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This section summarIzes the requirements for high speed A/ D converters
in compar i son with the corres pondi ng ca pabi lit ies of the f i ve technologies
covered . The development needs of the two most promising technologies are
summarized , and spec i fic A/D and A/D technolo gy develo pments are recommended.

4.1 SUMMARY OF SY STEM REQUIREMENT S

The A/D requirements discussed in the system requirements study of
Section 2 are plotted , by appl ication in Figure 4—1 . Requirements of size,
weight , and power are generall y of secon dary importance in all but space-
craft appl ications . Cost requirements dominate wherever high quantities of
A/D converters are invol ved . Figure 4-1 shows three clusters of require-
ments that can be grouped by sample rate. The low sample rate group in-
cludes all requi rements bel ow 10 Msps. The medi um sample ra te group incl udes
all requi rements from 25 ,to 250 Msps . The hig h sample rate group incl udes
all requi rements above 250 Msps.

Tabl e 4-1 gives the practical A/D solution to these requirements in
silicon bipolar and GaAs FET technologies. All of the requirements 500 Msps
and below can be met wi th silicon A/D impl ementations, wi th 1 Gsps and above
requiring GaAs FET or other technology for solution. However, i-f power con-
sumption i s important many of the higher speed s i licon A/D converters may
no longer be considered practical; e.g., a 250 Msps, 8 bit silicon AID con-
verter currently in development requires 60 watts. Any A/D requirements can
be satisfied by a GaAs FET implementation at less than one-tenth the power
achieved wi th silicon bipolar. This power savings and the higher sample
rate dollity make GaAs FET technology attractive.

4.2 SUMMARY OF A/D TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES

A performance projection for high speed A/D converters produced In the

five technologies discussed In this report is given in Tabl e 4-2; addItional
comparison information is given in Tabl e 4-3.
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Si l i con B ipolar

Silicon bipolar is the only technology that has produced useful A/U

converters. A/D converters in silicon run the gamut from a printed circuit
board full of transistors and Integrated circuits to single chip IS! A/U

converters. Eight different single chip quantizers have been produced by
TRW Systems dur i ng the last 4 years . One popular compromi se i s to use a
thin film cermaic or polyimlde substrate to mount and Interconnect from 2
to 20 silicon IC devices in achieving a complete AID converter. Over the
next 5 years smaller geometry devices made possible by electron beam mask-

ing will allow the speed of all existing and proposed silicon bipolar con-
verters to double at the same resolution and power consumption . The recent
advent of silicon monolithic high speed sample-and—hold circuits will allow
complete single chip A/D converters (S/H plus quantizer) to be built elimi-
nating the need -for separate costly hybrid sample-and-hold circuits .

Gall i um Arsenide

Gall ium arsenide FET process development is under way at several aero-
space companies. Most of the work is aimed at integrated FET circuits with
a few compan ies also interested i n TED dev i ces. Several of these compan ies
have an interest in high speed GaAs A/U converter development. A distinct
advantage of GaAs is the ease with which the sample—and-hold function can
be implemented (particularly in comparison wi th silicon bipolar). GaAs
requires further process development to achieve the LSI complexity level
required by a complete A/D converter.

Josephson Junct ion

The IBM Corporation is the acknowledged leader in Josephson junction
technology. They have developed an experitnetal 62.5 Msps 4 bIt AID con-

verter. Josephson junction technology offers incredible sampling rate
potential (50 Gsps) at resolution up to 8 bits. The principal drawbacks
are the need for cryrogeni c cool ing, and reliability uncertainty (some
devices do not survive exposure to room ambient temperatures).
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Electro-Optic

The two forms of electro-optic A/D conversion are limited in resolu-

tion to about 8 bits . Since these approaches use either an EBS vacuum tube

or a laser light source , the physical size and weight is considerably higher

than any sol id state approach , with the exception of Josephson junction and

H its associated cooling apparatus.

4.3 RECOMMENDATION

Sili con bipolar and gall i um arsenide FET are the two technologies that
have the most significant potential for satisfying present and future naval

A/U system appli ca ti ons.

Al though silicon bi polar is a well established technology , it still

has significant growth potential. Application of IS! complexity silicon
bipolar technology to hi gh speed A/U converters was started In 1974 wi th
a successive approximation al gori thm quantizer . More complex series-
parallel and full-parallel organizations are just beginning to surface as
initial desi gn implementa tions. Cons iderabl e potential for advances i n
performance exists as a result of improved circuit and algorithm designs.
However , the greatest advance in silicon bipolar LSI anticipated in the

F I 
near term future (3 to 5 years) will come as a result of electron beam 

—

masking. The basic advantage of el ectron beam lithography is finer resolu-
tion of photoresist , and therefor~, finer device geometries. The practical

advantages of finer device geometries include :

1) Higher frequency capability

2) Lar ger number of di ce per wa fer

3) HI gher yields or the capability to maker larger LSIs with
reasonabl y high yields

4) Lower power requirements.

The advantages of primary interest to high speed A/D converters are
higher frequency capability , lower power requirements , and the capability
to make larger LSIs wi th reasonable yields. It Is anticipated that speed
and power capabilities will be increased by a factor of 2 w~th the app lica-
tion of el ectron beam li thography.
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Gallium arsenide FET integrated circuits offer excellent potential for
future high speed A/ D converters . GaAs ICs are presently being fabricated

with SSI complexity and gigahertz operating frequency. The feasibility of
this technology for high speed IC is evident from published results on GaAs
FET c i rcui ts and processes .

Large scale GaAs integrated circuits for di gital and analog applica-
tions require developments in material s, dev ices , and process technology
to achieve reliabl e circuits wi th high performance l evels. The aspects of
development include improvements in performance, reliability , and produci-
bility (repeatability of specifi c parameters at an acceptable yield). The
performance requirements Include achievement of hig her frequency operation
and lower power dissipation in analog and logic circuits . These are
achieved wi th smaller geometries and specific control of material param-
eters . Additionally, un iform ma terial parame ters an d dev ice geometr ies are
required for cl ose matching of neighboring devices. These parameters are

F achieved wi th conventional epitaxial materials and with ion-implanted struc-
tures. For reliability considerations , ion-imp lanted planar structures are
being devel oped , al though mesa FETs with shallow epitaxial layers (less than
0.2 ~m) may be just as reliabl e and provide better isolation.

The optimum configuration for ach iev ing small s ize , low power , and
high performance is a single monolithic chip implementing of the A/U func-
tion . The low interconnect capacitance and neglishable inductance allows

the circuits to perform at the limit of the individual device capabilities.
Future systems in radar , optical , Elint , and Sonar will require large num-
bers of A/D converters to process signals from arrays of detectors. Single
chip monolithic fabrication has the atributes of being maintenance and
adjustment free and low cost in production .

4.3.1 Recommended Programs Using Existing Technology - 
-

All of the low and medium sample rate range requirements can be satis-
fied with s ili con technology. In some cases the requi red A/D converters
are already in development. Several of these developments are severely
straining the capability of current silicon technology. The drawback of
push ing existing technology too far is excessive power consumption , hi gh
recurr i ng cost, and l ow performance compared to theore tical . Two examp les
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of this are the Aeroflex 800 Msps 6 bit A/D converter in which eight 100
Msps full-parallel A/Ds , constructed from commercial comparators , are time
interleaved to obtain the hi gh sample rate. This A/D takes well over 100

- watts of power and has an inherently high recurring cost due to the hi gh
parts count. The A/D can be replaced wi th a single chi p GaAs 6 bit 1 Gsps
AID converter requiring less than 1 watt of power.

The second example is the 250 Msps 8 bit A/U being developed by Hughes
Ai rcraft. This unit uses sixteen 4 bit quantizer chips for a full—parallel
8 bit quantizer and requires €0 watts of power. The recurring cost is

F 

expected to be hi gh due to the large number of custom chips on a hybrid sub-
strate plus the parts and assembly cost of the hybrid sample-and-hold cir—
cuit ar.d combining logic. How close these units are to theoretical perfor-
mance is unknown . Hi gh performance and low cos t are always eas i er to

F 
achieve when the requirements are well wi thin the technology capabilities.

Without overstressing the silicon technology capabilities , three A/U
converters are recommended to be developed that will have low power con-
sumption , low recurr ing cos t, and closely approach theoretical performance.
These three A/D converters fully cover the low and medium sample rate
groups. No attempt has been made to prioritize these developments as each

j services a different group of applications. All three silicon A/D conver-

ters can be developed as single chip monolith ic quantizers with a thin film
hybri d sample and hold circuit. In each case the complete A/D can be devel-
oped in approximately 18 months. Upon completion of the high speed mono-
lithic sample and hold development work , under AFAL Contract F336l5-78-C—
1428, the technology capability will exist to combine the monol i thic quan-
tizer with a monolithic sample and hold and produce complete single chip
monol ithic A/D converters .

The firs t of these is a 12 bit 5 Msps A/U. This converter can be devel-
oped as a single chip successive approximation quantizer with a thin film
hybrid sample and hold. The quantizer chip can be included in the hybrid

package resulting in a single package complete A/D converter. Power con-
sumption is estimated at 4 watts. This A/U, in conjunction with a 10 Msps
10 bit A/D converter , will meet all of the A/D requirements in the low sample
rate group. A breadboard 10 Msps 10 bit A/D convert~r has been built and
tested by TRW Defense and Space Systems Group using a single chip silicon

4-9
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quantizer (developed on AFML Contract No. F336l5-75-C-5135) and a thin film
hybrid sample-and-hold circuit.

The second recommended silicon A/U development is a 10 bit 50 Msps A/D.
This converter can be developed as a single chip series-parallel silicon
quant izer wi th a thin fi lm hybrid samp le and hold. As in the preceding AID,
the quantizer chip can be included in the hybrid package resulting in a
single package complete A/fl converter. Power consumption is estimated
at 3 watts. This development will satisfy the 10 bit requirement in the
low an d medium samp le rate groups.

The third recommended silicon A/fl devel opment is a 6 bit 250 Msps A/U
converter . Thi s A/fl can be developed as a sing le chip ful l parallel quan—
tizer. For some appl ications the chip can be used without a sample—and-

hold ci rcuit , and the quanti zer chip woul d then be the complete A/fl con-

verter. Power in this case is estimated at 3 watts . For near theoretical
performance on high input signal frequencies a hybrid or monolithic sample-

and—hold circuit would be required , adding approximately 2 watts to the
above power. A fallout of this development would be a 250 Msps 8 bit AID
converter with lower power and parts count than the 8 bit , 250 Msps A/U
previously mentioned . Four 6 bit quantizer chips , hybrid sample-and—hold
circu it, and combining logic chip (previously developed by TRW on AFAL
Contract No. F336l5-73-C-12l8) could be assembled in a single package to
form the complete A/U converter . The power is es timated to be a total
of 16 watts .

These 6 and 8 bit A/D converters and the 10 bit 50 Msps A/U together
w ill meet all of the requirements in the medi um sample rate group (25 to
250 Msps), for near term applications. In the long run a GaAs FET solution
for the 8 bit 250 Msps A/U requirement should be sought for reduced power
and lowe r recurr ing cost .

The capabilities of existing plus reconinended silicon AID converters
is shown in Figure 4-2, overlaid on the Naval AID requirements.

4.3.2 Recommended A/fl Technology Devel opment Programs

Gallium arsenide FET technology is projected to be capabl e of fabri-
cating IS! A/D converters wi th a megasampl e per watt ratio -from 10 to 30
times higher than silicon . Recomendations for GaAs AID developme t revolve
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around three classical high speed A /U organizations: successive approxima-
tion , series-parallel , and full-parallel . Prel iminary desi gn calculations

have been made for each organization using a 2 micron geometry FET . This

device geometry is at the limit of present day photolithography for LSI

complexity . As E-beam mask fabrication and processing is developed smaller
geometry devices will be possible , projected A/D speeds will increase, and

power consumptions decrease.

A successive approximation A/U converter, including the sample-and-hold

circu it , can be fabricated as a single chip complete A/fl. This converter

can be implemented as a 12 bit A/fl with a maximum sample rate of 50 Msps

and woul d requi re 150 mW power. The A/fl woul d have 800 devices on a s ingle
60 x 80 mil chip. This one development would satisfy the 50 Msps 10 bit

medi um samp le rate requi rements and all of the low sampl.e rate group require-

ments. A 10 bit version of this design has also been examined. The chip

s i ze and power are essent ially the same but the max imum samp le rate wou ld
increase to 80 Msps.

The recomended series-parallel monolithic A/U is an 8 bit 300 Msps con-

verter. The A/U can be organized as a two stage 4 bi ts/stage feed—forward
organization . The AID can be impl emented on a singl e LSI chip, including

sampl e and hold , and is projected to require 300 mW. The reduced size and

power compared to the 8 bit 250 Msps silicon A/U converter under development
should be of great interest for future systems. This A/fl will satisfy all

of the medium speed group Naval A/fl requirements for 8 bit or less resolu-

tion .

The third recommended GaAs converter development utilizes the full-
parallel A/fl organization. This is the highest speed and highest power

approach to A/U conversion , requiring -l comparators for an N bit reso-

lution . The number of conversion bits is determined by how many comparators

— 
can be integrated onto a single monolithic chip, traded off against how much

speed is lost if multi ple chips are required. Preliminary designs have been
examined for 6 and 8 bit single chip full-parallel A/D converters. The
power consumption is 0.4 and 1.2 watts , respectively. Both converters are
estimated to be capable of operation up to 1 Gsps , and the 6 bit chip with

process improvements (including electron beam mas ki ng or process in g ) w i l l
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operat — up to 2.5 Gsps . These two full parallel A/fl developments wi l l
satisfy nearly all of the high speed sample rate group requirements.

The potential capabilities of GaAs A/U converters overlaid on Naval A/fl

requirements is shown in Figure 4-3. All of the current and projected re-
quirements can be satisfied with the exception of the 8 bit 2.5 Gsps EWI

ELINT application . It is prudent to wait for further device , circuit, and

process development before making any projection of this extreme in perfor-
mance.

The silicon and gallium arsenide developments recommended in this
study focus on single monolithic chip quantizers and A/D converters. There
is a significant performance advantage of producing all of the resistors and
transistors of a complete A/U quantizer simu l taneously on a single monolithic
chip. This is due to the matching and temperature tracking of the device
characteristics combined with the exceptionally low and predict able para-

F sit ic capacitances and negligible inductances inherent in the construction .
Achieving IS! levels of integration in GaAs is even more important than in
silicon due to the device and parasiti c capacitances being more than an
order of magnitude lowe r in GaAs than in si l icon . Only a fraction of the
speed . power advantage of GaAs over si l icon is realized wi th the SSI levels
of Integration currently in development in GaAs.

Gallium arsenide processing capabilities are currently below the ISI
level required for these A/D converters , therefore any A/fl technology devel-

opment program should be planned to Include process and device development
as well as indiv idua l circuit , and finally complete AID development work.
Of the three A/D converter organizations the successive approximation and
full-paral lel algorithms are the easiest to Implement. Development of a
series-parallel A/D should wait  until both of these organizations have been
built. Implementation of high speed digital processing functions are equal
in importance to the AID developments discussed here , and require the same

technology . Figure 4-4 illustrates the structure and schedule for a multi-
phase GaAs AID and dig ital function development program. During the in it ial

phase, process and device development work would be pursued to assure that
all of the devices anticipated for the Phase II and 11 1 developments get

desi gned , processed , and tested . Most of the focus of Phase I is on devices ,

device modelling, and processing. Also during this ~Thase, all of the cir-

cults required for Phases II and III should be built and evaluated . During
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Phases II and III processing work continues in improvements and refinements
to build the foundation for MSI and LSI process capability . Three MSI cir-
cuit developments are recommended in Phase II. Each circuit is the next

logical step leading to the Phase III LSI developments. The three-phase
program with continuous process development and refinements paralleled by
progressively more complex circuit developments provides a success oriented
development approach wi th adequate milestones and demonstration vehicles .

The program hardware payoff is the development of two single chip LSI A/fl
converters which will satisfy nearly all of the Navy ’s high speed A/fl con-
verter needs for the foreseeable future, and a digital multip lier chip
(detailed in Appendix A) which is fundamental to most data processing
systems.
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APPENDIX A

GALLIUM ARSENIDE FET TECHNOLOGY

The gallium arsenide FET technology is an emerging technology which offers
excellent potential for achieving low delay-power product and high speed. This
technology appears equally well suited to the implementation of high speed inter -
face circuits (e.g., analog to di gital converters), as well as digit al signal pro—
cessing functions (i.e., AI.Us, multipliers , etc).

Because of the emerging status of the GaAs FET technology , Section A-i presents
an Introduction to the circuit technology and discusses approaches for achieving the
optimum configuration for low delay power and hi gh speed. Section A-2 presents a
preliminary design for a 12 bit 50 I4sps A/D converter , which illustrates the potential
for achieving efficient analog and digital circuitry in Gallium Arsenide. This sec-
tion also describes a 10 bit 200 Msps converter. Section A-3 presents the desi gn of
a 16 bit parallel multi plier which is capable of performing 100 million multiplies!
sec . This desi gn Illustrates the potential hi gh speed and low power of GaAs logic
designs.

A.l BASIC GaAs CIRCUIT CONSIDERATION

This section discusses the rationale for a GaAs lET approach to high speed, low
power dig it al and analog circuitry . The low parasitic capacitances that are princ i-
pally responsible for the low delay-power products projected for GaAs integrated
circuitry are examined . Direct coupled logic employing enhancement mode devices is
reviewed as are various current mode logic schemes. This latter circuit form ,
particularly in a differential logic Implementation , is far less sensitive to the
device gate voltage characteristics and can use either enhancement, depletion , or a
device whose characteristics are in between these two modes ; thereby , promisi ng
higher processing yield than other logic forms.

Analog circuit considerations are discussed , includ ing enhancement vs depletion
modes, Impl ementation and characteristi cs of current generators , and the effects of
finite gate currents plus a wideband operational ampl ifier.

DIGITAL CIRCUIT CONSIDERATIONS

The advantages of enhancement mode FET devices for high speed , low power log ic

applications appea r to be significant. Moreover logic circu i ts us i ng enhancement
mode FET s do Indeed provide an excellent speed-power product (0.002 pj). However ,
It will be shown here that the propagation delay of enhancement mode FIT circuits
(‘.5 nsec ) is substantially larger tha n the propagation delay required for 100 MHz
arithmetic functions and AID converters (propagation delay 0.1 to 1.0 nsec).
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A differential current mode logic circuit approach is presented that achieves
the required gate delays to allow high speed arithmetic and A/D functions to be
realized with low system power.

Parasitic Capacitances

The greatest single advantage of GaAs over silicon for achieving low delay-power —

product log ic is the low parasitic capacitance that results from the use of an
insulating substrate. The GaAs substrate is typically 10 mi ls (254 microns) thick.
If this substrate were mounted on a metallic package bottom , the capacitance of pads
and lines to the case bottom would be higher than if a glass or ceramic carrier were
inserted between the GaAs chip and the case bottom . This kind of assembly could
purposely be done for a single chip circuit or would naturally occur in a hybrid
circuit assembly including the GaAs chip as one add-on component. The calculations
here are for the chi p attached directly to a metallic case and thereby represent a
worst case capacitance . The capacitance of several pertinent geometric shapes is
aiven below for use in following sections.

ç~~ çitance of a Pad to Subs trate Bottom

The capacitance of a small conductive pad such as a source , gate , or drain is
estimated from the capacitance of two equal size oppositely changed spheres.*

C = 2i’ ‘o’ r a sinh ~ ~~~~cosh N

where

= 8.85 x io ’12 farad/meter

‘ r 12.5 (GaAs)

a = radius of sphere
cosh ~ =

r = distance between centers of spheres

The capacitance resulting from this expression is half that from one sphere to a
plane located half way between the spheres and normal to a straight line between the
sphere centers . The sphere represents a small pad and the plane is the bottom of the

substrate . An effective dielect ive k- ,. = 8 is used to make allotment for the sp lit
dielect ive as shown in Figure 1 . The capacitance of a 4 by 4 micron pad is 0.9
femto farad (0.9 x l0~~ farad).

*~ .~rican~~ s~~tute of Physics Handbook. 1972, pp. 5-12 to 5-18.
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Fi gure 1. Sphere Over A Ground Plane

Capacitance of a Line to Substrate Bottom

The capacitance of an interconnect line to the substrate bottom is calculated
from microstri p transmission line equations wi th the aid of Impedance and propagation
velocity curves calculated from the works of Wheeler.* The capacitance obtained for a
4 urn wide line , 10 mils (254 urn) long on a 10 m il GaAs substrate is 15.6 femto farads.

Capacitance between Adjacent Lines

The capacitance between adjacent paral lel lines as shown in Figure 2 Is
given as

2~~ cK (k }
C a

K.Jl-k’
where

a 8.85 x lO~~
2 farad/meter

12.5/2 (GaAs/Vacuum )

- I abk - 

V (a+c) (b+c )

and K (ki is the complete elliptic integral of modulus k. For two 4 urn wide lines
separated by 4 urn and running parallel for 10 mils the capacitance is 22 femto farads.

~~~~P4icrowave Engineer ’s Handbook and Buyers Guide , 1968, pp. 94-95.
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Fi gure 2. Parallel Interconnect Lines

Direct Coupled Enhancement Mode Log~,ç

The enhancement mode device has a clear advantage over depletion mode for obtain-
ing low delay-power performance. The ability to directly connect from the drain of
one device to the gate of the next , as illustrated in Figure 3, is key to the
delay-power advantage , allowing direct coupled logic circuits. Enhancement mode
devices require only a single low valued power supply whereas log ic circuits using
depletion mode devices require either level shifting , a bias vo ltage , or two supply
voltages . The voltage swing for switching an enhancement mode device from off to on
is smaller than that required for a depletion mode , further reducing power. The gate
source junction on the enhancement device in direct coupled logic clamps the upper
logic level and ground (zero volts) sets the lower logic level , allowing simple gate
structures and uniform logic levels.

E

p

RI

C A 4 B

Figure 3. Direct Coupled Logic Using
Enhancement Mode lET
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Logic Gate Configurations

The simplest gate configuration for enhancement mode Schottky gate FET logic is

the direct coupled circuit of Figure 3. The load resistor R1 mus t be cons idera b ly
larger than the on channel resistance to assure the lower logic output l evel is low
enough to cut off the gate input of the following device . This creates two greatly
different time constraints at the gate drain node which translate into different gate
delays for output rise and fall transitions . This difference is minimized by increas-
ing the power suppl y vol tage, which increases the gate power. The rise time delay of
the gate (Figure 3) is given by

I - V0Tdr 
= R(, C In E - VT

and the fall time delay is given by

V i - V OTd = R ON C I n
f

where
RL 

= gate load resistor

C = total load capacitance
device + resistor +
parasitic

E supply vol tage
logic “0” voltage

VT = logic threshold voltage

RON FET on res ista nce
a logic “1” voltage

The fall time delay expression can be simplifi ed since

V l
_ V

O
a 2 X ( V T

_ V
O)tO

T ~~ C l n 2df ON

T O.7 R0 Cdf N

The lower output logic l evel is

V - I  R E R
H 0 L ON~~~~ ON

.t~ 
A-S
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and RON VO

The cutoff voltage for the enhancement mode device is +100 mV. Therefore, to

leave some noise margin ,a lowe r lo gic l evel (V 0) of +50 mV is chosen.

The upper logic level (V 1) is determined by the clamp 
action of the forward

biased gate and is +500 mW for the design value gate current density . The mid point

or threshold level of the gate Input vol tage is therefore approximately +300 mV.

Since the supply voltage (E) must be higher than the upper logic level (500 mV),

the ratio of RL to RON must be

R
L.~~~~~~~L 

500 _
ON o

R
� i~“ON

Returning to the delay equations

E - V
Td = R LC 1 n  0

r E - V T

T = 0.7 R Cdf ON

Taking the ratio of rise delay to fall delay we get

r l 4 ln
E_

A plot of

Tdr RL
y— v5 E wi th -fl ---— = 10, V0 = 50 mV , VT = 300 mV
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J is given in Figure 4. F~om the plot we see that the rise delay Is dominant.
From the expression for the fall delay we see that it Is independent of supply voltage .
Therefore we proceed with a calculation of the rise delay times power product. The
result is plotted in Figure 5. From the plot we see that the lowest supply volt-
age obtains the lowt,st delay power product and (from Figure 4) the worst delay
ratio for rising vs falling transitions .

It is clear at this point that the best delay-power product is obtained when
operating at the minimum supply voltage (600 mV). The required ratio of RL/RON has
been shown to be

RL E
RON V0

Evaluating this expression with I = 600 mV and V0 
= 50 mV , we get RI/RON = 12.

The basic enhancement mode geometry under consideration has the fol l owing

characteristics for’ a 4 urn width :

10

S

I

2
0e 1.0 1.4 iJ~~~~~ 2.0

E (VOLTS) —
~~~

Figure 4. Ratio of Rise Del ay to Fall Delay Versus
Supply Voltage E for a Constant
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0.2

1.2 i.e 2.0

SUP?LY VOLTA GE (E) VOLTS —~~~-

Figure 5. Rise Delay Times Power Product Versus
Supply Voltage (I)

C = 1.2 ff C = O.S ffgs sd
Cgd 

= 1.2 ff Cdsub 
= 0.9 ff

C = 1.2 ffqch
RON 

a 45K

The load resistor R[ for this basic device size and I a 600 mV would therefore

be R1 
= 12 RoN 

= 540K ohms. Defining a basic gate as shown in Fi gure 6, the load
capacitance for a fanout of 3 (negl ecting interconnecting capacitance) is

C a 3 (Cgd + Csd + Cdsub ) +3 (C9~ 
+ Cg h 

+ 2 (Cgd ) )

C = 22.2 femto farads
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(1

Figure 6. Basic Three Input Gate
Configuration

The gate delay which is determined by the rise delay Is
I - V

- 
- TA = R, C ln

i
i U

r 
L

Tdr 
a 540K (22.2 x ,o

_ 15 
ln g~ :

- 
Td 

= 7.3 nsec
r

and the power dissipation is

I - V
P = E R1

- ~ O .6- 0 .3P 0 ~ 540K

P = 0.33 x lO
_6 

watts
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This results in a delay power product of 0.002 pj. This delay power product is
a factor of 5 better than the goal of 0.01 pj; however, the delay of 7.3 nsec is
worse than the maximum goal of 1 nsec. This delay can be reduced by increasing the
supply voltage as seen in Figure 4. Selecting E — 1200 mV as a point of
diminishing returns , the load resistor required is

R1 
= RON

_
~
_ = Ron f. a 45K a 1.08 x 10+6 ohms

The gate rise delay is

Tdr 
= R1 C ln ~

Tdr 
= 1.08 x io6 x (22.2 x l0 15) ln 

~~ 
:

- 
Tdr 

= 5.9 nsec

The delay does not decrease as rapidly as predicted by Figure 4 due to the
requirement to increase R1 with E so as to maintain the lower log ic level .

From these brief analyses , it is clear that direct-coupled GaAs enhancement mode
FET logic is too slow for extr~me1y high speed A/D converters and arithmetic circuits.
Further disadvantages can be noted regarding the tight process controls required to
achieve uniform enhancement and pinchoff characteristics. Moreove r , the wide varia-
tion of propagation delay between rising and falling transitions , plus the system

inefficiency of the low power supply voltage required ,suggests additional drawbacks to
this approach.

Current Mode Logic

Current mode logic gate configurations are considered next as a means of obtaining
the required gate delays of 0.1 to 1.0 nsec . These circuits can use enhancement,

depletion , or devices with a gate voltage vs drain current characteristic in between.

The optimum device characteristic will be investi gated early in the program. The
following current mode gates are evauated with a depletion mode FIT identical to that

employed in the analog circuit and A/D converter sections .

A- 10
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A straightforward current mode MESFET logic gate is illustrated in Figure 7.
The circuit uses a depletion mode FIT (Xl) with the follow i ng characteristics :

Cg5 = 1.2 ff R5 — 2.1K

Cgd 
= 1.2 ff Rd = 2 .1K

C9ch = 1.2 ff RON = 5.9K

Csd = 0.5 ff Vp - -0.52 V

Cdsub 
= 0.9 ff ‘Uss = 

~~~

Gm = 107 umhos

Where X2 or X4 appears on the schematic , a wider device with 2 or 4 time higher capac-
itance , transconductance and 1DSS’ and 1/2 or 1/4 the indic ated resistance is intended .

F 

_

R
1
.2OI~

~~~x4

1.

45 =.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

J

~~~~~~~~~x I

_ _f

~~~~~~~ X2

Fi gure 7. Current Mode NOR Gate
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The circuit has an estimated delay, driving a fanout of 3 but neglecting inter-
connect capacitance, of 221 psec at a gate power of 0.54 mW, for a delay power product
of 0.12 pj. An improvement can be made to this circuit by adding a coeveon gate FET
between the three input device drains and R1 as shown in Figure 8. This reduces
the Miller effect on the input capacitance , thereby reducing the gate delay to 113 psec.
However , an additional level shift diode is required , raising the supply voltage to
-4.5 V and increasing the gate power to 0.61 eM. The net change is a reduction in
delay-power product to 0.07 pj. Either of these circuits can supply a complementary
output signal wi th the addition of a second level shift circuit driven by the unused
load resistor at an expense in power of 0.36 to 0.40 mW and no increase in delay to
either output.

4
RL • 20k RL~~

2Ok

_ _ _  _ _ _ _ _

45 ..’. ~~~~~~~

Xi X2

______LI I
Figure 8. Modified Current Mode Gate
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Differential Current Mode logic

Another form of current mode logic employs differential signals with half the
Swing required for sing le-ended current mode logic. This reduced swing gives the
circuit an inherent Improvement of 2 in delay-power product. The differential nature

of the logic simu l taneously provides both true and complementary signals. The

vertical nature of the gating conserves power while allowing complex gating functions

to be achieved in a single circuit. An example of a differential gate circuit is

shown in Figure 9. ThIs simple circuit forms the complex log ic function
A C + B ~~~. The delay of this gate to the lower output driving a fanout of 3 but
neglecting interconnect capacitance is 114 psec . The gate power is 0.47 mW and
delay power product per gate term is 0.018 pj or 0.54 pj for the complete circuit.

The differential current mode logic concept performs several logic functions per
single circuit. The concept can be expanded both vertically and horizontally to from
more complex logic functions. Fi gure 10 is one such example where an exclusive-

- I OR and a latch flip-flop have been combi ned into a sing le circuit. An even more
complex circuit can be found in the full adder described for the 16 x 16 multiplier
in Section 3, where due to the increased log ic complexity the equivalent gate count
increases to the point that a delay-power product less than 0.01 pj is achieved .

(Ok R
1 
(OK

T
— __________________________

A 
- AC •

~~~~~~~~~~~ 
A~ 4

C C
— -—-- -—1~~~,,

—4 (‘4 ’

~~~45~~ o 
~4~~~n ~~~~~

p JIT~LF~JV -‘4.5V

Fi gure 9. DIfferential Current Mode Logic Gate
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FIgure 10. DIfferential Exclusive OR with Latch

Logic Circuitry Summary and Conclus ions

Logic gates with less than 0.01 pj can be made in GaAs by using direcL coupled
logic with enhancement mode devices as described earlier. However, these
circuits are very slow (propagation delay & nsec) and are not applicable to either
the high speed multiplier or the logic portions of the high speed AID converter. One
additional drawback to such circuitry is its dependence on very low power supply volt-
ages (a 0.5 V) to achieve a low delay power product. This is very inefficient for
present power converters, thereby negating much of the power efficiency of the log ic.

The differential current mode logic circuitry provides the high speed
gate delays of 100 to 200 psec required by the multiplier and A/D functions and achieves
delay power figures of 0.01 pj/gate for complex logic functions. With the high speed
functions under consideration and the extremely low delay-power product goal for the
logic , the interface with the external world will dominate the actual chi p power.
For example, the typical load plus internal capacitance of the current mode gates
runs about 40 ff and the gate consumes 0.5 mW. A single output line from the chip
will see package , board , and load circuit capacitance totalling about 10 pF which is
250 times higher than that which the on-chip gate drives . The interface driver would
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therefore consume — 250 x 0.5 a mW per output if the 100 to 200 psec delay were
required . In most applications , 100 to 200 psec delay times are not required and the
power can be reduced. However , the interface power will still be considerable , if

not dominant in most circuits built with such low delay-power log ic. For example , the
output drivers in the AID discussed in Section 3 use 48 eM of the tota l A/D power of

75 mW. Further Improvements in the on-chip logic delay-power product will tend to be
masked by the interface circuit power consumption .

TRW has used silicon bipolar differential current mode log ic in all of its 1Sf
monolithic developments for the past 3 to 4 years. Included in this are a 16-bit
di gita l correlator , an 8 x 8 parallel multiplier , a dual 9-bit parallel -serial
multiplier , and seven A/D quantizer chip developments . The versatility of this
logic form and ease of design and l ayout has been proven.

The differential nature of the signals reduces noise generation and suscepti-
b il ity both on-chip and in the system as a whole. In units incorporating both analog
and di gita l signal , no i se considerations make differ ential log ic circuitry virtually
imperative.

ANALOG CIRCUITRY CONSIDERATION S

This section addresses the applicability of enhancement versus depletion mode
FIT’s to analog circuit applications. A wideband operational amplifier design is also
presented as an example of a typical analog function.

En ia nc einent ye rs sj~!p~~~i on Mode EEl

A comparison between enhancement and depletion mode devices comes out almost
totally in favor of the depletion mode dev i ce . The only possible advantages of using
an enhancement mode FET for any analog circuit are a small redLction in the power
supply voltage due to the smaller ( 300 mV versus 500 mV) gate vo ltage swing required
to control the device, and the ability to direct couple the devices for a small si gna l
amplifier.

The following points all favor depletion mode operation over enhancement mode.

• The transconductance to capacitance ratio for a depletion mode device
is approxima tely 5 times higher than for an enhancement mode device.
This results in a correspondingly hi gher gain-bandwidth product for
the device and any circuits built with them .

• Current generators, which are key to both analog and dig ita l circuits ,
are simply made by shorting the gate-to-source together for a deple-
tion mode device. This results in a 2-termina l current generator
s~~ich can either source or sink current. Additionally, by changing
the device width or adding a resistor in series with the source lead ,
any value of current can be generated (source or sink). With the
N channel enhancement mode device , only current sinks can be made and
even these are a 3-termina l circuit requiring a gate voltage bias
circuit to complete the generator .

A l 5
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• Gate current is important in several analog circuits such as analog
comparators, precision current generators , current switches , and the
postamplifier in a sample and hold circuit. Depletion mode devices
operate with the gate j unction reversed biased and thereby experience
only leakage current in the gate. The enhancement mode device , how—
ever, operates wi th the gate source junction forward biased and the
gate therefore draws current similar to base current in a bipolar
transistor. This gate current is a nonlinearity , error source, or
droop in the above named circuits .

One final advantage is that the depletion mode FET can be used for both di gital
and analog circuits allowing a single monoli thic device and process to be utilized
for all analog and digital functions. This compatibility is essential in functions
employing both analog and digita l circuitry Such as A/D and 0/A converters .

The GaAs depletion mode FET has severa l desirable advantages over other
depletion mode FIT ’s for analog amplification :

• High mobility and much lower device-to-substrate capacitance relative to
silicon -

• Low input (gate current) errors relative to bipolar technologies

• Large relati vely-linear i nput voltage range relative to bipolar
technologi es , and also relative to silicon FET technologies due to
the gm-linearizing effect of veloc i ty saturation in GaAs

• Low noise broadband amplification from very low frequencies to very
high frequencies compared to other technologies

• Radiation-hardened relative to bipolar technologies

• Potentially higher chip temperatures than silicon .

Wideband Amplifier

W~deband amplifiers are normally required ahead of high speed A/D converters
i’s... ~o digitize RF or other low level signals. The system approach normally chosen

~ orocess the RF or low level signal in one assembly, then transmit the si gnal
via .~ )W impedance cabl e to the A/D assembly. Maintaining low signal levels in
such low impedance interconnections is essential if the driving amplifier power con-
sumption is to stay reasonable. Immediately ahead of the S&H in the A/D converter ,
a wideband lOW noise amplifier , such as the one discussed in this section , is employed
to Increase the signal amplitude to the level required by the AID converter. These
amplifiers exhibit open-loop gain-bandwidth products up to 2 Ghz in the silicon
hybrid circuit implementations and are used as subtraction amplifiers in feed-
forward A/ D converter organizations , as both preanplifier and postamplifiers in cer-
tain S/H organizations , and as wideband amplifiers to boost low level RF signals
to the voltage level required for A /D convers ion.
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A representative for wi deband operational amplifier Is shown in Figure 11. As
indicated in Tables 1 and 2 of this fi gure, the concept offers potential closed-loop

bandwidths up to 2.5 GHz at 10 mW or less operating power. Estimated phase margin is

greater than 400 at 2.5 GHz, yielding reasonable damping (no excessive oscillatory

transients) even with the output shorted to the input (e.g., voltage-followers
application ).

The majority of the power dissipation is associated with the load-driving cir-

cuitry . Therefore , total power consumption can be reduced well below 10 mW for li ght-

load applications: especially for on-chip LSI applications where l oad resistances

tend to be very large and load capacitances in the tens of femto farads .

The unusually high 2.5 GHz bandwidth (for a unity-gain-stable operational ampli-

fier) is obtained by a parallel feed-forward concept used in silicon hybrid operational

amplifiers des igned and manufactured by TRW for the past 5 years .

WIDE BAND MESFET OPERA T IONAL AMPUFIER CONCEPT A

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ D FFERENTIA L INPUTS, SINGLE—ENDED OU T PU T , DEPLE T ION— M~~r~f ME SI F T S
MAX CLOSED-LOOP BANDWIDTH- 2500.MHz -1JNITY CLO SED -LC~~~ A INT

Vi

Q5

INPUT V~ V I((NV)

2
Q4

OUTPUT

QI V2 Q2 V2
V2

TABLE 1- FWI” OPE N C.AfN~~A4

V2 V2 ANALOG OPE N-LOOP
FREQUENC’5 GAIN

V2 V2INPUT ---D-—---— ---- 25OO ,MH~ 1 .0 OdB’4
(NONINV) IOO .MHz ‘c

~~~~~~~~ OFE RATI ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~
V2 LOAD MA\ .

TC’ GROUND 
INP UT AND O~~IT 4 \ IT  SUPPL’~

- INT ERNAl  
~D I SS

VOl TAGI RAN G E VO LTA G E S OUTPU T FUI L SCAt
B C -~~~~~~~~~ 100MHz SINEWAV E’4

‘. K& I 3.p f • 1 .~’4\ V 1 ~-S\. 6 ,mW
MIN MAX - -25

‘ KU I - 4,4 • -*~. ~. -4B\ IO . .~W
MIN MA\ -

- --- _•_ - _ _ _

Figure 11 . Op-Amp Concept A
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The key to obtaini ng good damping in conjunction with such high closed-loop band-
width is minimizing the number of inverting -amplifier stages in the forward path of

— the operationa l amplifier; the minimtjn number required is one , as is utilized in this
concept (Ql of Figure 11). The necessary high gain (for good closed-loop accuracy)
is then obtained by means of a “2—inverting—stage ” amplifier ( Q2 and Q3 of Figure ‘I l )
placed in parallel wi th the high-frequency “single-inverter ” amplifier .

Figure 12 and associated Tables 3 and 4 describe the same concept with ai
alternate output driver for delivering high analog output currents to an off-chip
l ow—impedance load such as a transmi ssion line . Use of the high current driver
results in a smal l sacrifice in total power (10 roW rather than 6 mW for ‘1 V signal
range) and in a maximum stability closed loop bandwidth (1.5 GHz rather than 2.5 GHz).

TABU 4 OPERATING CHARAC TERISTIC S (B)
MAX

OUTPU T I N P U T  AND OUTPU T SUPPLY INTERNAL P
V i LOAD ‘OLTAGE VOLTAGES (OUTPUT = 

0(55

TO GRD RANGE FULL SCALE

1:~
_1 

E?~ 
~~~~~ 1000 + 1 .OV 

100MMi S(NEWA ~~)
V =+5V iQ. mW

_____ _____________ 

V~=-2.5V 
______________

TABL E 3: FWD OPE N GAIN (B )

FREQUENCY GAIN

1500.MHz I 1.0 (0dB)~~~ ~ 
ANALOG I OPEN-LOOP

100.MHz 15.(+24 .dB)
1 .MHz )500.(464.dB)

V2 OUT PUT

V2 ~~~~~~V2 

V2 L
INPUT

vi

W IDEBAND MESF ET OPERATIONAL AM PLIFIER CONCEPT B

V2

HIGH-CURRENT OUTPUT
DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS , SINGLE—ENDED OU T PUT , DEPLETION—MODE MESFETS
MAX CLOSED-LOOP BANDW IDTH - ’ 500.MHZ (UNITY CLOSED-LOOP GAIN)

Figure 12. Op-Amp Concept B
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A. 2 A/fl CONVERTER

One excellent application for GaAs FIT technology is the fabrication of high
speed , high accuracy , and low power, monolithic A/D converters . Several different
A/fl converter circuit configurations can be used , each resulting in a different
combination of performance parameters . The final selection of the optimum A/D
organization is dependent on the relative importance of speed , accuracy , and power
consumption in th” desired application .

In this section , two different A/D converter designs based on GaAs depletion-
mode FET technology are discussed. The two designs are a 50 Ms/sec . 150 rnW,12 bit
successive approximation A/D; and a 200 Ms/sec~ 300 mW,lO bit feed forward A/fl.
Either desi gn could be developed in a 3 year technology program .

SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION A/fl

A block diagram for a successive approximation AID converter is shown in Fi gure
13. This approach uses a comparator and fl/A converter in a feedback loop to deter-
mi ne the di gita l value of the analog input by a trial and error technique.

The conversion period is divided into a number ot short cycles by timing logic
and a shift register . During the first two cycles of a conversion , the D/P4 converter
is reset to midrange and the analog input is a~..quired by the sample-and-hold Circuit.
The S&H then holds this new analog value for the remainder of the conversion period .

REF ERENCE
V O LT AGE

_ _

0/A
CONVERTER

COMPA RAT OR

ANALOG  L~~CH J ~J ~~~~G~~~T

T

ER OUTPUT

CLOCK CONTROL 

~ 
TIMING

Figure 13. GaAs Successive Approximation AID
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During the third cycle , the comparator compares the held analog signal with the 0/A
output. The digita l result of this comparison is the MSB of the di gital output. In
the fourth cycle, the D/A converter MSB is set to the value determined In cycle three

and the 0/A 2SH Is turned on. The result of the comparator decision In cycle four
Is the 2S8 of the di gita l output. The remaining bits are determined in a similar
manner , with the analog negative feedback loop , consisting of the fl/A converter and
comparator , forcing the analog output of the fl/A to become a successively closer
approximation to the analog input as the conversion progresses. At the end of the
convers i on , this approxim ation will be wIthin 1/ 2  of an LSB of the Input , and the
di g ital result of the conversion will he equal to the input to the fl/A converter.
A f ina l cycle is required to transfer the di gital output to a register where It is
stored until the end of the next conversion period . The total number of cycles (14)
requir ed in the conversion period 15 two more than the number of hits (12) of A/fl
accuracy.

The performance of the successive approximation A/fl converter is determined by —

the character istics of the comparator and the fl/A converter. The IIIInIII1uI1I conversion

time of the A/I) equals the product of the number of cycles and the cycle time , which
is dominated by the D/A settl ing time and the comparator delay time . The linearity
of the A/ i) converter Is determined by the resolution of the comparator , and the
linearity of the fl/A converter and sample-and-hold circu it.

• S IJ & - t - e s s i v I ’  approx l lnat ioli is the’ simplest (least -oolplex . low part s count) and
IIX)s ilt :clira te high speed A/I) converter a 1 yorl thm. it is important t o  note that
bt ’ c ,~u’., ’ only one comparator is used in the’ design , the comparator o f f  se • vol tage’ has

no ‘It ~i t  on A/fl linearity . This is sign ificant as the of fse t  vo l t a ge of a GaAs Fli T

comparator is expected to be at least 10 time s greater than the offset of a silicon
bipolar colllparator.

Due to the large number of cycles required In the successive approximation
organization , this approach is the slowest high speed A/I) converter al gorithni . TRW
has built five ditt l ’re nt silicon single chi p IS! successive a p p r o x i m a t i o n  A/I )
quantlzers ringing from 12 bits at 2 Ms/sec to 10 bits at 10 Ms/sec and 8 bits at
15 Ms/sec . The current state of the art in speed/power performance of an LSI silicon
successive approximation A/I) quantizer is the 8-bit. 15 Ms/sec design , which
consumes 0.8 watts of power. —

The performance expected of the’ GaAs success ive approximation A/fl converter
represents a si g nificant lin rease In speed and reduction in power. The followin g
paragraphs discuss the GaAs circuitry used to achieve this Improved performance over
convent i ona 1 sil l con I ~ I tt?chfl i gut’s.
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I Compara tor

Figure 14 is a circuit diagram of the proposed GaAs FET comparator. The

I comparator has two modes of operation , track and hold. During the tracking mode,

the output follows the input with a small gain. Source followers Qi and Q2 are

I used to provide cormion mode level sh i ft i ng to the differential coninon source gain
stage consisting of Q3 and Q4. Coninon gate FIT ’ s Q7- lO are used to reduce the Miller
effect capacitance within the comparator and to isolate the capacitance of Q3-6 from

I the load resistors . Large devices (40 ~an width ) are used for Q3—6. In the tracking

mode , Qll is turned on and Q12 is off. To switch the comparator from track to hold ,

I 
the control s ignal at the clock input i s changed from a logi c “1” to a “0”. This

turns Ql2 on and Q11 off. The comparator gain is consequently increased to near

infinity by the positive feedback applied to Q5 and Q6. The small differential

analog signal existing at the drains of Q9 and Q1O at the time of the track-to-hold
transition is thus ampl ified to a logic level , resulting in a comparator decision and
a usable output . -

The speed of the comparator is determined by the magnitude of the time constant
associated wi th the 1.5K load resistors . Each resistor sees the gate—to—drain
capacitance of one 5 pm and two 10 pm FET ’ s at 1.5 ff/5 pm and an estimated 3 mils

— 

1.5K 1.5K 

J

~~~~~~~~~ j

INPUT 

~Ti 
_ _  

~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

OUTPUT

— 
CLOCK 012 

CLOC K

-10 VOLTS 
0.125 MA ~~~~~~~~~ MA 

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~0. t25 MA

Figure 14. Comparator
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FI gure 15 . 0/A Converter

of interconnect capacitance at 1.6 ff/mi l plus device substrate capacitance for a
total of 23.5 ff. The time constant is thus 35 psec. The voltage swing across the
1.5K resistor is 375 mV. During the tracking mode , each resistor voltage must change
by about 188 mV and settle to within 0.14 mV to result in a 0.1 LSB error referred to

the input. The comparator acquisition time thus requires nine time constants or 315
psec. An additional time constant of propagation delay is needed during the hold mode
for the output to achieve a digital logic level . The total comparator response t ime

is thus 350 psec . The power consumption of the comparator is 7.5 mW for a 10 volt
supply vol tage.

D/A Converter

This section will discuss the design considerations for a D/A converter compatible
with a 12-bit LSI , GaAs A/D quantizer using a successive approximation AID organization .
Figure 15 Is a block diagram of the D/A converter. The fl/A uses binary weighted ,
switched currents for the four most significant bits and equal currents switched into
a binary resistive attenuator for the 8 least significant bits . Binary current
weighting results In almost a factor of 2 decrease In power compared to a 0/A using
equal currents for all 12 bits . Binary current wei ghting is not used for the lower
order bits because bits 5-12 would then require’ FET widths of less than 5 pm to
maintain a constant FET current density , which Is desirable for optimum accuracy.
A 13th fl/A stage is used to provide feedback Information for an amplifier that con-
trols the current sources of the fl/A converter. The ampl ifier requires an external
reference voltage equal to -1.024 volt (half of the full scale range of the A / D).

Fi gure 16 is a circuit diagram of one of the 12 current generator and swi tch
sections of the 0/A converter. The current source is biased with a thin film
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resistor, which can be laser trinined to adjust the output of the current source . The

nominal voltage drop across the thin film resistor Is 4 volts. The 25 mV threshold
uncertainty of the current source FET th~ . results in a 0.6k uncertainty in the current

source output , which is corrected by laser trinini ng . The untrinined current source
accuracy could be Increased at the expense of power consumption by increasing the
voltage across the resistor. Laser trlninlng of the resistor would still be
necessary. Reducing the resistor vol tage would result In a need for increased
laser trinining , which would begin to si gnificant ly change the temperature
coefficient of the trlnined resistor and thus reduce the useful temperature range of
the A/fl converter.

The current switch consists of a differential pair of depletion mode FIT’s. The
switch is turned on by applying a log ic “1” to the gate of Q2 and a logic “O’ to the
gate of QI. This allows the output of the current source to pass through Q2 to the
fl/A load resistor. When Qi is turned on , the current is discarded to ground. T

~e
use of depletion mode devices ensures that gate current is zero .

The settling t ime of the 0/A converter is determined by the time constan~ at the
output of the D/A: = RC , where R is the fl/A output Impedance and C is the total
capacitance of the 0/A current switches and the comparator input. For a 5 pm depletion
FIT , Idss 125 pA , and Cgd 1.5 ff. For a thin film resistor at 1000 ohms per square ,
C • 0.28 ff/m1 12 (parallel plate) + 1.27 ff/mil (fringing effects) for a total of 1.6

TO RESISTIVE
LADOEM

•1 ~~~~~~~ INPU T

OP AMP

.10 VOLTS

rigure 16. Current Generator and Swi tch
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ff/Ku . The capacitance of the comparator input source follower is 1.5 ff and the
capacitance of the estimated 5 mil length of interconnect is 8 ff.

Thus,
RC
lx (16 Cgd + 15 CD_sub + CR + C 1)

= 1K (16 (1.5) + 15 (2.0) + 1.6 + 8.0)
• 1K (24.0 + 30.0 + 1.6 + 8.0)
= 1K (64)
=64 psec

Nine time constants are required for fl/A settling in a 12 bit successive approximation
A/fl. Total 0/A settling time is thus 576 psec. Power consumption of the fl/A is 28.8
mW using a 10 volt supply vol tage.

Sample and Hold

When an A/fl converter is used to convert a wide bandwidth analog signal , a sample
and hold circuit is needed to sample the analog si gnal and hold the sampled analog
voltage constant for the conversion time of the quantizer. A circuit diagram of a
monolithic GaAs sample and hold is shown in Figure 17. Source follower Ql is a
preamplifier , which drives a Schottky , diode bridge switch consisting of fll-4. The
output of the diode switch drives a hold capacitor. The hold capacitor voltage is
buffered by the source follower postamp lifier , Q2. Transistors Q3 and Q4 control the
diode switch. When S is a log ic ‘1” , Q4 is turned on , the switch is conducting and
the sample and hold is in the follow mode. When S is a logic “0” , Q3 is turned on and
the diode switch is reversed biased . This causes the sample and hold to be in the hold
mode.

The performance of the sample and hold circuit is largely dependent on the
reverse leakage current of the switch diodes . The magnitude of this leakage
detemiines the required size of the hold capacitor . The time constant of the hold
capacitor and the output impedance of Qi then determines the acquisition time of
the sample and hold. The maxinsim differential reverse biased leakage of diodes D2
and 04 is estimated to be 50 pA. This leakage requires a hold capacitor of S ff to
obtain a voltage drift in the hold mode that is compatible with a 12 bit , 50 Ms/sec
successive approximation A/fl converter. This ensures that the drive is adequate for
rates of 25 Ms/sec to 70 Ms/sec. Since there is another 10 ff of transistor and
interconnect capacitance that must be dri ven by Ql and the output impedance of Ql is
about 10K , the time constant of the hold capacitor is 150 psec. This results i n  a

sample and hold acquisition time of 1.5 nsec (10 time constants). The power
consumption of the sample and hold circuit is 5.0 mW for a 10 volt supp ly voltage .
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FIgure 17 . Simplified Sample and Hold Circuit

Dlg~ital Logi c Circuits

An A/ fl converter requires digital logic circuitry for its timing, cont rol , and
output data formatting functions . Two basic types of logic circuits are needed : a
gate and a latch. Circuit diagrams of these circuits are shown In Figure 18. The
differential circuit configuration reduces noise currents , which is an advantage
in a high resolution A/fl converter. The power consumption of this log ic circuitry is
0.36 mW per gate or latch. The propagation delay is 0.1 nsec.

Successive Approximation A/fl Performance

The speed and power consumption of the A/fl converter can be calculated now that
the circuitry has been defined. The complete conversion period for a 12-bit
successive approximation A/fl converter requires 14 separate cycles . The minImum
length of each cycle Is equa l to the sum of comparator response time 350 psec , 0/A
delay plus settling time 640 psec , and latch propagation delay 100 psec. Total
cycle time is 1.09 nsec and the minimum conversion period Is 15.3 nsec . This is
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Figure 18. DigItal Logic Circuits

TABLE I 12 BIT GaAs SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION A/fl
TIMING BUDGET

COMPARATOR DELAY 35 PSEC

LATCH DELAY 100 PSEC

D/A DELAY + SETTLING 640 PSEC

CO~IPARAT0R ACQUISITION TIME 315 PSEC

TOTAL TIME PER CYCLE 1090 PSEC

CONVERSION PERIOD (14 CYCLES) 15.3 MSEC

CONVERSION RATE 65.5 MSPS
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equivalent to a 65.5 Ms/sec conversion rate as shown In Table I.

Total A/D power consumption is equal to the sum of the power required by the

sample and hold circuit (5.0 mW), comparator (7.5 mW) , D/A converter (28.8mW),
digital logic cIrcuitry (39.6 mW), and the output buffers. Assuming the desired
output Interface Is an ECI differential 400 mV signal with a 4 nsec risetlue driving
a 10 pF load , the output buffers require 60 nW. Total A/D converter power consumption Is
140.9 mW , with nearly half of the total power used In the output buffers, as shown
in Table II. The required power supply voltage Is -b y.

The analog input range of the A/D Is 0 to -2.048 V. An input clock signal Is
required. The frequency of this clock should be 14 tImes the conversion rate (700
MHz at 50 Ms/sec). The digita l output Is provided in a parallel format. Approximately
800 devIces would be required to construct the successive approximation AID. This
would result in a chip size of about 60 mIls x 80 mils.

TABLE 11 12 BIT GaAs SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION AID
POWER BUDGET

CIRCUIT POWER (MW )

SAMPLE AND HOLD 5.0

COMPARATOR 7.5

0/A LATCH REGISTER 14.4

0/A CONVERTER 28.8

TIMING AND CONTROL 16.8

OUTPUT REGISTER 8.4

OUTPUT DRIVERS 60.0

TOTAL POWER 140.9
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Feed Forward A/D Converter

Figure 19 is a block diagram of a 10-bit LSI GaAs feed forward A/D converter.
The AID consists of two stages , each containing a 5-bit quantlzer (31 comparators and
con~ ining logic). The output of the first 5BQ drives a D/A converter , which is used

to modify the reference input of the second stage 5BQ. The comparator threshold volt-
ages of the second 5BQ are 32 times closer together than those of the first 5BQ.
This provides the increased resolution needed to determine the 5 least si gnificant
bits of the 10-bit digital Output. The outputs of both 5BQ’s are stored in a latch
for parallel output or scanned by a multiplexer to provide a 10-bit serial output .

Because only two cycles are needed in the feed forward A/D converter , this AID
has a significantly faster conversion rate than the successive approximation A/fl
discussed in the previous section. However , the feed forward organization requires
conside rably more laser triming than the successive approximation A/fl. In addition
to the 0/A converter each of the 62 comparators must be trinined. This results in
an accurate A/D at some nominal temperature , but accuracy will degrade over temperature
more than in the successive approximation A/fl converter. I

ANALOG
— I

S/H 1 1 RE FERENCE
“I I [VOLTAGE

[~~~MP ~ ~4 ~ COMP

WORD 
_ _ _ _  

U ________

CLOCK [COMBINING ICOMBINING
ILOGIC ~LOGIC

TIMING
LOGIC J.J U

CLOCK 10.-BIT REGISTER OR 10 TO I DIGITAL MUX

DATA SERIAL OR PARALLEL
READY DATA

Figure 19. Feed Forward AID Converter
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Feed I orward A/D Circuitry

The circuitry used in the feed forward AID converter is similar to that already
discussed for the ~successive approximation A/fl converter . The major difference is
caused by the higher l oad capacitance of the multiple conparators used in the feed
forward A/D. The sample and hold circuit must drive 62 comparator inputs at 1.5 ff
per comparator and approximately 100 mils of interconnect at 2 ff per mu for a
total of 293 ff. A two-stage postamplifier is required to drive this capacitance
with a 100 pm FET used as the output source follower . This results In a 400 ohm out-
put impedance for the sample and hold and a 117 psec time constant. The settling time
at the sample and hold output is thus 1.17 nsec (10 time constants). The power
consumption of this sample and hold is 9.6 m W. A linear 0/A converter is used in the —

feed forward AID converter. The 0/A consists of 31 current generator and switch
circuits driving a single load resistor.

Each fl/A stage is driven by one of the 31 comparators in the first stage 5BQ.
This arrangement allows the fl/A converter to begin settling before the contining
log ic has decoded the 5BQ output. The 31 fl/A output transistors are 10 pm FET ’s
with a total combined capacitance of 93 ff. The capacitance of the 31 comparator
inputs of the second stage 5BQ is 47 If, and the estimated interconnect capacitance
is 200 ff. The total capacitance driven by the 0/A is thus 340 f f .  Each fl/A switch
current is 125 pA , which requires a 256 ohm load resistor for a 1.024 volt full scale
analog range . The 0/A time constant is thus 87 psec , and the 0/A settling time is
870 psec (10 time constants). Power consumption of the fllA converter is 19.2 mU.

Feed Forward A/D Performance

ihe minimum convers i on time of the feed forward A/fl converter Is equal to the
sum of sample and hold acquisition time (1.5 nsec), sample and hold settling time

• (1.17 nsec) , comparator response time in the first SBQ (.68 nsec), 0/A settling time
(.84 nsec), and comparator response time in the second 5BQ (.68 nsec). The total
conversion time is thus 4.90 nsec , which is equivalent to a conversion rate of 204
Ms/sec .

Power consumption of the feed forward A/fl Is equal to 300 niW . Approximately
half of the total power is consumed by the output buffe r circuits. A total of 3000
devices are used in the feed forward A/D for an estimated chip size of 110 mils on a
side .

Conclusions

The A/fl converter organization that best meets any requirement is dependent on
the performance goals. A comparison of the performance of the successive approximation
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and feed forward converters is shown on Table III.

Tab le I I I  A/D Converte r Compar i son

PARAMETER SUCCESSIVE APPX . FEED/FORWARD

Number of bits 12 10
Speed (megasampl es/second) 50 200
Clock rate (megahertz) 700 400

Power (milliwatts) 150 300

Temperature range wide more restricted

Number of devices 800 3000
Chip size (mils) 60 x 80 110 x 110
Manufacturabi lity (cost) good more diffi cult
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A.3 16 X 16 MULTIPLIER

A high speed multiplier is essential in any advanced signal processing
systems where realtime operation is required. Typical applications are found in

J 
digital filters , fast Fourier trans form processors, computer circuits, or other spe-
cial digital signal processors . Tranditiona lly, multi plication has been a time-
consuming operation requiring rather complicated circuitry and a large amount of power.

This difficulty is especially severe in the systems where many repeated multiplications
are required to complete an operation . To Ci rcumvent this limitation, TRW developed
a series of hi gh performance MSI and LSI multiplier circuits * in the past 10 years .
The most recent 16 x 16 multiplier MPY-l6H) uses gates wi th delay-power products of less

than 0.2 pj and completes the multiplication cycle in 100 nsec. Presently available data
on GaAs FET’ s indicates that the performance of the multiplier is expected to improve
at least by two orders of magnitude if GaAs gates are used instead. This section dis-
cusses optimum 16 x 16 multip lier configurations for low power , high speed performance
and circuit descriptions and techniques for achieving a multiplication rate of 100 MHz .

1 16 x 16 Multiplier Configuration Tradeoffs

A number of multiplier concepts have been studied at TRW that can potentially
- achieve 16 x 16 multi plication rates in the range of SO to 150 MHz wi th low power

dissipation.

• Although hard conclusions have not been made at this time , and overali studies
should be concluded in parallel with device and process development , basic multipli-

cation building block requirements and desirable device characteristics can be iden-

J tified now. The approaches studied include :

• All-parallel

I • Serial-parallel

• Byte serial-parallel

I • All— serial.

The value of these preliminary studies is that they permit detail concept tradeoffs

I based on present and projected GaAs device performance , achiev ements , complexity ,
producibi lity , power, reliability , and cost .

All-Parallel 16 x 16 Multiplier Concept

The all-parallel multiplier accepts both parallel multi plicand and parallel

I multiplier words at the same time . Upon completion of multiplication , the results
I are also available in parallel format. The multiplier multiplies , shi fts, and adds

*G Mclver , et al “A Monol ithic 16 x 16 Multipl i er,’ ISSCC, Feb 74, p. 54, and U.S.
Patent 3,900,724.
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the partial products simultaneously. Since all operations are performed in parallel ,
the all—parallel multiplier is the fastest multi pl i cation technique. It can meet the
speed requirement of a 100 Miii word multipl i cation rate. One of the significant advan-
tages of this approach is that the speed requirements of all the basic cells in the
multiplier are uniform . Therefore for the same multipl i cation word rate, the demanded
speed requirements of the basic cel l is the least , compared with the serial-parallel
and all-serial approaches with the same power constraint. The all—parallel approach
is obviously the most promising approach for the demonstration of a 16 x 16 multiplier
in terms of speed.

Serial-Parallel 16 x 16 Multiplier Concept

The serial-parallel multiplier l oads the multi plicand word in parallel but the
multiplier word is entered serial ly. The multipl i cation is performed between the
multiplicand word and the mult iplier bit starting with the LSB. At the completion
of each bit-word multiplication , the result is shifted right one position and made
ready for the next hi gher-order bit multiplication. The process continues until all
multiplier bits are used. The final result is shifted out serially. This approach
is good for low speed appl i cations , since , by performing the multi plication serially,
some complexity and power reduct ions are realized. This , In turn , reduces the chip
size requirement and eventually enhances the fabrication yield. However, if the
minimum word multipl i cation rate is 100 MHz , the bit clock rate has to be 32 times
higher or 3.2. GHz. Since the basic GaAs FET logic gate is designed for low power as
wel l as high speed operation , requiring the gates to operate over a wide frequency
range (more than one order of magnitude ) on the same chi p is obviously not optimum.

Byte-Serial-Parallel 16 x 16 Concept

This is a hybrid approach between the all-parallel approach and serial -parallel
approach . The multipl i cand word is l oaded in parallel but the multiplier word is
loaded in bytes of 4 bits . The multiplication is performed in groups of 4-bit bytes.
If the multiplier is designed according to thi s approach, some savings in complexity
can be realized without the penalty of having to operate the log ic gate over a wide
frequency range. However, more control logic circuits are required to sequence the
operation of the multiplier than the all—parallel approach . Some external circuits
are also required to group the multipl ier into 4-bit bytes.

All-Serial 16 x 16 Concept

In this approach , a single multipl ication cell performs all the bit -by—bit multi-
plications , partial product sinning , and shifting . A clock as high as 16 x 16 = 256
times the word multipl ication rate is required. If the word multiplication is set at
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[ 100 MHz , then a 25.6 GHz lo g ic family is needed. A GaAs transferred electron device
(TED) can theoretically be designed to handle the data rate but not at the allowable
power. Furthermore , interfaces with other system functions (at serial data rates of
25 GHz) would be a significant problem.

Since GaAs TED’s suffers another serious drawback of being unsuitable for analog

I circuits, the all-serial multiplier is not practical for this effort.

g Suninary and Conclusion of the Configuration Tradeoffs

I The key parameters of the four multiplier configurations are sumarized
in Table 1 for comparison. The choice of the recomended 16 x 16 mult Iplier
organization concept must be based on a number of considerations , most of which are
key to the achievement of hi gh speed , l ow-power arithmetic function in an LSI imple-
mentation. The significant considerations of thi s choice are :

-u • Multiplication word rate of 100 MHz/sec

• Total power dissipation of less than 100 mW

• The GaAs devices used are also usable in low-power wideband analog
circui ts

• Complexity

• Packaging and interconnects

• Technical risk.

I Table 1. Organization Concepts Sunenary

Requiring Circuit ! Frequency of(- Exte rna l Dev i ce Interface
- Organization Power Speed Circuits Development Signals

All-parallel Moderate High No Simple Low

Serial-parallel Low Low Yes Moderate High

I Byte-serial- Moderate Moderate Yes Moderate Moderate
I parallel

Al l -serial High Low Yes Extensive Very high

‘1
1~
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The all-serial multiplier using TED devices Is not recommended because the TED
devices operate very Inefficiently at the frequencies of Interest here. Furthermore ,
the TED devices developed would have very little chance of being used in the analog
circuits .

The serial-parallel approach requires some of the circuits to operate at a
3.2 Gbps rate. To achieve this , the gate delay would have to be less than 0.1 nsec ,
which involves technical risks that are suffic ient to made the serial-
parallel approach unattractive.

The byte-serial-parallel approach requires some additional external circuits to
regroup the Input words to a usable format. It is a clumsy approach from a user
standpoint .

The all-pa rallel concept offers the following distinct advantages :

• Highest word rate/power ratio, (i.e., high processing speed per unit
power) -

• No cr i t ical high frequency interfaces

• No extra external circuits requ ired

• The similar GaAs FF1 device can also be used In low-power analog
circuits.

TRW has experience in building both all-parallel and serial -parallel multipliers
for different applications using the same devices. The (word rate)/power ratio of the
all—parallel approach is 42 percent better than the serial -parallel approach . Since
both speed and power are very important in future advanced signal processing systems,
the 16 x 16 multIplier organization reconinended is the all -parallel approach.

Mu it iulier Des I n

A ll-Para ll el Mu it i plica ti on Al aorlthnls

Severa l basic parallel multiplication algorithms have been considered for realiza-
tion of a low power, high speed di gital multiplier. Some algorithms require pipeline
latches and some do not. In general, the speed requ i rement of the basic cel ls in
pipel ined multi pliers Is only a small fraction of that of the nonpipel ined ones ,
depending on the al gorithms used. As a result, a big saving in power and a sizable
reduction in speed-power products of the log ic gates can be realized. However . pipe-
lined multipl iers have very l imited usage in modern systems due to their intolerable
long throughput delays . Therefore , pipe l med mult ipHers , despite their superfici ally
good speed-power prodii. t and low power , are not reconinended.
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In selecting an algorithm for implementation , the following criteria are of
importance :

• Representation of negative numbers

• Basic algorithm (e.g., carry save, Booth , Wallace , Dadda).

Negative Number Representation. Three basic systems have been widely used for
binary number representation of negative numbers: sign-magnitude , l’ s complement , and
2’ s complement. Although each has certain advantages , the l’s complement system seems
least desirable for an arithmetic element such as the very high speed multiplier. The
sign-magnitude representation yiel ds the simplest possibl e multiplier structure , as
all multiplications are performed using the magnitude with the product sign determined
from the operand signs . The 2’s complement system requires that correction terms be
considered in computing the product if either (or both) of the operands is negative.
Thus, superficially it would seem desirable to use the sign-magnitude system. A com-
plication arises , however , if significant addition (or subtraction) is performed ,
with the results of the multiplication as the case wi th fast Fourier transform (FF1)
processors , since addition or subtraction is considerably simpler with 2’s comp lement
numbers .

A final consideration is that although a 2’s complement multiplier can multiply
si gn-magnitude numbers (by hardwiring the sign bits of the operands to indicate that
both operands are positive and determining the prriduct sign separately), the opposite
is not true . Thus , upon considering the probable need for subsequent addition and the
desirability of being able to perform either 2’s complement and sign-magnitude multi-
pl i cation in the same multip lier , the 2’s complement negative number representation is
proposed .

In selecting the basic al gori thm , many options are available , including Booth’ s
algoritlin ,(1) the Wallace mu lti p lier ,(2) Dadda ’s scheme ,~~’

4
~ the carry-save

approach ,~~ and the Pezaris adder array.(6)

8as Ic Al~g~~thm. Even though many multiplication al gorithms have been devel-
oped over the past 30 years , the requirement of 2’s complement representation for
negative numbers and 10 nsec throughput delay narrows the number of choices to two
algorithms :

• Dadda ’ s schem e

• Sequential-add ~
7
~ (a nonpipel i ned Booth’ s method).

Each is described below.

Dadda s scheme~
3 ’4~ and its predecessor Wallace ’s method~

2
~ involve forming the

bit product matrix and then using full adders to reduce the matrix to a two-row matrix

I
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(i.e., to two binary numbers). The rows of the two-row matrix are then added in a

fast adder (e.g. , a carry look-ahead adder) to give the desired product. As shown in
Dadda ’s first paper,~~ the reduction of the bit product matrix to an equivalent two-
row matrix takes six adder delays for a 16 x 16 multiplier. A potential drawback $

exists in that Dadda ’s scheme was developed for sign-magnitude numbers . Recently~
8
~

this problem has been overcome by adding correction terms to the partial product
matr ix. In some cases , inclusion of the correction terms may add one adder delay to
the reduction time for the bit produc t matrix.

The main disadvantage of thi s method is that of implementation complexity . In
terms of implementation the formation and reduction of the bit product matrix is per-
formed with one integrated circuit type (consisting of full adders and gates), while the
32-bit addition is performed with a second integrated circuit type (consisting of
carry look—ahead adder blocks). This dual-integrated circuit development is seen as
a major drawback to this approach.

The second algorithm , sequential-add , computes asynchronously and can be used
with ei ther 2’ s complement or si gn—magnitude binary number notation.

If two numbers in sign magnitude notation

X — X~~12 ÷ X22
2 ÷ x12

1 
+ X02°

N-i 2 1 0

are to be multiplied , the product is

M-l N-l .

= ~~~ X .  Y
3 

~~~~

i = 0  i s O

The sequential-add approach forms all of the partial products simultaneously.

Equally weighted partial product-sum terms are added together with equally
weighted carry terms from the next lower partial products. Thus

P0 = X 0 Y0

P1 
= (X 1 Y 0 + X

0 Y 1
) + (C x v )

~

P2 
= (x 2 Y0 + X 1 Y 1 + X 0 v2) + (C x v  CX Y

)
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etc. , for all output produc t -terms ( Note: C~~y1 means the carry term resulting from
the partial product of X 1 and Y 3

, etc.) .

Multiplication of 2 ’s complement binary numbers is performed by adding correction
terms which become zero for the sign-magnitude case. The magnitude of the product , in

both systems of notation , can be shown to be the sumiiation

P (xY ) + (Y 5~) + (S V) + (x 5 + Y )  (2—1)

where

P magnItude of the product

X and Y magnitude of the multiplier and multiplicand

and Y 5 - si gn of the multiplier and multiplicand ; zero for positive numbers

The sign of the product Is formed separatel y by an exclusive-OR circuit in both

systems of notat i on , such that

P5 
= ( x 5 ) (Y 5 )

where

- sign of the product.

Both and V 5 are assumed zero in equation (2—1) when sign-magnitude numbers are
multipl ied. In this case , the equation reduces to

p - xv

The following example illustrates how the multi plier computes 2’s complement

numbers :

Example:

If both X 5 X and Y5Y are negative numbers , then

P - ( X V)  + Y~~ + (X
5~~) + (X + Y 5 )

Take

( X X )  = (1) 0 1 0 1 (= -11 In decimal notation)

(V Y) • (1) 0 0 1 1 (— -13 in decimal notation)

(P5P) = (0) 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 (= +143 in decima l notation )

-1
---

~  
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0 1 0 1

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 1

0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 (XV )

1 0 1 0  (Y 5X )

1 1 0 0  (x 5V)

1

1 V
5

P = 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 (which is correct )

Of the two algorithms described above, the sequential -add is obviousl y the better com-
promise. It requires the development of only one integrated circuit type and can be
used with either sign magnitude of 2’scomplement binary notation . Therefore, the

— sequential-add algori thm is recommended for the 16 x 16 multiplier .

Sequential-Add Multiplier Design

The basic sequential-add multiplier utilizes the iterative building block shown

in Figure 20 at each computational node. The X
1 

Y1 partial product terms are 
gener-

ated by AND gates. These partial products are added to the verticall y transferred sum
and diagonally transferred carry terms for adjacent computational nodes.

SIN

~

FIgure 20. Sequential-Add Iterative Building Block
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Figure 21 shows the complete logic diagram of the 16 x 16 multIplier. It can
be seen from inspection that the magnitude of the product (C0, P31, P30 

. . . P1, P0)
is the sum of the terms given in equation (2-I). When the circuit is used as a sing le

1G x 16 multIplier , Y~ is connected to and X~ to X~. Also, all S and N terms are
unused and therefore connected to logic “0”. The sign bit is formed separately by the
exclusive-OR circuit. The 16 x 16 multiplier is expandable into larger computationa l
arrays of 16N x 16M, where N and M are integers greater than one. No additional cir-
cuitry is needed except for N x M multipliers .

The outputs P0 through P15 are not used. However, they are brought out to pads

to facilitate multiplier expansion.

Since only the 16 most significant bits out of 32-bit product words are of
interest , an optional round-off circuit can be added to advan e the product output one
additional count whenever the analog equivalent of the unused 16 less significant bits
is more than 1/2 of Its maximum magnitude. (This circuit is not shown in Fi gure 21
for clarity.)

Circuit Description

Severa l different ways of designing low power , high speed dig ital circuits using
GaAs FET’s have been Investigated. They i~c1ude Schottky diode logic , saturated logic,
and current mode logic. Each of these logic families has its own advantages and di s-
advantages. The Investigation concluded that differential current mode multilevel
log ic is superior for the multiplier appli cation because:

• It provides the best speed performance for this high speed requirement

• It has high noise imunity

• Both the output and its complement are available, making efficient
multiplier cell design possible

• It can easi ly interface wi th existing high speed ECL circui ts

• It offers hi gh power supply noise rejection and wide temperature
range .

Impl ementation of the differential current mode logic basic cell is shown in
Figure 22. This circuit contains nine gates using 39 components (FET’s and resis-
tors). Notice that many of the FET’s share the same drain. Many others share the
same source. These shar-ings of the drains and sources eliminat e the need of many
isolation wells and thus reduce the overall cell and chip size . Part of the basic cell
circuit that generates S0 was laid out using the APPLICON computer-aided design system .
The resulting plot Is shown in Figure 23. The total area of the basic cell takes
6 x 8 mils.
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Figure ‘19. Feed Forward A/D Converter
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the performance goals. A comparison of the performance of the successive approximation
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The basic cell consists of nine ,gates. It accepts four inputs :

• X~ input

• Y~ i nput

• Vertically transferred sum Sin

• Diagonally transferred carry Cm
The ~~~ partial product terms are generated by AND gates consisting of 17, 18, 113,

T17, 118, and 123. The partial product X~Y~ are then added to S~~ and C m to generate

the sun S0 and the carry C0. The addition is carried out by the ful l adder consisting
of T3 through 16, T9 through T12, T15, 116 and T19 through T22.

Notice that the carry C0 and the sum S0 are generated simultaneously to minimize
the propagation delay through the cell. The transistors Tl and T2, as well as the
diodes Di through D4, are used for dc level translation from the first level to the
second level. 114,. and T24 through 126 are used as current generators controlling the
bias currents through the differential gates. The current requirement for basic cell

remains constant over the operating frequency range and is typically equal to 128 MA.
The total power dissipation for the basic cell is therefore equal to 4.5 volts x
128 uA = 576 pW.

One of the most important performance parameters in the basic multiplier design
is the propagation delay or the speed of the arithmetic operations. For this partic-
ular differential current mode logic design , the l ongest path of the operation is
shown in dotted lines from S~ , to S~. The delay time through this longest path can
be divided into three parts and calculated as follows :

• The dc level shifter time delay which is due to the source resis-
tance of T2 and all the device capacitances and stray capacitances
of its distribution circuits (including 15, T12 , T15 and 122).
Using the projected X1.5 device parameters, the time delay Is

tdl 
= (in 2) (7.6x10~) [4 x 3.6 x 

_______

12 Source 4 Miller 126 Drain-to-Gate
Resistance Input Cap

+ 10 x i~
l5

+ 4x 3.6 x io~~] = 220 psec

Stray 4 Gate Source
• Input Cap

• The source—to—drain propagation delay of T9. This can be found
from the GaAs model and is

td2 = (in 2) x [4R(0.5) + 3R(I.8) + 2R(I.8) + R ( I . 8 )Jx  l0~~
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Where

R = 1.33K for the Xl .5 devices.

Substitution gives

• t~2 = 0.7 X [2 + 6 X 1.8] l0~~ x 1.33 x lO~ 12 psec

• The collector time delay of 19 and T3 including the wiring stray
capacitances . For the Xi.5 device , this time delay is

Source follower cap of
the following cel l

td3 
= (in 2 )(16 x 1O3)~ i.8 + 3.6 + 3.6 + iO] x i0~~ = 212 psec

Drain One Gate-to- Stray
Resistance Drain and
R3 One Miller

Cap

In the normal operating mode, all these time constants are settling together.
Therefore, the overall time constant is the rss of all the t~ ne constants , and the over-
all time delay which is proportional to the time constant is also rss of all the time
delays. Thus, the total basic cell time delay is

td = 1220 + 122 + 2i22 = 306 psec

The X— and V. inputs remain steady during the calculating cycle. Their delays
do not affect the propagation of the sums and the carries through the chip and , there-
fore , do not affect the speed of the multi plication.

Another important parameter is the speed-power product of the logic gates used.
Since nine gates are in the 576 iiW basic cell, the equivalent gate power dissipation

- 1 is = 64 uW. The longest delay path as calculated previously consists of two gate
delays. Therefore , the net delay per gate is = 153 psec. The delay-power product
of the differential current mode logic is then equal to

Delay-power product = 64 pW x 153 psec

= 0.0098 pj

16 x 16 Multiplier Performance

Based on the desi gn and analyti cal data of the basic cell shown in the previous section,
the 16 x 16 multiplier performance is sunvnarized in Table 2. The following
relations are used :
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Table 2. 16 x 16 Multiplier Performance Suiunary

Parameters Performance Units

Number of gates 2400 Gates
Chip si ze 125 x 125 mils
Multiplication rate 102 MHz
Throughput delay 9.8 nsec
Power dissipation 148 mW

Number of GaAs FET devices 8340 Devices
Equivalent gate delay—power
product 0.0098 pj
Equivalent gate delay 0.15 nsec

Total multiplier delay 2 x 16 x (cell delay) = 32 td

Total multiplier power dissipation 16 x 16 x (cell power dissipation)
Total multiplier chip edge = (./16 x 16 x (cell area))
Multiplication rate = 1/ (32 td)
Total multiplier gates = 16 x 16 x (number of cell gates)

The multiplier achieves the speed goal of 100 MHz without resorting to pipe lining
which is considered a handicap in modern processing systems . Some processors cannot
use pipelined multipliers at all. Some can use it but at the expense of extra
circuits (and power) for delay compensations. In general , for the systems where
feedback signa l processing is required, the computed product must be available
imediately for the succeeding computation and the excess clock delay of the pipelined
multi plier is unacceptable. Examples where the ~pelined multiplier cannot be used
are:

• Recursive Digital filter

• Tracking loop

• Others requiring feedback processing.

The nonpipelined multiplier does not have these restrictions. The speed Is achieved
at the power level of less than 150 em for the total 16 x 16 multiplier function.
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Suninary and Conclusions

• In this section , we presented several organizational concepts applicable to low
power, high speed multiplier requirements. The all-parallel approach is selected
because it has the highest potential to achieve a good speed/power ratio and requi res
development of only one circuit type. Among the all-parallel multiplication algorithms ,
the nonpipe lined sequential-add algorithm is selected because it can be used in sign-
magn i tude as wel l as 2’s complement nuntering systems . It can also be used without
restriction in any signal processing system , open-loop or feedback, recursive or non-

- ~- 
recursive. TRW has proven the sequential-add algorithm and the desirabilit y of current
mode circuit topology through the successful application of bipolar silicon oxide—
aligned-transistor (OAT) technology.
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